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Notice
This report (the “Report”) by KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) is provided to The City of Lethbridge (“The City”) pursuant to the professional services agreement between The
City and KPMG dated April 16, 2019, and amended November 19, 2019 and July 16, 2020. The intention of the Report is to conduct an independent operational
performance review (the “Review”) of select arms-length entities of the City, and to identify potential options for the City of Lethbridge's consideration.
If this Report is received by anyone other than The City, the recipient is placed on notice that the attached Report has been prepared solely for The City for its own
internal use and this Report and its contents may not be shared with or disclosed to anyone by the recipient without the express written consent of KPMG and The
City. KPMG does not accept any liability or responsibility to any third party who may use or place reliance on the Report.
The scope was limited to a review and observations over a relatively short timeframe. The intention of the Report is to conduct a current state assessment
focused on in-scope Business Units (arms-length entities) and to identify potential areas of opportunities for efficiencies, cost improvement, innovation and
reinvestment in the in-scope Business Units. The procedures we performed were limited in nature and extent, and those procedures will not necessarily disclose
all matters about a Business Unit’s functions, policies and operations, or reveal errors in the underlying information. Our procedures consisted of inquiry,
observation, comparison and analysis of City-provided data and information. In addition, we considered comparisons to select municipalities and leading
practices.
The procedures we performed do not constitute an audit, examination or review in accordance with standards established by the Chartered Professional Accountants
of Canada, and we have not otherwise verified the information we obtained or presented in this Report. We express no opinion or any form of assurance on the
information presented in the Report, and make no representations concerning its accuracy or completeness. We express no opinion or any form of assurance on
potential cost improvements that The City of Lethbridge may realize should it decide to implement the opportunities or options contained within the Report. Readers
are cautioned that the potential costs or benefits outlined in the Report are order of magnitude estimates only. Actual results achieved as a result of implementing
opportunities are dependent upon The City of Lethbridge decisions and actions, and variations may be material. The City is solely responsible for its decisions to
implement any opportunities/options and for considering their impact. Implementation will require The City to plan and test any changes to ensure that The City will
realize satisfactory results.
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Executive Summary (1 of 5)
The City of Lethbridge (the “City” or “Lethbridge”) engaged KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) to conduct an independent Fiscal and Operational Performance Review (the
“Review”) focused on three additional entities to identify potential areas of opportunity for efficiencies, cost improvement, innovation and reinvestment. The three
arms-length municipal entities that comprised the scope of the Review were:
1) Lethbridge Police Service
2) Lethbridge Public Library
3) Economic Development Lethbridge
The Review was not an audit. The Review focused on identifying opportunities for the City’s consideration based on comparisons with practices and benchmarks
from other municipalities, the experience of the KPMG team, and input from stakeholders with the City and those working with and in the arms-length entities. The
Review followed a collaborative process between the City, the entities and KPMG, and was undertaken between August and November 2020.

Context
Lethbridge’s population growth has outpaced Alberta and Canada since 2015. From 2015-2019, Lethbridge’s population increased by 7.0%, compared to 6.5%
and 6.3% for Alberta and Canada respectively. Lethbridge now has over 100,000 residents and its population is younger than the Canadian average.
While Lethbridge has a higher debt per capita compared to some Alberta municipalities, it has a low debt to revenue ratio, and is only using 35% of its available
debt capacity. In 2019, the City realized a significant level of revenue over expenses and its consolidated annual unrestricted surplus was $3.1 million. In general,
Lethbridge has a relatively strong financial position as a result of its manageable debt and consistent operating surplus.
Citizen satisfaction surveys suggest that Lethbridge is delivering a high level of service to its citizens. This may contribute to the City’s ability to retain and attract
new residents at a higher rate than Alberta as a whole.
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Executive Summary (2 of 5)
Summary of Opportunities
The focus of the Review was conducting a current state assessment and identifying opportunities for efficiencies, cost improvement, innovation and reinvestment
for the three entities. A summary of the opportunities for each of the entities is provided. All three entities are primarily City-funded with governing boards external
to the City of Lethbridge. As such, the Review included opportunities to improve the effectiveness of their governance and relationship with the City.

Lethbridge Police Service
The Lethbridge Police Service (LPS) is the City’s municipal policing
service, working to ensure safety in the community by reducing
crime and disorder, providing emergency services, and assisting
victims of crime.
LPS is part of the City organization, however, it is governed by an
arms-length police commission in accordance with the Alberta Police
Act. The City funds LPS and its 2019 operating expenditure were
approximately $41.2 million.
Key opportunities found in this Review revolve around the effective
utilization of policing resources. As costs of policing continue to
increase, LPS will need to seek ways to address increasing crime
rates, while delivering an affordable service to the City. The
opportunities identify ways to use police resources more effectively
— by focusing on core policing activities, using data analytics in a
more coordinated way, and staffing resources more at peak incident
times. Other opportunities consider the highest driver of growth in
demands on policing resourcing and LPS’ relationship with the City.

Opportunity Description
1. City-wide Collaboration to Address the Opioid Crisis. There is an opportunity for
the City to coordinate the efforts of LPS and the community partners it supports to
address crime and disorder in a more holistic manner – i.e., to work more directly with
community partners in responding to low-risk calls.
2. Intelligence-led Policing and CompStat Usage. LPS has internal data-analytics
capabilities that support intelligence-led policing. There are opportunities to further this
practice by: increasing its data analytics capacity with greater use of analytical tools;
introducing a CompStat model to tie intelligence to decision-making and performance;
and, employing a more coordinated, service-wide approach to using intelligence.
3. Further Use of Civilians and Community Peace Officers (CPOs). LPS employs
civilians in several capacities, including as CPOs. There are opportunities to increase
the role of civilians and CPOs in LPS by increasing the duties of CPOs to include traffic
enforcement and increasing civilian staffing in other areas.
4. Streamline Shared Services between the City and LPS. There may be an
opportunity to re-evaluate the division of shared services (e.g., finance, IT, HR)
provided by the City and those performed within LPS in order to realize economies of
scale, effect some cost savings / efficiencies, and promote consistent practices.
5. Improved Governance and Relationship with City. There may be an opportunity to
improve LPS governance by implementing a formal process to set policing priorities
and reporting, to consider alternative City representation on the Commission.
6. Dynamic or Staggered Shifts. LPS patrols currently run 12 hours each. There may
be an opportunity to stagger patrol starts to increase coverage and responsiveness
during peak times without increasing the patrol size.
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Executive Summary (3 of 5)
Lethbridge Public Library
The Lethbridge Public Library (LPL) provides community access to literature,
leisure and learning through physical and online collections, as well as the
bookmobile and other community programs. LPL also provides publiclyaccessible meeting spaces for any and all community members. LPL operates
two library locations (Main Branch and Crossings Branch) as well as a
“bookmobile” delivery service.
In 2019, LPL’s total expenditures were $7.6 million, and expenditures net of
revenues were $6.5 million. LPL’s staff count in 2019 was 108 staff (63
permanent and 45 casuals) with a total FTE count of approximately 65 FTEs.
The City funds and supports the Lethbridge Public Library. LPL operates as an
arms-length public entity with governance oversight from the Lethbridge Public
Library Board.
Opportunities for LPL reflect challenges of changing usage patterns, as well as
looking for new ways to operate efficiently and effectively. LPL also has an
opportunity to re-evaluate its relationship to CARLS and clarify its relationship to
the City.

Opportunity Description
1. City-LPL Relationship. There may be an opportunity to more clearly
define the relationship and roles between the City and the LPL. This
would entail documenting the services that the City will provide to the
LPL, and how LPL will consider the mandates and priorities of the City.
2. Hours of Operation. There should be an opportunity for modest cost
savings through reduced hours or strategically changing hours to align to
demand. Trends point to fewer physical visits to the library and more
online access, especially during COVID-19.
3. Clarifying the Relationship and City Membership with Chinook
Arch Regional Library System (CARLS). Assessing the benefit
received by CARLS from LPL may suggest an alternative service and
funding agreement may be more equitable to LPL. There may be an
opportunity for LPL to negotiate enhanced service agreements with
CARLS because of the significant contribution LPL makes through its
fees.
4. Potential Streamlining of LPL Corporate Services. There may be an
opportunity in Corporate Services for management to make modest
organizational adjustments to control future cost pressures. With 65% of
LPL operating expenses related to personnel costs, any future fiscal
pressures will need to target cost controls and efficiencies related to
staffing.
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Executive Summary (4 of 5)
Economic Development Lethbridge
Economic Development Lethbridge (EDL) is the City’s economic
development agency, operating as an arms-length public entity with
governance oversight from the EDL governing board. EDL is tasked
with the roles of:
−

Supporting local businesses through retention strategies and
expansion supports.

−

Attracting investment interest to Lethbridge, where EDL
focuses on four priority sectors: agri-food, technology,
manufacturing and renewable energy.

−

Supporting entrepreneurship and innovation through its
Tecconnect innovation incubatory, which provides business
coaching and supports in partnership with the Regional
Innovation Network of Southern Alberta (RINSA).

−

Marketing the Lethbridge brand on the provincial, national
and global stage. EDL advocates for the City and region
through a wide range of networks and industry associations,
also including provincial and federal government agencies.

The City’s funding to EDL was approximately $0.8M in 2019. The
arms-length nature of the agency allows EDL to pursue additional
grant funding from provincial and federal government agencies and
deliver additional economic development programming. It received
approximately $0.3M more in grant funding from other levels of
government in 2019. With program revenue and other revenue of
approximately $0.9M, EDL’s total revenues were approximately
$2.0M in 2019.

Opportunity Description
1. Clarify the City’s Relationship to EDL and Improve Communications. There may
be an opportunity to better align the relationship between the City and EDL through
an updated Memorandum of Understanding providing clarification of EDL’s mandate,
expectations, governance, roles, and accountabilities, as well as City departments’
engagement in economic development activities. EDL and Real Estate and Land
Development (RELD) have a key “dotted-line” relationship which should be
encouraged and strengthened.
2. Board Composition and Size. The size and composition of EDL’s Board may limit
its ability to maximize effective governance. There may be an opportunity to revisit the
Board’s size and composition in line with leading practices for similar agencies. The
Board should be smaller, more skills-based to suit its economic development
mandate and contain a significantly greater share from business and industry.
3. Review City’s Role on the EDL Board and its Appointments. The City currently
has 7 of 31 appointments to the EDL board where board members act as “voices of
the community”. There may be an opportunity to reconsider the City’s purpose in
appointing members to EDL’s board, as well as size and composition considerations.
4. Mandate Clarification and Alignment of City/Region. EDL undertakes some
activities that promote the economic development interests of the region, not only the
City. There may be an opportunity to revisit and clarify EDL’s mandate, the activities it
undertakes, and its relationships with regional partners.
5. City Investment. EDL has successfully raised funds for many of its programs and the
City’s share of its overall funding is less than 50%. However, the City is still the primary
funder and EDL is established as an arms-length entity by the city. Overall, the City’s
investment in EDL is less than $1 million and EDL appears to provide reasonable value.
There may be an opportunity to re-evaluate the City’s contribution to EDL, and to its
overall investment in economic development in Lethbridge, including investing in new
initiatives. Where EDL can play a clear lead or supporting role for new priority
economic development initiatives, the City may consider reinvestment of dedicated
funds to EDL for such new initiatives with accountability for return on investment.
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Executive Summary (5 of 5)
Summary of Impacts to the City
The chart below summarizes the potential financial impacts of the opportunities identified in the Review. The chart also indicates if opportunities were focused on
efficiencies/cost improvements and reinvestment/innovation including alternative ways of service delivery. Finally, the relative level of implementation risk and
timeframe for each opportunity is shown. The opportunities are for the City's consideration, and the City's decisions will impact the timing and benefits realization of
opportunities.
Business Unit

Indicative Estimates ($ millions)

Focus

(Key Opportunity)

Potential
Cumulative Impact
(2021 thru 2024)
Lethbridge Police Service

PostImplementation
Average Annual
Impact

Efficiency/
Cost Improvement

Implementation Timing
(Short < 18 months;
Risk (Relative:
Low / Med. / High)

Medium 18 mo. – 3 yrs.)

Reinvestment/
Innovation

$1.6

$0.6

Medium

Medium-term

$1.2

$0.4

Medium

Short/Long-term

Economic Development
Lethbridge

N/A

N/A

Medium

Short-term

Total

$2.8

$1.0

(Civilianization)

Lethbridge Public Library
(Reduced operating hours, CARLS)
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Introduction

Objective and Scope
Objective
The objective of the City of Lethbridge (“The City” or “Lethbridge”) was to conduct an independent fiscal and operational performance review (the “Review”) on
selected special-purpose or arms-length entities, owned by the City, dependent upon City funding, and governed by a separate Board or Commission appointed
and/or approved by the City. The intent of the review was to assess the current state and to identify potential areas of opportunity for efficiencies, cost
improvement, innovation and reinvestment, for the City of Lethbridge's consideration.
Following a request for proposal process, KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) was selected to conduct the independent fiscal and operational performance review. The Review
was initially divided into two phases. The first phase reviewed eight Business Units and was completed in November 2019. The second phase comprised nine
Business Units and was completed in June 2020. A third phase of work reviewing three of its agencies, boards and commissions, the subject of this report, began
in August 2020.
This is an independent fiscal and operational performance review, not an audit. The project approach was a collaborative process with The City and KPMG.

Phase 3 Scope
The focus of Phase 3 of the Review was on three “in-scope” entities.

© 2020 KPMG LLP, an Ontario limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG global organization of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International
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Approach and Phase 3 Timeline
KPMG worked collaboratively with The City to assess the service offerings, challenges and opportunities of the in-scope Business Units
and the broader organization. The approach being employed in Phase 3 mirrors that of Phases 1 and 2 of the Review:
1) Initial Data Gathering and Analysis – KPMG reviewed initial data, information, and documentation of the three entities (or
Business Units), and conducted preliminary interviews with the Mayor, Councillors, and senior leaders within the organization.
2) Current State Assessment – KPMG conducted interviews and working sessions with key individuals from the three in-scope
Business Units. In addition, select external stakeholders that were deemed to have key perspective on these entities’ operations
were also interviewed in confidence. Data and information on the current state was assessed. The baseline information was
compared with select peer municipalities, where available. Using both internal and external information, potential opportunities
were identified. Analysis on the data and information provided in the initial data gathering exercise will be validated with the
entities.
3) Opportunities and Options Analysis – The potential impact of the identified opportunities will be based on performance evaluation
criteria that were agreed upon by The City in the Project Charter. These criteria include both qualitative and quantitative
components.
4) Reporting – KPMG developed a draft report for the City’s review. The final report addressed feedback and minor adjustments.

© 2020 KPMG LLP, an Ontario limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG global organization of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International
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Approach: Evaluation Criteria
The Review evaluated identified opportunities based on criteria approved by the City Project Committee at the beginning of the project and in the approved Project
Charter. These criteria were used to help prioritize opportunities resulting from the reviews of the entities.

Opportunity Evaluation Criteria

Opportunity Prioritization

Efficiency and Financial Impact

― Potential cost improvement.
― Efficiencies in operations and services while maintaining service.
― Potential revenue or reinvestment opportunities.

Effectiveness

― Effective provision of customer services in achieving objectives.
― Effectively meeting intended outcomes and positive results.
― Comparison of results to others.

Public Service Impacts

― Maintaining front-line, public-facing staff.
― Capability, capacity, skills.
― Change management/readiness.

Alignment

― Consistent/meets with the City's strategy.
― Regulatory/Legislative requirements.

Implementation Risks

― Relative effort and timeline to transition/implement
― Implementation risks.

© 2020 KPMG LLP, an Ontario limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG global organization of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International
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Summary of Opportunities
Organized by entity or Business Unit, a number of opportunities for improvement have been identified. Each are rated using the legend described below.
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Municipal Comparator’s Overview
For the purposes of the review, nine comparator communities were selected as municipal comparators based on population size and growth, urban/rural
characteristics, economic similarities, and geographical representation from across western Canada and Ontario. Where appropriate and data existed, these
municipalities were used to compare the performance of the Business Units. However, in some cases, given the nature of the Business Unit being reviewed, or the
availability of existing benchmarking research, different comparators were used. 1
2019
Municipalities Population

2019 Operating
Expenditure

2019 Capital
Expenditure

2019
Revenue

2019
Debt

2019 Net
Assets

Key Economic Sectors and Industries

101,482

$400.6M

$139.7M

$458.9M

$228.0M

Agri-business, healthcare services, post-secondary education,
$1,823.4M transportation and distribution, retail, and regional services.

Medicine Hat

63,138

$395.0M

$116.3M

$366.7M

$353.7M

$1,267.3M

Agri-business, aerospace and defense, petrochemicals processing and
professional services.

Red Deer

99,832

$376.2M

$91.2M

$354.1M

$274.9M

$2,009.6M

Retail, healthcare services, construction, oil and gas extraction, and
manufacturing.

Kamloops

93,428

$204.4M

$46.7M

$231.4M

$90.3M

$1,258.9M

Forestry and mining, retail, agriculture, healthcare services,
transportation and logistics.

Kelowna

133,800

$297.6M

$127.9M

$396.1M

$105.6M

$2,140.4M

Manufacturing and construction, technology, tourism, agriculture, and
healthcare services.

Regina

257,000

$663.8M

$197.7M

$765.9M

$302.6M

Manufacturing, information technology, agriculture and agri-business,
$2,369.9M tourism, energy, health and education services, finance and insurance,
provincial government.

Saskatoon

275,242

$819.9M

$200.7M

$951.2M

$331.4M

$4,456.6M

Wholesale and retail trade, health and education services, construction,
real estate, finance and insurance.

Barrie

148,136

$367.7M

$50.8M

$440.6M

$326.5M

$1,853.4M

Manufacturing, information technology and data security, food services,
health and education services.

Guelph

138,357

$442.4M

$88.8M

$527.2M

$116.5M

$1,332.9M

Agri-business, Regional services, manufacturing, retail, post-secondary
education.

Kingston

123,973

$499.5M

$151.6M

$517.3M

$243.4M

$1,470.0M

Health and education services, transportation, tourism, regional services
and defense, research and development.

Lethbridge

Source: Derived from annual reports of various municipalities. Population estimates from Statistics Canada.

1

Sources were derived from annual reports of various municipalities.
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Overview
Summary Description
Lethbridge Police Service (LPS) provides law enforcement services and ensures safety and compliance to City residents. The primary focus of the LPS is to prevent and address
crime and disorder, provide emergency services and assistance to victims of crime and meet changing demands in delivering a safe environment to live, work and play in order
to best serve the community.
The LPS is guided by four pillars of policing – Public Safety, Public Trust, Public Confidence and Professionalism.
LPS’s 2019 operating expenditures totaled $41.2 million, and its FTE count was approximately 260 staff. LPS’s 2019 budget reports 241 FTEs – consisting of 172 FTE sworn
officers, 15 Community Peace Officers (CPOs) and 66 FTE civilian staff.

Public-facing services:
̶ Emergency response and critical incident response
̶ Investigation of criminal and non-criminal matters
̶ Law enforcement and municipal by-law enforcement
̶ Community liaison, engagement and protection
̶ Court liaison
̶ Canine services
̶ Forensic identification
̶ Intelligence and special investigations
̶ Traffic and vehicle impound
̶ Victim/Witness services
Internal services:
̶ Police fleet, equipment and communication systems
maintenance

Financial Performance
Operating Expenditures, Transfers and Revenue
Millions

Service List

$45

Forecast

Actuals
$40
$35
$30
$25
$20
$15
$10
$5
$0
2016
Payroll

2017
Non-Payroll

2018

2019

2020

Asset Transactions & Transfers

2021

2022

Total Revenue

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and the Lethbridge Police Service.
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Police Context (1 of 5)
The LPS is a municipal police service governed by the regulations in the
Alberta Police Act. The LPS is responsible for maintaining public order and
safety, enforcing laws and bylaws, and preventing, detecting, and
investigating criminal activities in the City of Lethbridge.
LPS Mandate: To ensure efficient and effective policing
services that meet the changing needs of the community.
LPS Mission Statement: Courage. Safety. Service.
LPS Vision Statement: Selflessly providing safety and service
through excellence in community involvement, strong
partnerships and continuous innovation.
LPS Strategic Priorities: People, Crime, Technology,
Community and Processes.

2019 LPS Highlights
Number of Sworn Officers:

172 (Authorized), 166 (Actual)

Service Population:

100,000+

Sq. Km. of Jurisdiction:

124

Total Calls for Service:

35,993

Total Criminal Code Charges:

10,505

AB Traffic Safety Act Charges:
Total Number of Volunteers:
Top Five Call Types:

9,449 (average 26 per day)
71 (Victims Services: 43, and The Watch: 28)
Public disturbance, trespassing, suspicious
person, public service request, and theft.

The left graph below shows that the LPS typically receives positive
feedback from citizens, both in terms of Importance and Satisfaction. Citizens scored Importance of LPS’ service at or near 100%, and Satisfaction of the service
close to 90% over the past decade. The right graph below shows that citizens generally feel safe in the City, except for downtown and outdoor public spaces during
the nighttime hours.2

2Source:

Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and the Lethbridge Police Service.
© 2020 KPMG LLP, an Ontario limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG global organization of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International
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Police Context (2 of 5)
Crime Reporting in Lethbridge

Crime Indicators, 2018 (Statistics Canada)

Over the past four years, the City has experienced an overall increase in crime. Lethbridge’s
Crime Severity Index (“CSI”), which measures changes in the level and severity of crime, has
grown by approximately 60%. Over the same period, the Weighted Clearance Rate, which
measures the number of crimes that have been “solved” or “closed”, has decreased by
approximately 33%. These statistics are shown in the table to the right.

Statistics

The increase in crime appears to be linked to a relatively sharper rise in the number of nonviolent crimes (approximately 70% increase in non-violent CSI) versus violent crimes
(approximately 29% increase in violent CSI). Non-violent crimes include lower-severity property
crimes that can be more difficult to clear and are generally a lower priority for police.

Lethbridge

Crime Severity Index (“CSI”)

158.7

2014-2018
Growth Rate
60%

Violent CSI

116.0

29%

Non-violent CSI

173.7

70%

Weighted Clearance Rate (“WCR”)

39.7

(33%)

Violent WCR

57.1

(33%)

Non-violent WCR

35.5

(30%)

Demand for Police Service
The graph below and the left shows that demand, as measured by the total number of calls for service, has increased over the past 6 years. LPS received 3,500
more calls in 2019 than in 2014, an increase of over 10% over the 5-year period. In 2019, LPS responded to a 6-year record 36,000 calls for service. LPS
attributes much of the growth in calls for service to the City’s opioid crisis and rising calls for service of property crimes, public disorder, and social and mental
health related calls for service.
The graph below and the right informs criminal calls rose 26% over the 5-year period. This is supported by LPS’s Annual Report that notes an increase in drugrelated offences. In 2018, the LPS experienced their largest drug seizure in its history, valued at over $1 million. While LPS’s volume of criminal calls is growing,
non-criminal calls still account for the majority call volume (66%). Overall, analysis on the demand of police service in Lethbridge informs high demand, especially
for non-criminal call types.3

3

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and the Lethbridge Police Service; Statistics Canada.
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Police Context (3 of 5)
CAD System
LPS uses Intergraph’s computer-aided dispatch (“CAD”) system to track its call for
service and events. An example of an event is a proactive officer-initiated event,
such as a traffic infraction. Events are not considered calls for service since they are
not initiated by the public.
LPS’s process is to assign each call and/or event with an event priority number. The
system dispatcher assigns each call for service a priority number electronically, and
events are assigned priority manually. Priority types are listed in the table below.
Priority Types – Definitions
Priority 0–1: Emergency calls and events; life threatening situation.
Priority 2: Urgent calls and events; imminent criminal act.
Priority 3–4: Non-urgent, routine calls and events.
Priority 5: Parking.
Priority 6: Reporting by ARM officers.
Priority 7: Subject stops and traffic stops.

The graph to the upper right shows total calls and events from 2016 to 2019.
Reporting from the CAD system shows that while the number of total events has
decreased by 25%, total calls for service have increased by 16%, from 2016 to
2019. The combined total number of events and calls for service together have
remained relatively flat during the 4-year period. There was an above average high
number of calls for service in 2018 that subsequently deceased in 2019.

Total Calls for Service by Priority
The graph on the bottom right disaggregates annual calls for service by priority. The
graph informs that the large majority of LPS’s calls for service fall into priority type 3
and 4, which are considered non-urgent, routine calls and events.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and the Lethbridge Police Service.
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Police Context (4 of 5)
Service and Response Times
Two key performance indicator (KPIs) that are used by police services are response and service times. Response time is how long it takes for officers to dispatch,
travel and arrive on-scene at an event. Service time indicates how long officers take at an event. The graphs below show LPS’s response and service performance
over the last four years by priority type: emergency, urgent, or routine.
Response and service times for LPS have declined (i.e., favourable) or held roughly constant over the last four years. LPS times at emergency and routine events
have declined the most, suggesting an increase in productivity for these types of events.

Source: Derived from information provided by the Lethbridge Police Service.
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Police Context (5 of 5)
Caseload
The number of occurrences in which a Sworn officer or Community Peace Officer (CPO) is involved includes all classifications of officer involvement; as such,
multiple members may be involved in each occurrence (police officers and/or CPOs). Numbers reflected are indicative of involved members and not indictive of the
number of occurrences. While there is often more than one officer linked to an occurrence, usually only one reporting officer is associated with each occurrence.
As such, this provides a different perspective on the associated workload of an officer.
The graph below shows the individual monthly totals for each officer divided by the number of full patrol members per team for 2019; this total was then divided by
twelve to determine an average monthly total per member. If this were to be extrapolated to create an annual average (i.e., monthly x 12), the average number of
occurrences per member would be 744.
Patrol Unit D appears to handle the largest caseload however, there is not a significant variance between reporting officer, dispatched cad, and total occurrences
across patrol teams.

Source: Derived from information provided by the Lethbridge Police Service.
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Governance
LPS is a municipal police service as defined by the Alberta Police Act. While LPS is part of the City organization, the Act requires that it be governed differently.
Specifically, the City must establish an independent Police Commission to oversee LPS. This structure is intended to keep the City and the LPS at arms-length,
enabling the LPS to govern and manage their own operations without influence or interference from the City. While the two organizations work at arm’s length,
they have a vested interest to work collaboratively as stewards of the City.
The respective responsibilities of the Lethbridge Police Commission (LPC) and City Council are listed below for comparison.

Responsibilities of Lethbridge City Council in Policing

Responsibilities of Lethbridge Police Commission

— Set the rules governing the Commission

— Develop policies for policing

— Appoint Commission members

— Hire and manage a Police Chief

— Review the annual policing plan and approve a total budget for policing — Prepare an annual plan specifying the service level that LPS will deliver
— Be the employer of police officers and non-officer LPS staff

— Prepare annual budgets in consultation with the Police Chief
— Allocate funds approved by Council and ensure adequate policing resources
— Designate a Public Complaint Director to receive, investigate and resolve
public complaints

— Conduct inquiries into the actions of police officers
LPC comprises nine members, including two seats available for appointees from Council. The Act enables Council to appoint a municipal employee to the
Commission as a representative on behalf of the City. LPC is in the process of implementing a skills matrix for its members and working with Council to identify
appointees that have required skills. The Commission is supported by the Deputy City Clerk on administrative matters.
The Act requires the Commission to submit an annual plan to Council outlining planned service levels. Many police services and commissions receive input from
their councils about city priorities to help develop the annual plans. City Council has not formally expressed its priorities for policing to the Commission in recent
years, nor is there an established process by which the Commission solicits Council’s input into the development of the annual plan.
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Organizational Structure (1 of 3)
The LPS serves the community with approximately 166 sworn officers and 66 Civilians (CPOs and civilians), a total of 232 staff. The service has an authorized
strength of 172 Sworn Officers, but 6 positions are currently vacant. Analysis of LPS’s regular and overtime hours show that LPS’s total effort expended in 2019
was approximately 260.0 FTEs.
The organizational chart below shows the Police Commission’s direct report is the Chief of
Police. Sworn Officers and Civilians are organized across three organizational divisions
(i.e., Criminal Investigations, Field Operations, and Support Services) and three corporate
shared services (i.e., Financial Services, Human Resources and Information Technology).
Further information on the organizational structures of the Criminal Investigation Division,
Field Operations Division, Support Services Division are provided on the following pages.4

Year
Regular Hours
Overtime Hours
Total Hours
Total Effort (FTEs)

S
C

4

2016

2017

2018

2019

447,846

465,071

470,792

496,135

19,918

17,918

19,735

23,789

467,764

482,989

490,167

519,924

233.9

241.5

245.1

260.0

Sworn personnel
Peace Officer /
Civilian personnel

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and the Lethbridge Police Service.
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Organizational Structure (2 of 3)
Criminal Investigation Division

Field Operations Division

LPS’s Criminal Investigation Division is comprised of two sections as shown in
the organization chart below. Combined Forces Special Enforcement Section
and the Criminal Investigation Section. The Combined Forces Special
Enforcement Section is primarily delivered using Sworn Officers, and the
Criminal Investigation Section has a mix of Sworn Officers and Civilians.

LPS’s Field Operations Division is comprised of two sections, Field Operations
and Field Operations Support, as shown in the organization chart below. The
Field Operations Section is comprised of 4 patrol teams, each of which have a
minimum of 18 Sworn Officers including one sergeant. Patrols operate with a
minimum complement per shift of 11 officers, including 2 non-commissioned
officers.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and the
Lethbridge Police Service.
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Organizational Structure (3 of 3)
Support Services Divisions
LPS’s Support Services Division is comprised of five primary sections: Records Management Section, Support Service Section, Victim/Witness Services Section,
Policy and Accreditation Unit, and Facility and Vehicle Unit. Staff are primarily Civilians and CPOs. LPS’s Support Services Division area’s organizational chart is
illustrated below.5

5

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and the Lethbridge Police Service.
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Program Overview (1 of 2)
The following table lists the major services delivered by LPS, their objectives and their operating approach.
Service Area

Objective

Operating Approach

Criminal
Investigation
Division
(“CID”)

Supports the Field Operations Combined Forces Special Enforcement Section
Division with more complex,
— Led by a Staff Sergeant, and is primarily staffed with Sworn Officers, as the work performed requires
special criminal cases that
completion of a lengthy syllabus of police training.
would require lengthy
—
Organized into four units, namely the, Internet Child Exploitation Unit (“ICE”), Integrated Intelligence Unit,
investigations and resource
Enforcement Team, and Technical Support Unit. All are led by sworn Officers. ICE has civilian assistance.
needs.
Criminal Investigations Section
Examples of cases that the
CID would lead and manage
include drug trafficking, violent — Led by a Staff Sergeant, and is staffed with a mix of Sworn Officers, Community Peace Officers, and
Civilians.
and domestic crimes,
economic fraud, illegal
— Organized into seven units, namely the, Crime Analyst Unit, Crime Suppression Team, Economic Crimes
firearms, and sexual assault
Unit, Forensic Identification Unit (“IDENT”), National Weapons Enforcement Support Team, Priority Crimes
and child abuse.
Unit, and Violent Crimes Unit/Domestic Crimes Unit. The Crime Analyst Unit is civilian led and the rest are
led by Sworn Officers. The Forensic Identification Unit is support by CPOs and civilians.

Field
Operations
Division
(“FOD”)

The FOD acts as the vanguard Field Operations Support Section
of the LPS by providing
preventative patrolling
— Led by a Staff Sergeant, and is primarily staffed with Sworn Officers, as the work performed requires
services to all zones of the
completion of a lengthy syllabus of police training.
City, by holding responsibility
—
Organized into four primary units (3 units have sub-units), namely the, Downtown Policing Unit, Traffic
over the role of first
Response Unit, Critical Incident Unit, and Community Engagement Unit. All are led by Sworn Officers. The
responders to incoming citizen
Downtown Policing Unit is assisted with Level 1 CPOs.
calls for police services, and
by being the first line of
Field Operations Section
community engagement.
— Led by a Staff Sergeant, and is primarily staffed with Sworn Officers, as the work performed requires
completion of a lengthy syllabus of police training.
— Organized into four Patrol Teams (Teams A, B, C, and D). All patrol teams are Sworn Officer-led and
staffed.
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Program Overview (2 of 2)
Service Area

Objective

Operating Approach

Support
Services
Division
“(SSD”)

Support both the Field
— Led by an Inspector, who reports to the Deputy Chief of Police, and is organized into three sections,
Operations and Criminal
namely the, Records Management Section, Support Services Section, and Victim/Witness Services
Investigations Division in
Section.
policing specific administrative — Two sub-units, namely the, Policy and Accreditation Unit and Facility and Vehicle Maintenance Unit,
roles and responsibilities.
report directly into the Inspector, and these sub-units employ mainly Civilians.
Select examples of tasks
performed by the SSD include Records Management Section
records management, court
— Staffed by civilians.
liaising, training, managing the — Organized into seven units, namely, Alternative Reporting Unit, Court Liaison Unit, CPIC Unit, Patrol
WATCH, and freedom
Team Support Unit, Police Information Check Unit, Quality Assurance Unit, and Uniform Crime Reporting
requests.
Unit.
Support Services Section

— Staffed mostly by Sworn Officers.
— Organized into three units, namely the, Training Unit, The Watch, and Quality Assurance, Audits and
Accountability Unit (which as two sub-units). The Watch is a volunteer patrol program led by a civilian
manager reporting to a Staff Sergeant.
Victim/Witness Services Section

— Staffed by civilians.
Administration Provides internal back office
Services
administrative support across
the LPS organization.

— Led by the Deputy Chief of Police.
— This service area includes several LPS specific shared services section, namely the, Financial Services
Section, Human Resources Section, and Information Technology Section. All three shared services
sections are Civilian led.

— This service also houses the Professional Standards Unit (Sworn Officer-led), an Executive Officer
(Sworn Officer-led), an Administrative Analyst (Civilian employee) and an Administrative Assistance
(Civilian employee).

— The City provides services to LPS in the areas of payroll, labour relations, financial reporting, fleet and
facilities management, and procurement.
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Deployment
Deployment Strategy
The LPS deploys its patrol resources using a zone deployment strategy. The City has been divided into 4 separate zones and patrol staff have been assigned a
zone to monitor and respond to calls. Under the community-based policing Own Your Zone Initiative, officers work within the same zone for several years so they
develop relationships with residents and business owners living within their assigned zones and better understand the community they serve.
Deployment Effectiveness and Efficiency
Currently, the LPS have challenges with keeping up with the demand for police services. Furthermore, the effectiveness and efficiency of LPS’s deployment of
resources is suspect. While providing an opportunity for officers to build relationships with the community is a positive deployment activity, it does not address the
larger challenge faced by LPS, high call volumes and a high frequency of backlogged calls in the queue. Often, calls received during one shift will spill over into the
next shift, and officers are always playing catch up. There are several variables that impact the effectiveness and efficiency of LPS’s deployment, they include:

— The heavy existing workloads are causing officers to “burn out”, which ultimately leads to more cases of administrative leave for mental health related reasons,
and less officers available for deployment. At any given point in time, an 18-officer patrol team may only have an effective strength of 12-officers.

— LPS employs data analytics to support intelligence-led policing, but interviewees indicated that LPS has not implemented a CompStat policing culture.
— There has been an increased demand on the police service because of mental-health related calls. Additionally, property crimes have increased in Lethbridge
because of the opioid crisis.

— The existing scheduling model is not designed to align to the hours of peak demand. The Police Association’s existing collective agreement stipulates 12-hour
shifts that begin at 7:00 AM or 7:00 PM. This is not standard practice in a municipal police service. The condition gridlocks the LPS into an inflexible scheduling
environment, which further exacerbates the backlog of calls.

— Each year, each officer must complete a significant training course load. As per the collective agreement, training workshops need to be scheduled during a
sworn officer’s shift. This results in the officer being either unavailable for deployment, or unavailable for training.
Civilianization

Civilianization has been used to help assist the LPS in the deployment of police services. CPOs and non-sworn officer employees are “Civilians”. Currently, the
LPS employs 66 Civilians. Almost all support functions, such as analysts, records management, victims/witness protection, training, vehicle maintenance, and
other administrative positions have been civilianized. Some positions within forensics have been civilized as well, such as fingerprinting.
The Watch
The Watch calls in suspicious activities, usually in the downtown area. The Watch is led by a civilian manager reporting to a Staff Sergeant, but almost all
members are volunteer civilians. This program is still in its infancy. The benefit of the program, in terms of improving downtown safety, is yet to be determined. In
2019, the program budget was approximately $600,000.
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Partnerships
Community
LPS’s commitment to enhancing its partnerships is evident in its Vision Statement, “Selflessly providing safety and service through excellence in community
involvement, strong partnerships and continuous innovation”. Improving the amount and the quality of collaboration with community partners is a high for LPS and
is expected to help address pervasive social problems, such as the Opioid Crisis.
LPS is pursuing opportunities to strengthen and expand its community partnerships with social services organizations that may be able to assist with social
problems that are currently consuming significant resources from LPS. Many events linked to social issues fall to LPS to address, but the social issues are better
managed and mitigated by other City, provincial and community resources (e.g., mental health workers and social workers).
LPS is also partnering more generally with the community to proactively reduce crime. Property theft calls of service, which are among the highest frequency calls
for service, can be reduced by educating the community on simple practices (e.g., locking car doors and windows, locking front doors). The following is a list of
local, regional and provincial community organizations that LPS currently has relationships or partnerships with.

Community Partnerships
Southwest Child and Family
Services (SWCFS)

Streets Alive

AHS Mental Health and
Counselling Services

Chinook Sexual Assault Centre
(CSAC)

Lethbridge Shelter and
Resource Centre

Lethbridge Immigration and
Family Services

Calgary Child Advocacy Centre Lethbridge YWCA and Harbour
(CAC)
House
Policing
LPS has a strong relationship network across Alberta’s municipal police services, wherein the police services facilitate opportunities to share knowledge and
leading practices, support each other with specific policing resources and services, and share intelligence. For example, LPS works closely with the Calgary Police
Service which recently supported LPS with wire taping, undercover surveillance for a homicide case, and other specialized investigation needs. Other police
services that LPS has consistent relationships with include Edmonton Police Service, Medicine Hat Police Hat, and Red Deer RCMP.
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Financial Overview (1 of 3)
Operating Expenses
LPS is a tax-supported service funded by the City. Municipal policing services are typically a high cost service, and do not produce significant revenue. In 2019,
LPS’s total annual operating expenditures were $41.2 million and total operating expenses were $35.8 million. The difference is attributed to interdepartmental
transfers, asset costs, and debt repayments. LPS represents the City of Lethbridge’s largest Business Unit and share of tax-supported expenses. 11% of all taxsupporting funding in 2019.
LPS receives provincial support and grants to help it fund police service delivery and operating costs. In 2019, the Province provided LPS with $2.1 million. It also
issues tickets, and charges for specific policing services that earn revenue; however, the revenue earned is only a small fraction of the LPS’s funding needs.
LPS’s largest expense is Wages and Benefits, representing approximately 88% of total operating expenses in 2019. Contractual Services, Materials and Supplies,
Technology Equipment and Maintenance, and Travel and Training are the next four largest expense items. Expense growth has consistently trended upwards
between 2015 and 2019, totaling approximately 16% growth in overall LPS operating expenses between 2015 and 2019, or a compound average annual growth
rate (“CAGR”) of 3.7%.
Operating Expenses Profile ($000s)
Wages & Benefits
Contractual Services
Materials & Supplies
Technology Equipment & Maintenance
Travel & Training
General Services
Phone Services
Transfers to Internal Segments
All Other Operating Expenses
Total Operating Expenses1 (In $000s)

2015 A
28,156
772
582
416
224
72
106
70
564
30,962

2016 A
28,641
862
681
477
326
47
108
92
634
31,868

2017 A
30,021
998
539
488
374
73
125
87
706
33,411

2018 A
30,829
953
736
619
323
186
151
165
325
34,287

2019 A
31,521
970
901
779
532
179
168
137
616
35,803

1

Operating Expense is the sum of operating expenses and wages and benefits from the Business Unit Manager Reports, excluding net interdepartmental recoveries/charges, asset, debt, and
other transactions/transfers.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and the Lethbridge Police Service.
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Financial Overview (2 of 3)
Program Budget
As part of the 4-year operating budget planning process, the Police
Commission presents a 4-year budget request to City Council’s
Finance Committee. City Council approves the total budget for LPS,
while the Commission is responsible for the specific allocation of the
budget to operating and capital expenditures.6
The table to the right summarizes the LPS 2018 Program Budget.
Actual 2018 expenditures, including interdepartmental transactions
and transfers, totaled $41.2 million, which is more than LPS’s 2018
budgeted expenses of $37.5 million.
On a net basis, expenditures on Patrols (i.e., four teams of sworn
officers), Records Management Quality and Internal Investigations,
Police Fleet, Traffic, and Forensic Identification are LPL’s five largest
expenditures, and together accounted for $19.8M of budgeted net
expenditures out of total budgeted net expenditures of $33.5M (59%).
LPS is not a significant revenue generator, however, it offsets
approximately 11% of its expenditures with revenue from tickets and
service fees. The five largest revenue sources are shown in the graph
below. Patrols is the largest revenue generator, contributing nearly
50% of total revenue.

6

Program-Based Budget ($000s)
Lethbridge Police Services
Patrols
Records Management Quality and Internal
Investigations
Police Fleet
Traffic
Municipal Enforcement – Drug Investigations
Forensic Identification
Downtown Policing
School Resource Unit
Violent Crimes
Priority Crimes
Economic Crimes
Canine
Facility and Building Security
Critical Incident Response
Domestic Crimes
Training
Professional Standards and Internal Investigations
Short Term Detainee Holding
Intelligence
Victim/Witness Services
Police Radio System Maintenance
Crime Analyst
Regional Enforcement Drug Investigations
Vehicle Impound
Exhibits
Policy Accreditation
Court Liaison
Officer Recruiting
National Weapons Enforcement Team
Community Liaison
Internet Child Exploitation Investigations
Youth Offenders
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder Program
Total Police Services

2018
Expenses
14,161
2,787
1,834
1,778
1,770
1,565
1,412
1,370
1,130
1,030
715
714
679
603
585
558
555
542
502
373
321
268
240
240
222
216
212
210
190
182
174
174
148
37,468

2018
2018
Revenue
Net Budget
1,859
12,303
433
355
84
1
111
150
194
424
146
139
116
4,010

2,355
1,834
1,778
1,416
1,565
1,412
1,286
1,137
1,030
715
714
678
603
585
558
555
542
391
223
321
268
46
(185)
222
216
212
210
44
182
36
174
33
33,457

Source: Derived from documents received from the City of Lethbridge.
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Financial Overview (3 of 3)
Growth in Spend
Inflation and population growth combined between 2015 – 2019 was approximately 3-4% per year and 14.0% over the four-year period. LPS’s operating
expenditures grew approximately 16% over the same period or a compound average annual growth rate of 3.7%, slightly above the combined increase in inflation
and population growth7.
According to the 2019 – 2022 Operating Budget, the owner of an average single-family residential property with a market value of approximately $267,000 can
expect to pay approximately $459.35 toward the cost of policing by 2022, an increase of approximately $15.75 from in 2018. The primary driver of the increase is
higher wages and benefits related to anticipated new hires, both Sworn Officers and Civilian positions, including the impact of progressive raises in the first 8 years
of employment stipulated by the Lethbridge Police Association contract.

7

Source: derived from information providing by the City of Lethbridge. Operating Cost is the sum of operating expenses and wages and benefits from the City’s Business Unit Manager Reports, excluding
net interdepartmental recoveries/charges, asset, debt, and other transactions/transfers. Statistics Canada (populations and inflation).
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Benchmarks and Leading Practices (1 of 6)
Statistics Canada gathers data annually from all police services across Canada. While there are recognized differences in how police services report their data,
Statistics Canada takes measures to standardize data to the degree possible, and as such, its data are one of the more reliable and consistent sources of data on
crime and policing activities in Canada.

Crime Rates
The graphs below compare crime rates in Lethbridge to other jurisdictions. The Crime Severity Index (CSI) measures both volume and the seriousness of crime or
"severity" of the crime incidents as not all criminal incidents have the same impact or harm (e.g., differences between homicide and mischief).8 In 2019, out of
Canada’s 35 largest census metropolitan areas (CMA), Lethbridge had the highest CSI at 141.8, an increase of two per cent from 2018 and approximately 44%
higher than the average.
Compared with other medium to large sized municipalities in Alberta, Lethbridge is above the provincial average in crime severity and second highest next to Red
Deer. However, Lethbridge showed an increase in CSI, while Medicine Hat and Red Deer experienced declines from 2017 levels. Between 2018 and 2019,
Lethbridge’s population grew by two per cent while the number of reported crimes grew by over five per cent. Lethbridge is also high in the total number of
incidents when compared to other Alberta municipalities. Crime is largely a function of broader socioeconomic factors such as poverty, drug use and addictions
and mental health. Policing practices can help manage crime rates, but there are many contributing factors to crime that are beyond the direct control of police
service.

8

Source: Information derived from Statistics Canada (CSI and incident-based crime municipal rankings).
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Benchmarks and Leading Practices (2 of 6)
Expenditure on Policing
Police services are one of the largest items in municipal operating budgets. Ten select municipalities were used to compare police services costs to those of
Lethbridge. Of these, Red Deer, and Kamloops and Kelowna have RCMP providing policing (indicated by the blue bars on the graph below). The City’s per capita
expenditure on policing is approximately $388, the highest per capita spend amongst the peer group. Alberta peer municipalities were comparable and all above
the average of the larger peer group. The average among the compared municipalities is $326, 16% lower than Lethbridge’s spend per capita. Kamloops spent the
lowest of the peers at $225 per capita.

Local

RCMP

Source: Derived from information provided by the Lethbridge Police Service and Statistics Canada.
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Benchmarks and Leading Practices (3 of 6)
Police Officers per Capita
The number of police officers within a police service is both an indication of its ability to provide policing services to a community (e.g., it can be viewed as a proxy
for an overall service level) and an indicator of a police service’s cost. Labour is the highest cost of policing, and police officers comprise the majority of that cost.
Notwithstanding its relatively higher cost per capita, LPS has comparable numbers of police officers per capita to other jurisdictions as shown in the graph below.

Note that Red Deer, Kelowna, and Kamloops (all which have contracted RCMP for police services) reported no civilian staff per Statistics Canada data.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available information of comparator municipalities.
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Benchmarks and Leading Practices (4 of 6)
Clearance Rates
The Weighted Clearance Rate (WCR) measures the percentage of
LPS-reported criminal incidents that are cleared (i.e., solved or
closed), weighted by crime severity. Clearing a more severe crime
(e.g., homicide) matters more than solving a relatively minor crime
(e.g., theft from vehicle). Severity weightings are based on Canadian
judicial sentencing data.
The graph to the right shows that The LPS’s clearance rate has
dropped significantly since 2014, whereas many other Alberta
jurisdictions have remained relatively constant. Lethbridge’s
clearance rate is also inversely related to the crime rate.
Lethbridge’s non-violent CSI increased at a rate approximately
double the increase in its violent CSI. Non-violent crimes include
property crimes, which often receive lower priority to clear as they
are deemed to be less serious when compared to violent crimes.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available information of comparator municipalities.
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Benchmarks and Leading Practices (5 of 6)
The following table lists select leading practices within the municipal policing sector.
Leading Practice
Intelligence-led
Policing

Description
― Intelligence led policing allows police to target criminals and crime hot spots, being proactive in preventing crime and
being more responsive when crime does occur. Using analytics, police are better able to target areas at higher risk of
crime. Many North American police services use a practice referred to as a CompStat model, which is a results-based
decision-making model that requires leaders to provide rationale for deployment decisions in line with analytics and be
accountable for results.
― Increasingly, police services are also using data analytics to manage their internal operations, such as supporting shift
scheduling to optimize resources around peak demands
― Intelligence-led policing relies on highly skilled analysts to collect, analyze and help interpret crime and operational
statistics.

Community-based
Policing

― Community-based policing models emphasize the need for the police to work closely with their communities and develop
relationships with citizens and partner organizations, often from the health and social services sector. Community-based
policing focuses on relationships and collaboration with the community—it stresses the role of the public and the broader
community in reducing crime and increasing safety.
― Problem-oriented policing is a subset of community policing in which the police develop projects to deal with troublesome
community issues. It stresses the importance of addressing petty offences (e.g., broken windows) to reduce escalation
from petty crime and disorder into greater prevalence of more serious crimes.
― Leading practice in community policing includes building partnerships with local community agencies to work
collaboratively to address root causes of crime and disorder. This proactive model recognizes the limitations of law
enforcement and the criminal-justice system. It acknowledges that a community cannot “arrest” its way out of a social
problem.
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Benchmarks and Leading Practices (6 of 6)
The following table lists select leading practices within the municipal policing sector.
Leading Practice

Description

Tiered Policing

― Tiered policing attempts to match the resources to the tasks at hand. It considers that not all incidents or police activities
are high risk or require the highly trained skills and equipment of a Sworn Officer. The Alberta Peace Officers Act enables
municipalities and their police services to employ Community Peace Officers to increase community presence, enforce
by-laws and traffic violations, and support policing operations (e.g., custody of evidence, and guarding of holding cells),
removing the burden of these activities from Sworn Officers. Tiered policing can also include the use of a police auxiliary
and volunteers. The end goals of tied policing are to reduce costs and increase service levels.

Police Service
Civilianization

― Related to tiered policing is the civilianization of police services. Increasingly police services have sought opportunities to
employ more civilians in place of Sworn Officers to perform administration and support functions (e.g., front-counter
services, records management, dispatch), as well as services where civilians often have specialized expertise (e.g.,
forensics, victim services, and analytics). The trend towards the use of civilians has increased steadily as police services
find more cost-effective opportunities to employ civilians. Recently, civilianization has extended to the privatization of
some policing services, such as police record checks and collision reporting.
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Successes and Recent Initiatives
The LPS has improved service delivery capabilities between 2014 and 2019, through the following accomplishments:
Service Delivery Capabilities

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Implemented Road to Mental Readiness (R2MR) program. A program designed to educate police staff on positive mental health practices.
Use of Smart Squad mobile app for frontline officers to support more timely police reporting.
New deployment model— Own Your Zone– where officers are assigned to the same beat for several years.
Acquired an Armored Rescue Vehicle and an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Unit.
Developed a cadet program partnership with Lethbridge College to train new cadets and Community Peace Officers.
Implemented less lethal sock guns for frontline officers.
Expanded the police headquarters.

Other Significant Mentions

— Strengthened the partnership with Blood Tribe Police Service.
— Conducted a $1 million drug seizure—the largest in city’s history.
— Created a Safe Exchange Zone in the police parking lot for e-commerce transactions.
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Strengths
The following is a list of strengths that were identified during the stakeholder engagement exercise and the document review and analysis process of the LPS
current state assessment review.
Strengths

Description

Community Satisfaction

― Surveys of Lethbridge citizens indicated high levels of satisfaction with LPS over time, and suggested citizens place a high
importance policing service. Citizens also generally feel safe in their community.

Tiered Policing

― LPS employs CPOs for several functions within the service, including providing increased presence in the downtown. In
addition, LPS has established its Watch program, which are trained volunteers that help LPS build relationships with the
downtown community, and report incidents of crime and disorder.

Civilianization

― LPS has employed civilians to support many administrative functions, as well as support forensics identification and crime
data analysis.

Crime Analytics

― LPS has two crime data analysts that provide analysis on crime and offenders to identify hot spots, and trends in crime
activities, and support the police service deploy resources in a more targeted manner.

Community
Partnerships

― LPS purports good relationships with numerous community agencies and organizations. These groups focus on reducing the
drivers of crime and disorder.

CALEA Accreditation

― LPS is accredited by the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA). To maintain its accreditation
status, LPS adheres to 171 key standards related to nine law enforcement areas.
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Challenges
The following is a list of challenges that were identified during the stakeholder engagement exercise and the document review and analysis process of the LPS
current state assessment review.
Challenge

Description

Opioid Crisis

― Most incidents in Lethbridge are non-criminal in nature and many are assumed to directly or indirectly linked to the City’s
challenge with drug additions. Social disorder, such as panhandling, vagrancy, public intoxication and drug addiction, is a
large issue in the downtown area. Property crimes have also increased with increased drug addiction and is assumed to be
driven in part by drug users stealing property to support their addictions.

Vacancies and Bringing
Off-Duty Staff Back to
Work from Leave

― Like many police services, LPS has a number of vacant positions and operates with fewer Sworn Officers than it is authorized.
Vacancies and the ability to accommodate Sworn Officers returning from medical leave are a challenge to appropriately and
effectively resource the organization.

Succession Planning
and Rising Staffing
Needs

― The LPS has at least 20 officers that are eligible for retirement between 2019 and 2022. To grow its complement of Sworn
Officers in response to increasing calls for service, replace retirements and fill current vacancies, LPS may need to hire
approximately 40 Sworn Officers in the next two to three years.

Setting of Priorities and
Performance Reporting

― LPS and its Commission do not appear to have an effective process to set priorities with City Council and report upon results
against those priorities. This may have contributed to some concerns expressed by stakeholder pertaining to the relationship
between LPS and the City.

Fiscal Pressures to
Control Costs

― LPS is the largest business unit in the City of Lethbridge with growing demands for service. The City and many tax-payers
face significant fiscal challenges ahead due to the COVID pandemic and the economic downturn. These challenges may
result in pressure on LPS to control its cost of service.

Public Perception

― Public perception of police services has been challenged recently in North America and a few local incidences have adversely
impacted the LPS image. This has brought new focus and increased scrutiny of policing operations and outcomes, and calls
for defunding the police service, most notably the Watch program.
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Opportunities
The following is a summary of opportunities that were identified during stakeholder engagement, document review, experience in other jurisdictions,
benchmarking, and analysis. Each opportunity is described in the remainder of this section.
Opportunity

Description

1. City-wide
Collaboration to
Address the Opioid
Crisis

There is an opportunity for the City to coordinate the efforts of LPS and the community partners it supports to address crime and
disorder in a more holistic manner. There may also be opportunities for LPS to work more directly with community partners in
responding to low-risk calls that may not require the presence of a police officer, or that may benefit from the support of a community
social worker or mental health worker.

2. Intelligence-led
Policing and CompStat
Usage

LPS has internal data-analytics capabilities that support intelligence-led policing. There are opportunities to further this practice by:
— Increasing its data analytics capacity with greater use of analytical tools.
— Introducing a CompStat model to tie intelligence to decision-making and performance.
— Employing a more coordinated, service-wide approach to using intelligence.

3. Further use of
Civilians and CPOs

LPS employs civilians in several capacities, including as CPOs. There are opportunities to increase the role of civilians and CPOs in
LPS, for example, by increasing the duties of CPOs to include traffic enforcement, and increasing civilian staffing in areas such as
forensics identification.

4. Streamline Shared
Services between the
City and LPS

There may be an opportunity to re-evaluate the division of shared services (e.g., finance, IT, HR) provided by the City and those
performed within LPS in order to realize economies of scale, effect some cost savings / efficiencies, and promote consistent
practices.

5. Improved
Governance and
Relationship with City

There is an opportunity to improve the governance of LPS by:
— Implementing a formal process to set policing priorities and report on performance.
— Considering alternative City representation on the Commission.

6. Dynamic or
Staggered Shifts

LPS patrols currently run 12 hours each. There may be an opportunity to stagger patrol starts to increase coverage and
responsiveness during peak times without increasing the patrol size.
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Opportunities
The following table lists the opportunities identified for EDL along with a high-level assessment of their potential time to implement, and the relative degree to
which they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities.9
Legend

Implementation

9
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Note: The full legend is available on page 13.
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1. City-wide Collaboration to Address the Opioid Crisis
Description
In recent years, many Canadian provincial governments including Alberta have been negatively affected by an escalating opioid crisis which has had significant
impact on citizens and communities. The City of Lethbridge has been at the centre of the opioid crisis in Southern Alberta with overdose death rates at 19 in
100,000, the third highest among Alberta cities. The highest number of deaths recorded in Lethbridge due to opioid overdoses was in 2018, when the city recorded
32 deaths.
The City, LPS and other first responder services (i.e., Lethbridge Fire and Emergency Services), and other community organizations have been on the front lines.
This includes reviving people from overdoses, distributing overdose-prevention drugs, preventing and addressing crime, cleanup and prevention services and
educating the public about the dangers of illegal opioid use. In particular, LPS has seen growing demands of service and focus on this specific issue, with total
drug violations per capita increasing by more than 137% over the last four years.
Most LPS calls for service in Lethbridge are non-criminal in nature and many are believed to directly or indirectly linked to the City’s challenge with drug addictions.
Social disorder, such as panhandling, vagrancy, public intoxication and drug addiction, is a large issue in the downtown area. Property crimes have also increased
and is assumed to be driven in part by drug users stealing property to support their addictions. The social issues associated with drug addition are a significant
drain on LPS resources.
Lethbridge is piloting and implementing community-based solutions to address the crisis. There have been many strategies developed; however, there may be an
opportunity for the City to integrate systems and coordinate strategies under one umbrella of oversight. The opioid crisis presents a challenge that no single
agency can address alone. The efforts of LPS and the community partners it supports to address crime and disorder could be integrated and approached in a
holistic manner. There may also be opportunities for LPS to work more directly with community partners in responding to low-risk calls that may not require the
presence of a police officer, or that may benefit from the support of a community social worker or mental health worker.
In order to move toward a holistic approach, LPS, other City and government agencies, and not-for-profit agencies need to come together as partners to work
together for all parties and direct attention and empathy to the problems at large, such as homelessness and drug addiction. This is a City-wide issue, not a
policing issue, and as such, the City may need to play a central, leadership role in addressing the problem.

Service Impact
A serious and complex issue that crosses over many facets of society (i.e., justice, public safety, health, and social) requires robust coordinated planning and
decision-making across many partners, and accountability and transparency for taking planned action. Developing and successfully implementing a partnershipbased holistic approach to the Opioid Crisis may result in fewer calls for service to the Police, especially for drug-related events such as public disturbances as
theft. A properly implemented strategy could also help the City reduce service demand across other services, such as ambulance services, emergency services,
and hospital services.
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1. City-wide Collaboration to Address the Opioid Crisis
The opioid crisis has been the leading public health and safety concern for the City of Lethbridge. It has had large implications for many sectors across public and
private life. There has been an increasing and significant strain on many agencies of government with the situation adding significant pressure to law enforcement,
justice, public health, and welfare systems. With this understanding, the opioid crisis is not just a police concern but rather a city-wide issue. The table below
explains how the crisis effecting the many facets of society and outlines the need to attack the issue from all sides through a collaborative, adequate systematic
approach.

Impacts

Description

— LPS are increasingly having to respond to non-violent, drug-based incidents taking resources away from more strategic and serious or
violent crimes.

— Increase property crimes related to the opioid crisis as users try to find ways to finance their addictions.
Criminal Justice
— Increases policing and justice system staffing and resource costs.
— Created significant strain on the child welfare system as more children and youth enter care as a result of their parents’ substance use
disorders.

— The ongoing opioid crisis hotspot is considered in the downtown Lethbridge. Citizen Survey’s revealed that downtown Lethbridge was
Public Safety

already viewed as the most unsafe area in the City. The opioid crisis has increased this perception.

— Increasing petty crime and discarded needles and other drug paraphernalia in public places present a public hazard.
— Emergency system resources are further drained by the increased 911 calls for drug incidents. This means that instead of responding to

Health

—
—

other emergencies, first responders are increasingly spending time stabilizing drug patients and taking them to hospitals.
Addicted users may find it difficult to fight and overcome the habit. In this context, increasing prevalence of opioid addiction and
overdoses are seen in the medical center environment adding increasing financial strain on the health system.
Resource drain are seen in emergency rooms and hospitals as they treat opioid patients. Eventually, the epidemic results in higher
insurance costs to cover the impact on medical resources.

— Personal relationships and finances are severely affected because patients will do whatever they can to acquire more opioids.
— Opioid addiction does not discriminate among occupations, socioeconomic statuses, or ethnicities.
Social/Economic — Individuals struggling with addiction or deaths caused by overdose causes significant damage to the regional economy, both directly
from lost spending, wages and productivity, and indirectly from lower labour force participation, employment and other trickle-down
effects.
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1. City-wide Collaboration to Address the Opioid Crisis
There has been a significant response to this crisis by many different agencies and organizations in Lethbridge. At City Council's direction several committees
have been developed, and strategies and programs initiated and implemented. In addition, the City’s Community Social Development Business Unit has been
working on several programs and initiatives.
Committees

Description

— Coalition of 16 local organizations across many sectors formed to improve the coordination of services to respond effectively to the
Lethbridge
Executive Leaders
Coalition on Opioid
Use – 2016

—
—

opioid crisis in Lethbridge.
The goal of this group is to collaborate on a coordinated community approach to effectively address opioid abuse in Lethbridge. This
comprehensive strategy includes Prevention, Early Intervention, Harm Reduction, Treatment and Rehabilitation.
The coalition includes representatives from: Alberta Health Services, Alberta Children's Services, Alberta Justice and Solicitor
General, Canadian Mental Health Association, City of Lethbridge, Holy Spirit Catholic Schools, Lethbridge College, Downtown
Lethbridge BRZ, Lethbridge Fire and Emergency Services, Lethbridge Police Service, Lethbridge Public Library, Lethbridge School
District #51, Sik-Ooh-Kotoki Friendship Centre, Social Housing In Action, University of Lethbridge

— Brand new committee with Terms of Reference being developed.
— Focus on addressing the homeless and transient, many whom have mental health and addiction needs and are generally

Finding Solutions
Committee – 2020

—
—

—

downtown. Review of the services provided by the former supervised consumption site (i.e., ARCHES) and gaps as of a result of its
closure.
Goal is to refer individuals to the proper supports and find ways to address gaps.
Members: Downtown BRZ, Indigenous Recovery Program, Alpha House, City of Lethbridge Indigenous Relations Representative,
City of Lethbridge Community Social Development Department, City of Lethbridge Recreation and Culture Department, City of
Lethbridge Urban Revitalization, Lethbridge Public Library, Streets Alive, Canadian Mental Health, Sage Clan, Sweetgrass Youth
Alliance, HIV, Community Link, Lethbridge Soup Kitchen, Lethbridge Metis Association, Friendship Centre/ Sik-ooh-Kotoki, The
Watch, Blood Tribe Administration.
There are several community groups that are not represented, or underrepresented within the composition of these committee.

LPS has collaborated with these committees but integrated partnership and progress in addressing challenges that reduce crime and disorder have been fleeting.
LPS has also launched its own internal programs: The Downtown Policing Unit and The Watch. Stakeholder engagement revealed that there have been
challenges in integrating across service departments and their specific approaches to this public issue.
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1. City-wide Collaboration to Address the Opioid Crisis
There are several strategies that have been developed over the last few years. Different bodies have either enacted or conducted this work and there appears to
be a lack of collective integration of the strategies to coordinate optimal use of resources. For instance, there could be an overlap and duplication of resources that
could potential be refocused and streamlined to better meet desire outcomes.
Strategies

Description

Community Wellbeing
& Safety Strategy
(CWSS) – 2018

— Community Social Development completed a comprehensive process to develop a 5-year Strategic Plan based on research, data
analyses, best practices, review of social impacts and social asset mapping and community engagement on how to address social
issues in Lethbridge.
— The report found that often social issues go hand and hand with LPS service calls and directly impact policing costs.
— Research revealed that overall funding required to address the root causes is not an issue but rather a complete lack of system
planning and integration of resources. Stakeholder engagement revealed an overlap and duplication of programs and initiatives
with no central planning or coordination. A culture of silos has been identified.
— The 4 key concepts; Systems Planning & Integration, Collective Impact, Individual Wellbeing and Community Governance.
— Has not been implemented.

Downtown Clean and
Safe Strategy – 2019

— City-led strategy to combat Downtown Lethbridge’s perceived public reputation through new initiatives and programs, establish
stakeholder confidence and provide education to citizens.
— Collaboration with various stakeholders including Heart of Our City Committee, Downtown, Lethbridge Business Revitalization
Zone, Chamber of Commerce, Lethbridge Police Service, Diversion Outreach Team/Canadian Mental Health, and business and
residents of Downtown.
— Action Plan includes implementing a variety of programs across enforcement, security, outreach, cleaning, promotion, education,
and environmental improvements.
— Specific to opioid and drug crisis; suggests implementing a needle and drug debris collection program, Diversion Outreach Team,
S.A.G.E Clan Patrol Team, Downtown Hot Spot Security, Public Facility Security, and the Downtown Ambassador Program.

Community Led Drug
Strategy – 2019

— A three phase process to build a community constructed and managed strategy to respond to the drug crisis in Lethbridge.
— Phase 1: What We Heard Report, Phase 2: Multi-agency group develop specific community-driven strategy, Phase 3: Number of
agencies reconvened to identify preliminary strategies and initial execution resulting in community committee with terms of
references.

Other City Services

— Needle Pickup Hotline.
— Park and local school trained in safe handling and cleanup of needle debris, including tracking and reporting.
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1. City-wide Collaboration to Address the Opioid Crisis
Integration
The City is implementing the recommendations made in the Community Wellbeing & Safety Strategy (CWSS). The CWSS utilizes a Hub Model framework which is
designed as an upstream, interventionist approach to community safety and well-being. It integrates human service providers from multiple disciplines and sectors
to collaborate around the improvement of outcomes. This collective approach aims to break down silos between government agencies and community
organizations tackling the same problem by openly collaborating as true partners, integrating data & information sharing, strategically aligning activities, employing
leading practices, and reducing duplication. CWSS objectives include making deeper in-roads and relations to addressing core issues related to the opioid crisis
(e.g., societal and economic structural factors such as poverty, mental health and addictions, childhood trauma, lack of opportunity, and substandard living and
working conditions). Many times, a person’s usage of the system can decrease by building relationships with them that are rooted in consistent touch points, trust,
empathy and care.
Canadian municipalities are increasingly adopting this Hub-model style approach to combat opioid crisis. For example, the City of Edmonton has put together an
integrated framework that has brought a multi-disciplinary group together to start tackling some of the social issues and helping some of the vulnerable individuals
in communities. The City of Fredericton Police Force has also adopted an integrated approach with community services in which a unit was created made up of
two police officers and two social workers with specific specializations. Initial results indicate success and plans for expansion.
Adopting the CWSS is an approach that could be considered by the City to address some of the root causes of substance abuse. However, this decision requires
strong senior leadership buy-in and on-going, visible support. The City has an opportunity to prioritize the integration in order to take concrete steps in addressing
this crisis.
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1. City-wide Collaboration to Address the Opioid Crisis
The City may consider prioritizing the review of the CWSS developed by the Community Social Development Business Unit to understand how it may be
practically implemented within the City. A task force that is led by senior City Administrators could help align and bring together city representative across areas
such as justice, health, and social and welfare services.
Next Steps – Framework: Governance and Long-Term Plan
Task Force

Recovery of Continuum of Care Model

Help Seeker Software

— Oversight committee that would have
membership from all the key sector leaders
and decision makers.
— Discussions with City Manager have begun to
establish this body.
— The Task Force should be led by a senior City
representative that has deep relationships with
key City partners.

— Five pillars to prevent relapse and ensure long
term success:
▪ Harm Reduction – Recovery Focus

— A platform that allows users to privately browse
through community, provincial and federal
health and social services, programs,
resources, helplines and benefits for mental
health, counseling, parenting, education and
training, addictions, domestic violence,
affordable housing, shelters, food support
services and many other services.
— Adoption of such a software could help social
workers and police officers assist civilians who
are high users of system services.

▪

Enforcement – Crime Suppression Unit,
Drug Court, ALERT

▪

Education and Prevention – Early
Intervention, Children & Family ACE
prevention, School-Based Triage/ Referral

▪

Treatment – Recovery Community

▪

Cultural Competency – Decolonization and
self determination, Indigenous-led, City
supported.

In future, the City may also consider integrated dispatch operations, where mental health and social workers work within 911 operations centres to help triage nonviolent drug and mental health calls, and divert such calls to appropriate resources, such as Crisis Diversion Teams. The City of Edmonton is evaluating this model
and estimates that it may be able to divert up to 39% of its police calls for service.
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1. City-wide Collaboration to Address the Opioid Crisis
There has been a significant response to this crisis by many different agencies and organizations in Lethbridge. At City Council's direction, several committees
have been developed, and strategies and programs initiated and implemented. In addition, the City’s Community Social Development Business Unit has been
working on several programs and initiatives.
Actions

2021

1.

Develop an action-oriented Task Force: Led by senior City officials that has
representation across major City organizations that need to be partnered together to
address the opioid crisis via a Hub Model Framework.

2.

Review and refine the CWSS: Get buy-in from partners or adjust the strategy to fit the
needs of the partners – keeping in mind the objective is to help achieve improved outcomes
for the community’s socially vulnerable populations. Develop metrics to evaluate
performance of the CWSS programs.

3.

Develop Teams: Develop round-table teams of social workers, police officers, and first
responders who can be deployed to assist manageable groups of at-risk citizens and
persons.

4.

Frequent Touch Points and Monitoring: To discuss at-risk individuals to determine their
past, their specific challenges, their needs and the approach to providing care and support.

Risks & Constraints
1.

2.

Probability

Impact

The Task Force may lack consistent, strong
leadership and appropriate representation from
stakeholder groups and partners.

Medium

High

Partners are unable to determine approaches to
share information across City and LPS software
and persons

Medium

Medium

2022

2023

2024

Summary of Impact to the City
This opportunity does not have immediate, direct financial impacts. If there is a significant reduction in the level of 911 calls and dispatched police officers, as is
the early indication in Edmonton, there would be an improvement in efficiency and effectiveness of LPS resources.
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2. Intelligence-led Policing and CompStat Usage
Description
LPS has an opportunity to realize efficiencies and increase effectiveness through the development, deployment and increased usage of intelligence-led policing
(“ILP”) and CompStat. LPS has identified ILP as a high priority and has developed initiatives around development, deployment and use of ILP and CompStat.
ILP is the use of police data to make informed decisions regarding policing strategies and operations. ILP combines crime analysis that identifies patterns and
trend and field technology real-time reporting. IPL makes it possible for police services to assess crime and disorder issues in a timely manner and change the
deployment and focus of police resources rapidly. Without accurate and timely ILP information, police services cannot deploy resources effectively, field personnel
are ill equipped to target crime and disorder problems, and expensive resources are wasted. CompStat is an organizational policing tool that is rooted in ILP and
establishes a model of internal learning and accountability based on timely monitoring of results of deployment and operational decisions. LPS already has some
ILP capability and is aiming to implement CompStat starting January 2021.
Data Servicing
To expand its IPL capabilities and implement CompStat, LPS needs to establish the required information technology infrastructure to more efficiently gather,
compile, clean, and store data. Crime data can then be used to analyze how to more effectively track crime and deploy officers more efficiently. LPS recently hired
an experienced IT Manager who is managing the establishment of the required IT infrastructure. The IT team is building a data warehouse that can be used as a
central database for the purposes of performing analysis, and developing reports and dashboards. The establishment of this data warehouse is expected to
significantly reduce time required by analysts to manually gather, compile and clean data, leaving more time available for value-added analysis and reporting
purposes.
The IT Manager also plans to develop custom queries and applications that will expediate the gathering and compiling of raw policing data from the LPS’s primary
software systems, namely Intergraph (CAD) and Niche (RMS). These automated applications should also help reduce manual tasks currently performed by
analysts in the gathering and preparation of data before being used for analysis and reporting purposes. Stakeholders informed that analysts currently spend a
large allocation of time to gathering and preparing data. Automated queries should also leave more analyst time available for value-added activities.
Analyst Capabilities
LPS employs three analysts:

— Administrative Analyst – provides analyst support to the executive leadership.
— Crime Analyst – provides analyst support across the LPS.
— Intelligence Analyst – provides analyst support to the intelligence group.
Stakeholder suggests that the analysts’ workload involves a heavy allocation to the preparing of data to be used in analysis. The activities being undertaken by the
IT Manager should help expediate the preparation of data so that the analysts will have more time available for value-added analysis.
LPS recently invested in the data analytics and visualization software Tableau. Currently, the analysts do not have strong capabilities in the software. Analysts may
require training to use this software to increase their efficiency and effectiveness. Should the LPS be able to provide Tableau training to the analysts, the LPS may
be able to develop smart dashboards, such as for hotspot zones, and reports that can be used for ILP and CompStat purposes by March 2020.
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2. Intelligence-led Policing and CompStat Usage
Analysts currently work in silos from each other. There may be an opportunity for the analysts to be brought together into an analytics unit to promote shared
learnings and practices, cross-training and coverage.

Service Impact

— It would enable the LPS to become more proactive, intelligence-led and community-focused. However, the LPS needs to first internally develop infrastructure
around data analytics to be able to effectively develop, deliver, and implement an intelligence policing and CompStat model.
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2. Intelligence-led Policing and CompStat Usage
This opportunity could proceed with the actions and on the timeline described below. City leadership would also want to be aware of the related constraints and
risks associated with this course of action.
Actions

2021

1.

Define Crime Data: LPS needs to define the crime data that they would like to track and
monitor within the data warehouse. Defining the crime data will enable LPS to set a
frequency for updating the data warehouse within the defined data parameters.

2.

Full CompStat: This is currently planned for January 2021.

3.

Training and Support: Training and support for ILP and CompStat will need to be provided
to analysts who are supporting the initiative, but also to officers and other staff who will need
to begin to use the information provided through CompStat in their policing activities.

4.

Regular Monitoring and Meetings: ILP and CompStat should be evaluated regularly to
understand the impact it is having on the LPS’s workloads and outcomes.

Risks & Constraints

Probability

Impact

1.

The LPS does not have the IT knowledge to
continue the ILP and CompStat initiative. Currently,
the LPS has an experienced IT Manager; but
should that person not be available, the LPS would
find itself in a position with significant IT skills gaps.

Low

Medium

2.

Analysts are not properly trained to use Tableau,
and do not work collaboratively to promote shared
learning and analytics across the LPS.

Medium

High

2022

2023

2024

Summary of Impact to the City
Intelligence-led policing and the use of CompStat could help the LPS more efficiently deploy its police resources. While no direct financial impact can be assessed
at this time, it is reasonable to assume that more efficient policing could lead to improved distribution of workflows and perhaps modest labour cost savings.
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3. Further Use of CPOs and Civilians
Description
LPS has a complement of police officers that is comparable on a per capita basis to other jurisdictions. There may be an opportunity to increase the effectiveness
of those officers by directing their efforts to core policing activities by using CPOs and civilian employees more for non-policing activities. Lethbridge is seeing an
increase in its crime rates. It may be possible over time to increase the number of police officers performing the work of policing to address the rise in crime without
hiring more police officers. This would necessitate hiring CPOs and civilians to “back fill” the positions currently being performed by police officers and would most
likely be accomplished over time as the need for increased resources arises. This opportunity could help LPS bend its cost curve and should be considered a cost
avoidance rather than an immediate cost savings opportunity.
Police officers are highly trained, receive higher salaries than many other positions, and require more equipment and on-going training. They are an expensive
resource, and as such, police services in Canada have been increasingly using civilian employees, special constables, or peace officers to perform activities that
are not considered core policing. For example, civilians now perform much of the records management and analytics functions within police services, and are often
employed in forensic identification and community engagement units. Peace officers are used to enforce traffic laws, and address social disorder in targeted areas
(e.g., parks, transit systems, downtown areas). The graph below shows the ratio of police officers per civilian employee in municipal police services in Alberta, and
the national average ratio between 2014 and 2018. The data suggest that, while LPS has already incorporated a number of CPOs and civilians into its
organization, it may have additional opportunity to do so. LPS lags behind both the provincial and national averages for municipal police services serving
populations over 15,000.
Ratio of Police Officers to Civilians, 2018
Alberta Municipal Police Services
(Municipalities with population greater than 15,000)
3.0
2.5

Ratio of Police Officers to Civilians, 2014 - 2018
National Average for Municipal Police Services
(Municipalities with population greater than 15,000)
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Source: Statistics Canada. Table 35-10-0076-01 Police personnel and selected crime statistics.
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3. Further Use of CPOs and Civilians
LPS has made significant progress in increasing the civilian-complement of its police service. The addition of CPOs to support the downtown beat is one significant
example.
LPS has identified opportunities to replace a police officer at the front desk with a CPO, and use a CPO to perform commercial vehicle enforcement. The table
below identifies these two opportunities, as well as opportunities to use CPOs in traffic enforcement, perform the community resource liaison role, and to support
school resource officers. The potential to use CPOs more was developed in consultation with LPS.

Current Police
Officer FTEs

Potential for CPOs
FTEs

CPO FTEs being
Considered by LPS

Additional
Opportunity for CPO
FTEs

Front Desk Service

1

1

1

0

Traffic Enforcement

8

4

1

3

Community Resource Liaison

1

1

0

1

School Resource Officers

6

2

0

2

Total

16

8

2

6

In addition, there may be opportunities to replace some of the police officers working in the Forensic Identification Unit with civilian employees. This was noted in a
2019 review of the Forensic Identification Unit. The table shows that LPS expects 5 of the current 8 positions within the unit could be civilianized.

Current Police
Officer FTEs

Potential for Civilian
FTEs

Forensic Identification Unit

8

5

Total

8

5
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3. Further Use of CPOs and Civilians
Considering the police officer positions that could be performed by CPOs or civilians, LPS could refocus up to 13 police officer FTEs on core policing activities.
This would reduce LPS’ ratio of police officers to civilians from 2.7 to 2.1 and would put it below the national and provincial averages for municipal police services.
If LPS were to match the Alberta average ratio of 2.3, it would refocus 8 police officer FTEs. These two scenarios present a reasonable range of 8-13 FTEs for
LPS to consider civilianizing.
The table below illustrates the approximate potential cost avoidance if LPS converted 13 FTEs from police officers to CPOs and civilians over the next four years.
It assumes a differential in salary and benefits between police officers and non-officers to be approximately $49,000 per year based on information obtained from
the 2019-2022 budget.

Illustrative
2021

Illustrative
2022

Illustrative
2023

Illustrative
2024

Illustrative
2021-2024 Total

Positions converted to CPOs (FTEs)

2

2

2

2

8

Positions converted to civilians (FTEs)

1

1

2

1

5

Total positions converted (FTEs) each year

3

3

4

3

13

Cumulative positions converted

3

6

10

13

13

Assumed differential in salary and benefits
per FTE

$49,000

$49,000

$49,000

$49,000

$49,000

Illustrative total cost avoidance

$147,000

$294,000

$490,000

$637,000

$1,568,000

Source: Derived from information contained in the City of Lethbridge 2019 – 2022 Budget, and FTE estimates provided by LPS.

Service Impact
Service would likely improve with 8 to 13 police officer FTEs refocused on core policing.
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3. Further Use of CPOs and Civilians
Increasing the use of CPOs and civilians would occur over time as LPS demonstrated a need for additional resources to meet growing demands due to population
growth and crime rates. City leadership would also want to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action.

Actions

2021

1.

Identify or confirm positions suitable for civilianization.
Reclassify positions with unions involved.

2.

Determine any additional CPO authorities required for the
positions identified. Note that LPS has already applied for
additional authorities for CPOs for the downtown beat.

3.

Replace police officers in identified positions.

Risks & Constraints

Probability

Impact

1.

Unions may not accept changes.

Medium

Medium

2.

CPO increase authorities warranting increases
in compensation and training, which diminishes
the value of using CPOs instead of police
officers.

Medium

Medium

2022

2023

2024

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
This opportunity could yield avoided costs of approximately $637,000 annually in lower salaries and benefits.10

10

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge staff.
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4. Potential Streamlining of LPS Corporate Services
Description
There may be an opportunity to review and streamline LPS’ corporate services and remove duplication between the City and LPS in delivering these services.
There are 24.0 staff within LPS’ Corporate Services and Maintenance Unit. Four of these positions are considered manager-level or above. Ratio of management
to staff is 1:5. This span of control is on the low end of appropriate ranges identified in leading practice documentation for positions and roles that may have more
transactional activities and tasks.
A City-directed independent workload review of the LPS’ Administrative Services and Maintenance Unit functions could help the City understand the specific tasks
performed by corporate services staff, including if a task is unique to LPS or common across both LPS and the City, and how busy or utilized staff are with their
time. Furthermore, such a review could help assess the value of automating existing manual tasks and processes. Tasks would need to be identified as unique
functions to the police service or common administrative and/or transactional functions that could be delivered within or outside of the police service.

— Unique/Technical Tasks: Tasks that require the use of specific space or software, or police-specific technical skills, may necessitate that a task is unique to
the police and thus requires a position within the police to manage the task. For example, managing policing software.

— Common Tasks: Tasks performed on the City’s enterprise software or within Microsoft Office suite products or those that are transactional, such as
spreadsheet work, bookkeeping or basic IT helpdesk support, could reasonably be maintained and/or managed by a third party (i.e., the City).
Stakeholders interviewed suggested that most staff may have a mix of unique and common tasks within their roles and responsibilities.
The LPS’ corporate back office services are organized within Administrative Services and include: Information Technology Section, Financial Services Section and
Human Resources Section. LPS also has a Facility and Vehicle Maintenance Unit (“Maintenance Unit”) that is organized within the Support Services Division.
The organizational structure of each above identified service area is described in the table below.
Information Technology Section
— 7 positions, 7 FTEs
• 1 IT Manager
• 1 IT Service Coordinator
• 1 IT Service Desk
• 2 Police System Administrators
• 2 Police System Administrators
(paid by PSCC)

Financial Services Section
— 3 positions, 3 FTEs
• 1 Finance Manager
• 1 Finance Technician
• 1 Quartermaster

Human Resources Section

Facility & Vehicle Maintenance Unit

— 4 positions, 3 FTEs
• 1 HR Manager (on leave)
• 1 HR Administrative Assistant
• 1 Officer Recruiter (0.5 FTE)
• 1 Civilian Recruiter (0.5 FTE)
• A City-seconded HR position to
cover for HR Manager on leave

— 10 positions, 8 FTEs
• 1 Facility Coordinator
• 1 Police Maintenance Worker
• 4 Caretaker - Full time
• 4 Caretaker – Casual (2.0 FTEs)

During the stakeholder engagement process, discussions were held with LPS to discuss the various Corporate Services and Maintenance Unit services delivered
internally by LPS. Discussions were also held with representatives from Finance, Communications and IT from the City.
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4. Potential Streamlining of LPS Corporate Services
The tables on the following pages summarize discussions from LPS and City stakeholders.
Information Technology (LPS: 7 positions, 7 FTEs)
— The LPS is currently in the process of making significant changes in the way it uses data and analytics to deliver policing services (i.e., ILP
LPS
and CompStat). There is presently a significant need for enhanced IT application and development knowledge and skills. The police also
manage their own help desk.
— LPS receives network support from the City for infrastructure such as fibre optics, phone and printers. The City also provides help desk
City
support for the City’s enterprise software, just as JD Edwards.
— The City informs that they do not have excess resource capacity to manage higher IT workload volumes.
Summary — There does not appear to be significant opportunities to streamline IT across the City and LPS.

Communications (LPS: 1 FTE; City: 5 permanent staff)
— LPS has one communications professional that manages all of LPS’ communications, including traditional media and social media.
LPS
— The City has a communications team that manages all of the City’s communications, including traditional media and social media.
City
— The City has one communications professional that provided coverage within LPS while their communications person was on leave.
Summary — There may be an opportunity to improve collaboration and interaction between the City and LPS communications staff. This may help both
organizations better manage the consistency and coordination of communications, as well as provide LPS with cross-trained resources to
call upon as may be required when its sole professional is on leave.

Facility & Vehicle Maintenance Unit (LPS: 10 positions, 8 FTEs; City: 26 permanent staff)
LPS
— The LPS have specialized vehicles, with many modifications and technology features. However, there may be non-specific repair tasks
performed by the staff that could otherwise be performed by the City’s mechanics. A workload review could help determine the division of
police specific mechanic work and non-specific repair work performed by the LPS’s mechanics.
— Fleet Services maintains police vehicles.
City
Summary — There may be an opportunity to explore reducing LPS FTEs performing fleet maintenance duties and transfer these responsibilities to Fleet
Services. It assumed this effort would require an increase in effort on the part of Fleet Services and may not yield significant cost savings.
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4. Potential Streamlining of LPS Corporate Services
Finance (LPL: 3 positions, 3 FTEs; City: 35 permanent staff)
— Finance manages the LPS’s accounting and financial needs. The Finance team is adequately resourced given the size of the LPS.
LPS
— The City relies heavily on business unit office and/or finance managers to ensure that financial information and data continues to be entered
City
into the City’s enterprise systems, and that appropriate financial controls and procedures are followed.
— The City notes that the relationship with LPL’s finance staff is considered very good. The LPS staff sufficiently meet the needs of the City’s
Finance area from a financial control compliance and financial reporting perspective.
Summary — There does not appear to be significant opportunities to streamline Finance across the City and LPS.
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4. Potential Streamlining of LPS Corporate Services
Actions
1.

2021

2023

2024

Targeted Workload Analysis: Conduct targeted workload analysis across LPS’s corporate
services functions to understand the workload placed on staff within corporate services, the nature
of the tasks (i.e., unique/technical versus common/functional/transactional), the division of duties
across managers and their support staff, and the ability to leverage support staff in the place of
managers. Furthermore, understand where there may be duplication across the LPS and the City,
and where the City may be able to provide corporate administrative services at a lower cost.
—
—
—
—

Information Technology
Finance
Human Resources
Maintenance Unit

Risks & Constraints
1.

2022

Service level quality is reduced across any of
the corporate services currently being managed
internally.

Probability

Impact

Medium

Medium

Summary of Impact to the City
— This opportunity does not have direct financial impacts through immediate cost savings or revenue generation.
— Direct financial impacts could be realized if the City and LPS were able to discover that they could operate LPS’s corporate services with fewer managers and
more junior staff, or simply with fewer staff.

— There may be efficiency gains from removing duplication of effort across core administration functions performed by both the City and LPS. Improved efficiency
could translate into positive financial outcomes and be expected to generate some modest cost efficiency / improvement. After the workload analysis, the City
and LPS may want to set a modest cost improvement target of $100,000+ annually.
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5. Improved Governance and Relationship with City
Description
There may be an opportunity to strengthen the governance relationship between LPS and the City. Some interviewees expressed concerns that communication
between the City and LPS in the past has not been as transparent and constructive as they would like to have seen. This has contributed to concerns about the
accountability of LPS to the City and its citizens. Specific concerns noted were:

— Council is not consulted on annual policing priorities. The establishment of policing priorities is the responsibility of the Lethbridge Police Commission as
established in the Alberta Police Act. In practice, many municipal police commissions formally consult City Councils as part of setting annual priorities. Such
exercises can provide Council, the Commission and the Chief to have a conversation about the challenges facing the City, and priorities to address them, and
the overall outcomes citizens should expect with respect to policing. This can contribute to a greater collective understanding of policing priorities.

— LPS does not use a performance management framework to report on work related to priorities, and progress towards achieving desired outcomes.
LPS’ 2019-2022 Business Plan, for example, lists objectives and actions across five areas (People, Crime, Technology, Community, Processes). Similarly, the
2019 Annual Report identifies accomplishments across the same area. However, neither include outcomes with performance indicators. They are not as
effective as they could be at conveying what the police service is trying to accomplish through its actions, and the impact of the actions taken. Improved
measurement of performance, particularly in relation to annual policing priorities, could build trust and aid budget conversations between the Commission and
Council.

In addition to improving the communication of priorities and performance between the City and LPS, there may be an opportunity to change the City’s
representation on the Commission to strengthen coordination and collaboration between the two organizations. The Alberta Police Act allows Council to appoint
two representatives on the Commission. Common practice is to appoint two representatives from Council. However, Council has the option to appoint members
from City Administration to act on its behalf. This may be of interest for two reasons:

— Obtain City-specific skills and expertise. The Commission uses a skills matrix to help it identify the types of individuals that it wants as members such that
they can lend specific expertise or experience and promote a well-rounded and competent governing body. While Council appoints all Commission members,
the matrix enables the Commission to communicate the types of individuals it would like Council to appoint. Council members appointed to the Commission
bring a particular perspective related to the interests of Council. However, they do not necessarily have technical knowledge of City operations. There may be
an opportunity to use one of the Council positions on the Commission to appoint a senior official from City administration that can contribute knowledge of City
operations or priorities in the areas of emergency management, communications, or community well-being.

— Reduce the burden on Council. Councillors are represented on many boards, commissions, agencies and associations. Reducing the number of Council
members appointed to the Police Commission may help reduce the burden on Councillors from such volunteer appointments.
It may be reasonable to expect that Council will want to work with the Commission to strengthen communication through priority setting and performance reporting
before reducing its direct involvement on the Commission.
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5. Improved Governance and Relationship with City
The plan for implementing a change to the City’s relationship to LPS could be based on the following. City leadership would also want to be aware of the related
constraints and risks associated with this course of action.

Actions

2021

1.

Propose to the Commission that the Commission and
Council meet annually to discuss performance against
outcomes, challenges and priorities for policing. The
output of this discussion will be for the Commission’s
consideration as it develops its annual policing plan.

2.

Propose to the Commission that it develop a performance
management framework that defines policing outcomes
and performance indicators, and that it reports
performance results annually.

3.

Consider appointing a City representative from
Administration in place of a second Councillor on the
Commission.

Risks & Constraints
1.

2.

Probability

Impact

Commission does not want to increase its
involvement of Council in the establishment of
policing priorities.

Low

Medium

Council perceives that it can direct priorities or
that priorities are operational and not stated as
outcome-oriented.

Low

Medium

2022

2023

2024

Summary of Impact
Greater focus on priorities, outcomes and performance may increase service effectiveness.
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6. Dynamic or Staggered Shifts
Description
The existing scheduling model for police officer does not align with hours of peak demand. The Police Association’s existing collective agreement stipulates 12hour shifts that begin at either 6:00 – 7:00 AM (i.e., day shift) or 6:00 – 7:00 PM (i.e., night shift). Police officers rotate four days on, four days off. The collective
agreement also stipulates the accruement of earned time off (i.e., extra vacation time) from overtime hours worked. The accrual of the earned time off and the
conversation of that time logged into extra vacation time is a by-product of the existing shifting model.
Currently, the Crime Suppression Team works one Saturday every four weeks and CIS officers are on call over weekends. LPS leadership has begun to explore
changing CIS schedules, for example work, one weekend per month to provide better coverage. Working weekends would need to be negotiated through
collective agreement bargaining processes.
The collective agreement’s language on shifts limits flexibility for LPS to make efficiency changes in scheduling. This is not standard practice in a municipal police
service. The condition gridlocks the LPS into an inflexible scheduling environment, which further exacerbates the backlog of calls and strains resources as calls for
service rise in Lethbridge. Shift and schedule parameters have been contractually tied into the collective agreement between the City and the Police Association
since at least 2003.
This stipulation in the collective agreement has produced challenges within LPS, including:

— Misalignment of supply of police patrol officers to meet demand for service.
— Police patrol officers working too many hours on an annual basis, resulting in the accrual of earned time which is then banked as overtime or vacation time.
Patrol officers are expected to work 2,080 hours annually, and they accrue between 92 – 116 hours annually in earned overtime or vacation time.

— Each year, each officer must complete a significant training course load. As per the collective agreement, training workshops need to be scheduled during a
sworn officer’s shift. This results in costly training delays and backlogs.

The goal of staggering policing shifts is to improve service levels, more efficiently allocated the workload of the police, provide more manageable shift schedules
for officers, and reduce labour costs borne by the City.

Service Impact
Scheduling more police officers during peak demand hours could improve service levels and policing outcomes. It may enable the service to deploy resources
more efficiently, respond to calls quicker, and better manage and schedule ongoing training needs.
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6. Dynamic or Staggered Shifts
Context
In 2015, LPS began looking at different models for patrol deployment. LPS invested in an independent consultant study on the workload of patrol operations and
an optimal scheduling system. The report identified that LPS has not properly correlated their police resources to align with the timing of peak demand from calls of
service.
The graph below shows the number of calls for service dispatched based on day and time. There is more variation by time of day than day of week for most of the
week. Generally speaking, 3:00 AM to 8:00 AM are considered low demand times and majority of calls for service are between 11:00 AM – 10:00 PM. However,
the current shifting model has the same resource allocation regardless of when demands occur, leading to inefficient allocation of resources. Aligning staff to peak
demand periods may lead to better response times and shared workloads among patrol members.
Identified Gap: Correlation of Calls for
Service and Resources Available

60%
Percentage of time that resources correlate
with peak calls for service.

Source: Derived from information provided by LPS.

Sometime after 2015, the City challenged the Police Association through arbitration to attempt to try to amend or circumvent the scheduling terms and conditions.
The arbitrator determined that neither party had invested enough in trying to resolve the dispute through negotiation.
Scheduling discussions have continued in the form of a working committee that includes two members of the LPS and two senior Police Association members to
work towards agreement on shifting changes. There are tentative plans to launch a pilot project of a staggered shifting model, starting in 2021. The pilot project
would run for 2021, and if successful continue into 2022 and beyond.
The pilot project contemplates allocating two officers from the 6:00/7:00 PM shift to a 4:00 PM shift on a rotating basis.
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6. Dynamic or Staggered Shifts
Outcomes of the pilot project should verify the anticipated benefits of staggered shift start times as well as police officers’ receptiveness to the new shifts. The
outcome of the pilot project will be important as it will guide decision makers to take the next steps. In order to make this change permanent, the data will have to
be convincing of everyone involved. Changes must be acceptable by membership, management and the Association. The long-term goal would be to create a
specific unit dedicated to start at 4:00 AM/PM.
The Association has supported the pilot on assurances that it would not change the nature of the accrued earned time. Agreements have not yet been formalized
in writing and executed.

Leading Practices
Leading practices in policing globally encourage a move away from rigid boundaries to enable a more fluid, dynamic staffing model to respond best to demand and
need, address workload imbalances, improve information-sharing, and reduce duplication of effort and/or gaps matching patrol shifts to workload by making
officers available when they are most needed.
Staggered shifting is guided by evidence and is about matching patrol shifts to workload by making officers available when they are most needed. In addition to the
context of Lethbridge, it could also lead to better well-being of employees by reducing the number of night shifts for each officer. By shifting a few officers of a
patrol unit to start earlier rather than later, it augments the day shift patrol team that is working that afternoon providing resources when their necessary rather
when they would not be (e.g., when calls for service are low, 5:00AM).

Other Issues
The current shifting schedule has resulted in significant difficulties in getting members to attend training. The training unit has struggled with staffing on teams and
many members pick up or drop training modules. Prior to collective agreement amendment in 2003, there was 40 working hours required per year for the purposes
of training during regular duty. There used to be dedicated training day, 5 days per year allowed the service to meet provincial training standards and
requirements. It also did not take away officers from normal daily duties. The terms and conditions of the collective agreement has diminished the LPS’s ability to
efficiently train sworn officers, which has ultimately led to higher costs and fewer desired outcomes.

Every employee
owed the LPS
40 hours
annually for
training.

Now the Police
Service owes
employees 92116 hours of
earned time off
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6. Dynamic or Staggered Shifts
The plan for implementing a change to the Police Association collective agreement could be based on the following. City leadership would also want to be aware
of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action.
Actions

2021

1.

Formalize Pilot: Document the pilot and the terms and conditions of the pilot project. The LPS
may consider designing a performance management framework to assess the outcomes of the
pilot.

2.

Run and Monitor Pilot: Run the pilot over the duration of 2021 and monitor the success of the
pilot against the metrics outlined in the performance management framework.

3.

Assess Pilot Success: Assess the success of the Pilot, if successful, consider negotiating
with the Association to continue the Pilot. If not successful, consider negotiating with the
Association to try a revised pilot model.

4.

Collective Agreement Bargaining: While not connected to the pilot project, the City should
invest resources and effort into negotiating the forward-looking scheduling terms & conditions
with the Association.

Risks & Constraints
1.

2.

Probability

Impact

Ability to implement this opportunity is limited by
the collective agreement, and there are no
guarantees that the change will be accepted by
the Association.

Medium

High

Pushback from membership on the elimination
of earned time off.

Medium

Medium

2022

2023

2024

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
Staggered shifting could help the LPS more efficiently deploy its police resources at appropriate times. While no direct financial impact can be assessed at this
time, it is reasonable to assume that more efficient police scheduling could lead to improved reduced labour cost because of reduced earned time off can be
banked as overtime or vacation time. For example, a reduction of overtime hours by 10% would equal out to approximately 2,500 hours. At a rate of $50 per hour,
this may equate to savings of $125,000.
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Overview
Summary Description
Lethbridge Public Library (“LPL)” provides community access to literature, leisure, learning and innovation through its numerous library services; such as: on-site and online
programming, physical and online collections, and the bookmobile program. LPL provides publicly-accessible spaces for any and all community members, with access for all
citizens. LPL operates two library locations, known as Main Branch and Crossings Branch, and a vehicular bookmobile.
LPL’s 2019, total expenditures were $7.6 million, and expenditures net of revenues were $6.5 million. LPL’s 2019 staff count was 108 staff (63 permanent and 45 casuals) and
total FTE count was approximately 65 FTEs.

Alignment with Strategic Goals

Financial Performance

Accountable Leadership
People Places for All
Compassionate Community
Financial Stewardship & Economic Prosperity

Service List
Current library services include, but are not limited to:

̶ Circulation and Membership Management Services
̶ Collections, including access, development and management of
physical and digital content, special collections, resource sharing and
interlibrary loans
̶

Programming, including family and early literacy, teen resource
support, adults and seniors, Read On adult literacy, bookmobile, arts
and culture, Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math
Community Services (STEAM), including outreach, public access,
public computers and public internet, meeting rooms, and exam
invigilation

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.
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Library Context (1 of 3)
Vision and Mission
Lethbridge Public Library serves as a source of public information, literacy
and learning programming and community gathering. There are two
branches across the City of Lethbridge, and a moving mobile library service
(i.e., bookmobile).
From 2018 to 2019, the libraries usage has increased across the majority of
its key performance indicators, providing evidence of the library management
and staff’s success in delivering on its community-centric core vision and
mission, as documented below.

Vision
The community’s choice for the pursuit of literacy, leisure,
learning and innovation.
Mission
A welcoming, inclusive space that connects and strengthens
community through equitable access to learning and leisure.

Overall Positive Key Performance Indicators
Most key performance indicators (“KPIs”) in the table to the right indicate that
the library is an important community resource in the City, as the metrics
indicate increased growth and usage. Some key findings from the librarywide KPI analysis are described below:
Select Increasing KPIs

—
—
—
—
—

Annual Membership growth:
16% increase
Annual Computer Usage growth:
29% increase
Annual E-Content Downloads growth:
48% increase
Annual Total Program Attendees growth:
30% increase
Average Attendees per Program growth:
53% increase
Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and
Lethbridge Public Library.

Select Decreasing KPIs

— Annual Library Visitors growth:
— Annual Total Programs growth:

12% decrease
15% decrease

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.
© 2020 KPMG LLP, an Ontario limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG global organization of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International
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Library Context (2 of 3)
Citizen Survey Results
The City’s budget process includes a citizen engagement process using a
community satisfaction survey. Over the past 20 years, LPL typically has
received very positive feedback, in terms of importance, and satisfaction,
from the citizens of the City.
The 2018 survey11 showed that 91% percent of survey respondents rated
their opinions in terms of the Importance and Satisfaction of LPL’s Services
as Very Important and Satisfied, or Somewhat Important and Satisfied. The
graph indicates a long-term trend of consistent positive views from the
community on importance and satisfaction with Public Library services.

LPL also conducts its own citizen surveys, called the Community Public
Survey. The Library’s survey results generally align with the City-led
survey12. This survey provides LPL a deeper operational understanding of
how citizens perceive the services provided by the library, including how
satisfied citizens are with LPL’s services, facilities and personnel. The survey
also provides an opportunity for the City to assess if it is providing library
services and programming in highest citizen demand.
Some areas of interest monitored through the survey include:

— Overall Satisfaction with the LPL
— Visitation (including Bookmobile) and Website Use Statistics
— Satisfaction with Library Hours
— Satisfaction with Library Staff
— Staff Diversification Represents the Community
— Satisfaction with Library Collections
— Collections Diversification Represents the Community
— Satisfaction with Information Services
— Satisfaction with the Availability of Computers
— Satisfaction with the Reliability of Wi-Fi
— Satisfaction with Library Facilities

Furthermore, in 2018, 92% of survey respondents indicated that the City
should continue funding the Library at existing allocations (69%), or
increased allocations (23%); as indicated below.

Future City Investment
Outlook
Lethbridge Public Library

11

More

Same

23%

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

69%

— Satisfaction with the Public’s Feeling of Safety
— Library Patron Demographics.

Less
8%

12

Source: Derived from information provided by the Lethbridge Public Library.
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Library Context (3 of 3)
Independent Library Needs Assessment
In 2018, the LPL contracted a third party to conduct a library services needs assessment to identify potential areas for improvement. Select results from the
assessment are illustrated in the graph below.
According to the study, the community is generally satisfied with traditional library services (i.e., library staff, collections and materials, information services, facility
amenities, and hours of operation). However, there are more mixed satisfaction results or relatively less satisfaction, with respect to the feeling of safety, computer
availability and Wi-Fi reliability.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.
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Governance Overview (1 of 2)

Lethbridge Public Library Governance
LPL is governed by the Lethbridge Public Library Board (“Board”). The Board and LPL are considered at arms-length from the City. The Board is regulated by the
articles, terms and conditions outlined within The Province of Alberta Libraries Act and The Libraries Regulation (collectively, “The Act”). From a legislation and
regulation purview, the City has limited control over how the Library is governed and/or operated, despite being its primary funding organization.
The Board operates under a Policy Governance Model, in which it is responsible for developing a Plan of Service, approving Board policies, oversight of budgets,
and employing the Chief Executive Office (“CEO”). The CEO manages the Library in accordance with the strategies, policies and agreements established together
with the Board.
The Plan of Service
The Act requires the Board to develop a Plan of Service (“Plan”) and requires frequent review of the Plan to ensure relevance to the community’s needs and
desired outcomes. The Board must submit the Plan to the Province every 5 years. 13
In Lethbridge, the Plan is developed collaboratively by LPL Management and the Board. Generally, LPL composes the document after receiving Board direction,
and then the Board approves the Plan. The Plan includes the Board’s desired mandates, in terms of Mission, Vision, Values, Guiding Principles and Goals. The
Plan is also designed to align to the City’s organization-wide strategy and planning process, in which Business Unit’s develop individual Business Unit Business
Plans.

13

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.
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Governance Overview (2 of 2)
Role of the Board
The Board of Trustees represents the public interest in libraries. Appointment to the Library Board constitutes a public trust. The Board’s chief responsibility is to
see that the public library effectively serves the municipality that supports it. To do this, the Board:

— Determines Library vision, mission, guiding principles and goals (in the Plan of Service) appropriate to the needs of the community and re-examines them
annually.

— Advocates for adequate funding from the City, other current funding sources and new sources as appropriate, to achieve the Plan of Service.
— Establishes policies and bylaws governing the Library, and files all updates and amendments with the Public Library Services Branch and City Clerk’s office.
— Develops the operating budget and reviews and amends as required annually.
Board Composition and Policy
The Act specifies that the Board must consist of at least 5, and no more than 10, trustees, all appointed by Council. No more than 2 council members may be
appointed as Trustees on the Board. The existing Board is composed of nine trustees, of which one is a council member. Board Trustees are volunteers.
The Board has a comprehensive Board Policy Manual that outlines 31 separate board policies. The policy manual covers topics such as: the governance model,
trustee roles and responsibilities, signing authority, CEO performance management, hours of operation, collections development, loaning of materials, public
meeting use space, succession planning, procurement, risk management, and media relations, among many other policies. Most policies have been reviewed as
recently as 2017.14

14

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.
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Funding Overview (1 of 2)
The Lethbridge Public Library is primarily funded by the City from its tax-supported budget. As a part of the 4-year operating budget planning process, the LPL
Board is required to present a 4-year library budget to City Council’s Finance Committee for approval. The LPL also receives provincial support and grants to
assist with the funding of specific programs and services. The graphic below represents the funding relationship between the City, Province and LPL.

According to the 2019 – 2022 Operating Budget:
Based on an average single-family residential property with a market value of approximately $267,000, each property owner can expect to pay approximately $89
toward the cost of library services in 2022, an increase of approximately $2.50 from in 2018. The primary drivers of the increase are:

— The City approved free library memberships beginning in 2018. The estimated, annual foregone revenue from membership fees is $106,000.
— LPL requires additional security support to deter unsafe and dangerous behaviours (i.e., drug usage in the library). The estimated, annual cost of additional
security is $82,000.

— Chinook Arch Regional Library Systems (“CARLS”) membership levies are rising. In total, the impact is estimated to be $141,000 between 2018 to 2022.
CARLS is undergoing an internal budget revision process; the revised budget is planned to be submitted to the CARLS Board during December 2020. The
revised budget could help the City set a lower annual budget allocation for the CARLS membership for the 2020 – 2023 budget cycle.15

15

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library and Chinook Arch Regional Library Systems.
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Funding Overview (2 of 2)
The City has contributed approximately $6.5 million, or 86%, of LPL’s 2019 total revenues. The City’s funding contributions grew by 10.3% between 2015 and
2019, or approximately 2.6% annually, on average).
During 2019, LPL also received provincial support and grant funding in the amount of $802,000 (11% of revenues) to help fund library operations. Provincial
support and grant funding allocations to LPL grew by 25.2% between 2015 and 2019. The Province’s support and investment in library infrastructure grew
significantly from 2015 to 2017, with small decreases in 2018 and 2019. Current macro trends suggest level or reduced provincial support in the future.
The library also generates its own revenue, in the form of fundraising drives, program fees, rental fees, and penalty fees. However, the self-generated portion of
the LPL’s revenue profile accounts for only a small fraction of total funding needs. From 2015 to 2019, LPL revenue from the sale of goods and services accounted
for approximately 3% to 5% of total revenue.
The tables below show LPL’s revenue breakdown between 2015 and 2019, by dollar value and percentage.

Revenue Profile - Actuals ($000s)
Grants
Other Revenue
Sales of Goods & Services
City of Lethbridge Funding

Total Revenue
Revenue Profile - Share of Total (%)
Grants
Other Revenue
Sales of Goods & Services
City of Lethbridge Funding

Total Revenue

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

640
100
357
5,889

702
67
352
6,097

836
239
323
6,231

830
148
301
6,522

802
70
216
6,498

6,986

7,220

7,629

7,801

7,586

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

9%
1%
5%
84%

10%
1%
5%
84%

11%
3%
4%
82%

11%
2%
4%
84%

11%
1%
3%
86%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library. Percentages may not total precisely due to rounding.
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Organizational Structure (1 of 3)
LPL’s services and programs are delivered to the community by approximately 108 staff members (63 permanent and 45 casuals), across two primary service
areas: Public Services and Corporate Services. The organizational chart below is a high-level representation of LPL’s structure. The Board’s only direct report is
the CEO. The CEO’s direct reports include the Public Services Associate Director, and the Corporate Services Associate Director. There is also an informal
reporting line from the CEO to both the City Manager, and the Friends of the LPL (a community-driven, volunteer fundraising committee).
Further information specific to LPL’s organizational structures, namely the organization of both Public Services and Corporate Services, are illustrated on the
following pages.

Lethbridge Public Library, Total Effort Analysis, 2016 to 2019
Year
Regular Hours

2016

2017

2018

2019

121,089

124,640

123,740

127,074

669

502

480

696

121,758

125,142

124,220

127,770

60.9

62.6

62.1

63.9

Overtime Hours
Total Hours
Total Effort (FTEs)

The Library’s staff is approximately 65 FTEs. Analysis of regular and overtime hours worked indicates total effort of 64 FTEs, as shown in the table above. Overall,
the analysis of regular and overtime hours worked indicates that total time expended has remained largely stable over the past four years. In 2019, 127,770 hours
were worked, whereas in 2016, 121,758 hours were worked, for a total increase in hours worked of less than 5%.
While not explicitly documented within the organizational charts, LPL operates using volunteers. In 2019, LPL had 632 volunteers. Hours worked by volunteers
have not been accounted for in the above FTE analysis, and may increase the total effort analysis (as measured by FTEs). 16

16

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.
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Organizational Structure (2 of 3)
Public Services
The LPL’s Public Services area is comprised of approximately 47 permanent staff members (casual staff are not included in this analysis as they are not allocated
to either Public Services or Corporate Services within the LPL’s organizational charts) across four primary work areas: Branch Services, Information Services,
Children Services, and Customer Services. Approximately 75% of the LPL’s permanent staff work within LPL’s Public Services area. There are four managers and
one associate director within the Public Services area.
The LPL’s Public Services area’s organizational chart is illustrated below.17

Public Services
Associate Director

Manager, Branch
Services

Manager,
Information
Services

Manager, Children
Services

Librarian

Customer Assistant
–4

Literacy Service
Coordinator

Librarian – 2

Librarian

Customer Assistant
–4

Library Technician
–2

Library Technician

Library Technician
–2

Library Assistant –
2

Library Technician
–2

Library Assistant

Library Assistant

Bookmobile
Technician

Literacy Assistant –
2

Library Technician

Manager, Customer
Service

Library Technician

Customer
Assistants – 4

Collection
Assistants – 3

Bookmobile Driver
Circulation
Assistants – 3

17

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.

.
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Organizational Structure (3 of 3)
Corporate Services
The LPL’s Corporate Services area is comprised of approximately 16 permanent staff members (casual staff are not included in this analysis as they are not
allocated to either Public Services or Corporate Services within the LPL’s organizational charts) across four primary work areas: Information Technology Services,
Advancement Services (includes Community & Economic Advancement and Marketing & Communications), Maintenance & Facility Services, and Business
Services (includes Financial Services and Business Development). Approximately 25% of the LPL’s permanent staff work within LPL’s Corporate Services area.
There are six managers and one associate director within the Corporate Services area.
The LPL’s Corporate Services area’s organizational chart is illustrated below.18

Corporate Services
Associate Director

Business Services:
Manager, Financial
Services

Business
Services: Manager,
Development
Services

Admin Support – 2

18

Advancement
Services: Manager,
Community &
Economic Adv.

Advancement
Services: Manager.
Marketing &
Communications

Manager, Main &
Facility Services

Manager,
Information
Technology
Services

Facility Services
Coordinator

IT Technician

Facility Services
Assistant – 4

IT Coordinator

Community
Coordinator

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.
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Program and Service Overview
The following table summarizes the programs and service offerings of the LPL, including the objective of the service area and the operating approach. 19
Service Area
Public
Services

19

Objective

Operating Approach

– Manages all public facing aspects of delivering library
services to the residents of Lethbridge and surrounding
communities.
– Services include; customer service management, collection
development and management, computer and technology
usage assistance, program development and delivery,
bookmobile services, community building and needs
assessments, fundraising, materials management,
assistance with public access to CARLS, and more.
– Programming includes children, teens, adults, family,
literacy workshops, arts and culture, visual and literary arts,
life skills, research support, and other programs. .

– Delivered through four primary areas, namely, Customer Service,
Information Services, Children’s Services, and Branch Services.
– Most (i.e., 75%) of the LPL’s permanent staff work within public
services. The total permanent staff headcount in public services is 47
staff.
– Staff typically hold positions such as Manager, Coordinator, Librarian,
Customer Assistants, Circulation Assistants, Collections Assistants,
Library Technicians, Literacy Coordinators, and Bookmobile
Coordinator, Technician and Driver.
– In 2019, the LPL delivered almost 4,200 programs to close to 58,000
people.

Corporate
Services

– Manages all back-office aspects of delivering library
services.
– Services include customer service management, managing
information technology hardware and software, fundraising,
facilities management, including custodial management of
collections and materials, open spaces and workshop
spaces, finance and administration support, marketing and
communications, interfacing with CARLS, among other
back-office administrative activities.

– Delivered through four primary areas, namely, Information Technology
Services, Advancement Services (includes Community & Economic
Advancement and Marketing & Communications), Maintenance &
Facility Services, and Business Services (including Financial Service
and Business Development Services)
– The total permanent staff headcount in corporate services is 16 (i.e.,
25% of all permanent positions).
– Staff typically hold positions such as Manager, Coordinator, IT
Coordinator, IT Technician, Facility Service Coordinator, Facilities
Services Assistants, Communications Coordinator, and Admin.
Support.

Friends of the
LPL

– A volunteer organization that act as advocates on behalf of
the LPL. The objective of this organization is to help raise
funds in the public through fundraising at public events
around the City.

– A volunteer-based organization mainly comprised of individuals who
are considered Baby Boomers (Born 1946 – 1964) and Generation X
Born 1965 – 1976).

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.
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Partnerships and Memberships (1 of 2)
Chinook Arch Regional Library System (CARLS)
CARLS is a regional library system in Southwestern Alberta. CARLS receives a provincial operating grant to assist with operating costs and the provision of library
service offered to members. The City’s participation in the region significantly increases the population on which the regional system’s per capita provincial
operating grants are based, and therefore allows all members, including the City, to benefit from enhanced local library services through the regional library
system. Through participation in the region, the City strengthens its contributions to the quality of life throughout Southwestern Alberta.
The LPL has been a member of CARLS since 1992. The CARLS membership is by far the LPL’s most expensive membership. To be a member of the CARLS, the
LPL remits approximately $1.1 million annually (as of 2020) to CARLS in the form of membership dues and fees. In return for the membership to the CARLS, the
LPL receives various library services.
Some select library services offered by CARLS include access to materials & collections (physical, audio and E-content), delivery and communications, computer
network and technical services, programs, training and consultation.
CARLS Cost-Benefit Analysis Reviews
A joint cost-benefit analysis, led by the LPL and CARLS, was conducted on the partnership in 2003 and presented to the City. A revised, 2018 cost-benefit
analysis was conducted by LPL based on 2017 dollars. Both the 2003 and 2018 findings suggest positive benefit to the LPL. The findings of the 2017 analysis
suggest a positive net, annual financial benefit of $150,000 in 2017 dollars (the 2003 findings suggest a benefit of $132,000 in 2002 dollars). The benefits to
CARLS of the City’s participation in the System was excluded from the analysis.
The CARLS membership fees have grown significantly over the past two decades. In the 2003 cost-benefit analysis, the cost of the CARLS membership was
estimated at $586,000. The 2018 updated analysis suggested an estimated cost of membership of approximately $1.1 million. The cost of the CARLS membership
grew by 71% from 2002 to 2017, or compound average annual growth rate of approximately 4.3%.

Other Paid Memberships
The LPL also holds paid memberships with several other organizations. The aggregate cost of these is nominal to the LPL (approximately $13,000 annually). The
specific paid memberships held by the LPL are listed in the table below.20

Other Partnerships

20

The Alberta Library (TAL)

American Library Association

Alberta Museums Association

Association of Bookmobiles and
Outreach Services

APLAC (Alberta Public Library
Administrators Council)

Canadian Urban Libraries Council

Allied Arts Council of Lethbridge

Canadian Children's Book Centre

Chartered Professional Human
Resources Alberta
Lethbridge Chamber of
Commerce
Lethbridge Historical Society/
Alberta Historical Society

Pacific Northwest Library
Association
Parent-Child Mother Goose
Program

Library Association of Alberta

Volunteer Lethbridge

Ontario Library Association

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.
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Partnerships and Memberships (2 of 2)
Program Partnerships
Program Partnerships with Formal Agreements
The LPL has a large network of partners that assist the LPL in delivering, accessing and bringing services to members. These partnerships typically fall into four
categories, namely, cross-departmental partners, adult program partners, teen program partners, and children program partners.
In total, the LPL’s documentation makes note of almost 100 unique program partnerships, providing evidence of the LPL’s efforts to stay connected with the
community. Many of the program partnerships have formal agreements between the third party and the LPL.
A listing of agreement-based partnerships is provided below21:

Program Partnerships with Formal Agreement
Cross-Departmental

Adults

Teens

Archeological Society of
Alberta – Lethbridge Centre

Horticultural Society of
Lethbridge

University of
Lethbridge

Banff Mountain Film Festival

Lethbridge College
Continuing Education

City of Lethbridge / Beyond
Your Front Door / Ability
Resource Centre

Boys & Girls Club of
Lethbridge & District

Children
Astronomy Society of
Lethbridge / Klaus Jericho

Helen Schuler Nature Centre

Lethbridge
International Film
Festival

CSART (Community
Substance Abuse Awareness
Resource Team)

Parents as Teachers

Servus Credit Union

Waterton Natural
History Association

ALERT (Assisted Learning
Environment Response
Team)

Rocky Mountain Book Award
Committee

Lethbridge College
Buchanan Library

City of Lethbridge / AB
Urban Planners Institute

The Owl

CDAC (Community
Developmental Assets
Collaboration)

TD / Toronto Public Library

Lethbridge Pride Fest

Age Care Columbia

Alberta Health
Services

Theresa Matheson

University of Lethbridge
Applied Studies Department

Program Partnerships with No Formal Agreements
A listing of the LPL’s program partnerships that have no formal program agreement is provided in Appendix A.

21

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.
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Finance (1 of 2)
Program Budget22
The table to the right summarizes Lethbridge Public
Library’s 2018 Program Budget, as per available data.
Actual 2018 expenditures, including interdepartmental
transactions and transfers, totaled $7.8 million, which is
relatively close to the LPL’s 2018 budgeted expenses of
$7.7 million.
On a net basis, Circulation and Membership Services,
Resource Sharing and Interlibrary Loan Services, and
Collection Development (General and Special, together)
are LPL’s three largest net budgeted expenditures,
together accounted for $4.1 million of total net budgeted
expenditures of $6.5 million; representing 62% of total
budgeted expenses.
Several programs earn the LPL revenue, offsetting 15% of
total costs incurred by the LPL. The five largest revenue
sources are shown in the graph below. Circulation and
Membership Services revenue represents approximately
33% of total revenue. This budget estimate should
decrease significantly in future years, as LPL has been
approved by the City to offer free library services to
members. According to the 2019 – 2022 Operating Budget,
membership fees earned are projected to decrease
$106,000 per year.

22

Program-Based Budget ($000s)
Lethbridge Public Library
Circulation and Membership Services
Resource Sharing and Interlibrary Loan Services
General and Specific Collection Development
Reference and Reader's Advisory Services
Computer Access and Printing Maintenance and
Support
Bookmobile Services
Community Outreach
Read on Services – Adult Literacy Support
Arts and Culture Programs
Public Meeting Room Access
Online Services Development and Maintenance
Adult and Seniors Programming
Library Board Governance Support
Family and Early Literacy Programs
Exam Invigilation
Teen Programming and Resource Support
STEAM Programs
Local History Preservation and Development
Special Services and Projects
Total Public Library

2018
Expenses
2,214
1,619
744
468
412
287
253
497
279
205
190
146
121
101
44
38
28
7
41
7,694

2018
2018
Revenue
Net Budget
384
1,831
104
1,515
33
711
62
407
44
367
32
22
287
74
26
17
13
7
10
5
4
3
1
36
1,164

254
231
210
205
178
172
133
114
91
39
34
26
6
5
6,529

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.
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Finance (2 of 2)
Operating Expenses
The LPL’s largest expense, by far, is Personnel Costs (Wages and Benefits), representing approximately 65% of all operating expenses, followed by Memberships
and Subscriptions, representing nearly 16% of operating expenses. In 2019, these two expense line items accounted for approximately $6.0 million (81%) of total
operating expenses of approximately $7.5 million. This trend has been consistent from 2015 to 2019.
Operating Expenses Profile ($000s)
Wages & Benefits
Memberships & Subscriptions
Materials & Supplies
Contractual Services
City Utilities
Technology Equipment & Maintenance
General Services
Travel & Training
All Other Operating Expenses
Total Operating Expenses (In $000s)

2015 A
4,119
1,015
368
217
222
72
172
80
120
6,384

2016 A
4,386
1,050
407
202
220
47
171
64
63
6,609

2017 A
4,641
1,094
372
250
232
73
283
94
(36)
7,002

2018 A
4,683
1,131
602
369
225
186
70
74
43
7,383

2019 A
4,852
1,165
606
258
227
179
57
91
46
7,482

The diagram to the right indicates that compared to inflation and population
growth between 2015 – 2019, which together approximate between 3-4% per
year and 14.7% over the four-year period, the growth in the LPL’s operating
expenses was higher by 2.5% over the same period. The LPL’s operating
expenses grew by 17.2% from 2015 to 2019. Operating expenses have
increased by an average of approximately 4.3% annually, with personnel costs
increasing generally in line with the overall increase. Although relatively small
expenditure categories, materials and supplies and technology equipment have
increased sharply from 2015.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.
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Benchmarking (1 of 4)
Wisconsin Public Library Model
The Wisconsin Public Library model (“Wisconsin Model”) is widely recognized as a library benchmarking tool. The model encourages development of quality library
service by providing public libraries with a tool to identify strengths, recognize areas for improvement, and assist libraries in gaining community support.
There are a broad number of benchmark categories, including key indicators such as collection size, hours of operation, computer stations, and FTEs. The LPL’s
statistics that are used for comparison to the Wisconsin Model are illustrated in the table below to the right.
The model assesses a library’s service levels against three tiers of library service quality. The
three tiers are Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3; each corresponds to a specific per capita service level
ratio. The service quality tiers are determined based upon a library’s service or municipal
population size.
−
−
−

Tier 1 is considered the minimum level of library service that should be available to all
residents.
Tier 2 is considered an expansion of services beyond Tier 1.
Tier 3 is the highest level of library service.

Lethbridge Public Library Statistics
2018 Urban population

Stats
99,760

2020 Library FTE count
2019 Collection (Print, Audio, Digital) size count

65
307,081

2019 Computer workstation count

112

2019 Materials Expenditures

606,320

2020 Collection/Volume Count (Print Only)

167,444

2019 Weekly Hours of Operation

70

The LPL’s results from the Wisconsin Model benchmarking analysis appear in the table below.
Benchmark1

Wisconsin Public Library Model
Per Capita (unless otherwise stated)

LPL

Assessment

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Current

Using 2018 population data of approximately 100,000 residents

Library FTE Employees (per 1,000 pop.)

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.6

- Tier 3: The highest level of library service

Total Collection Size (Print, Audio, & Digital)

2.7

3.0

3.6

3.1

Public Use Internet Computers

0.8

0.9

0.9

1.2

Materials Expenditures ($)

3.12

3.31

3.83

6.1

Collection/Volume Held (Print Only)

2.2

2.4

3.0

1.7

Hours Open

66

68

71

70

- Tier 2: An expanded service beyond Tier 1
- Tier 3: The highest level of library service. May be affected by the base
year of the benchmark (2016) relative to current use of electronic media
- Tier 3: The highest level of library service
- Tier 1: The minimum level of library service. May be a function of the
base year of the benchmark (2016) relative to current use of electronic
media
- Tier 2 (almost 3): An expanded service beyond Tier 1

1

Wisconsin Public Library Standards. Sixth edition. March 2018.
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Benchmarking (2 of 4)
Wisconsin Model Benchmarking Analysis Results
The LPL appears to offer a high level of service within three categories, namely, Library FTE Employees (per 1,000 population), Public Use Internet Computers,
and Materials Expenditures ($). The Materials Expenditures category is significantly higher than the Tier 3 benchmark comparison, indicating that the LPL spends
much more toward materials than expected for a library servicing an urban population of approximately 100,000 people. The trend towards greater digital access
may affect the benchmarks, which were derived in 2016.
The LPL appears to offer an expanded service beyond Tier 1 within two categories, namely, Total Collection Size (Print, Audio, & Video) and Hours Open. Notice
that the LPL is almost approaching Tier 3 for Hours Open.
The LPL appears to offer a minimum level of library service within one category, namely, Collection/Volume Held (Print Only). However, note that the LPL has
access to an expanded print, audio and digital collection via the membership with CARLS. The annual cost of this membership includes the cost borne by CARLS
to update and expand their collections count. If these additional collection counts were included in the analysis, it is likely that the categories Collection/Volume
Held (Print Only) and Total Collection Size (Print, Audio, & Digital) would receive higher library service scores as per the Wisconsin Model.

Wisconsin Public Library Model – A Municipal Comparison
The Wisconsin model has been used to also benchmark LPL’s current system to the library systems of peer municipalities. Peer municipalities library systems
selected for comparison are Red Deer Public Library (Red Deer, Alberta), Regina Public Library (Regina, Saskatchewan), Winnipeg Public Library (Winnipeg,
Manitoba), Kingston Public Library (Kingston, Ontario), Guelph Public Library (Guelph, Ontario), and Cambridge Public Library (Cambridge, Ontario).
Peer municipalities library systems were selected based primarily on urban population size (each City’s population size is illustrated on the following slide). Each
municipality selected for comparison has urban populations of approximately 100,000 and 220,000 people, except for Winnipeg. Information from the 2018
Canadian Urban Library Council (“CULC”) Public Library Statistics Report was used within the Wisconsin Model for municipal comparison purposes.
The results from the Wisconsin Model municipal comparison appear in the table below. LPL appears to provide above average service levels in terms of FTE
employees (per 1,000 population) and public use internet computers as compared to the selected peer grouping, but LPL’s collection size is the lowest when
compared against the peer group.
Benchmark1

Wisconsin Public Library Model
Per Capita (unless otherwise stated)
Library FTE Employees (per 1,000 pop.)
Total Collection Size (Print, Audio, & Video)
Public Use Internet Computers
Materials Expenditures ($)
Collection/Volume Held (Print Only)
Hours Open

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

0.4
2.7
0.8
3.12
2.2
66

0.5
3.0
0.9
3.31
2.4
68

0.6
3.6
0.9
3.83
3.0
71

LPL
As of
2018
0.6
3.1
1.2
6.1
1.7
70

Red Deer

Regina

Kingston

Guelph

Cambridge

0.4
7.0
n/a
13.7
1.8
63

0.8
10.0
n/a
7.8
2.0
62

0.5
4.0
n/a
5.9
2.4
64

0.6
4.0
n/a
11.4
3.4
65

0.5
4.0
n/a
5.7
2.6
64

1

Wisconsin Public Library Standards. Sixth edition. March 2018. Note: Hours Open are pre-COVID-19 hours.
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Benchmarking (3 of 4)
Benchmarking Library Operating Costs per Capita, 2018 Dollars
A benchmarking analysis of nine other Canadian cities indicates an average library operating cost of $66 per capita.23 The highest per capital costs identified were
found in Regina ($105) and Saskatoon ($88), and the lowest per capita costs incurred were found in St Catharine's ($45) and Kelowna ($48). Lethbridge has the
fourth highest costs per capita at $75, which is modestly above average by $9 per capita. 23

Average Operating Cost = $66 per capita

Benchmarking Payroll as a Percentage of Total Expenditures
A benchmarking analysis of nine other Canadian cities indicates that payroll on average accounts for 65% of total expenditures. Lethbridge average payroll costs
as a percentage of total expenditures at 64%, is in line with the average.23

Average Payroll Costs = 65% of Total Expenditures

23

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library, and publicly available municipal data for select comparators.
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Benchmarking (4 of 4)
Benchmarking Library Staff per 1,000 Population
A benchmarking analysis of nine other Canadian cities shows that the LPLs staffing levels are 0.6 FTEs per population size of 1,000 people. Lethbridge has the
third highest levels of staffing per capita when compared against the peer group. The average staffing levels from the select peer group per population size of
1,000 people was 0.5 FTEs. Lethbridge is only slightly above average in staffing per capita.24

Average Staffing Level = 0.5 Staff per 1,000 People

24

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library, and publicly available municipal data for select comparators.
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Leading Practices in the Library Sector (1 of 2)
Leading Practices
The Government of Alberta (“Alberta”), upon the request of municipal library boards, established a set of leading practices of Alberta-based libraries to consider in
support of library service deliver excellence. The leading practices are documented within Alberta’s 2018 publication, Best Practices for Public Libraries in Alberta.
Alberta’s leading practices were designed by libraries, and cover topics such as:

— Personnel;
— Hours of opening;
— Collection management;

— Information services;
— Resource sharing and interlibrary loan;
— Accessibility;

— Indigenous service;
— Technology;
— Facilities; and

— School-housed libraries.

The LPL Board and management staff should consider a self-evaluation of their own operations relative to practices documented in the publication. Each topic
provides metrics upon which to self-evaluate library service deliver across three broad categories, namely, Basis, Enhanced, and Excellent service.
Brief highlights are outlined below, from key topics such as personnel, hours of operation, collection management, accessibility and technology. 25

Personnel

— The library board employ at least one paid staff member who meets both basic personnel and library management competencies (such as understanding
—
—
—

basic finance and budgeting, and establishing strategic management processes - see the Alberta publication for a comprehensive list of management
competencies).
Library volunteers are a supplement to, not a substitute for, paid staff. Core operational activities do not depend on volunteer labour.
The board and manager recruit and select staff and volunteers with community demographics in mind.
Suggested basic staffing levels are 0.5 FTEs per 1,000 population, which Lethbridge is slightly above (e.g., 0.6 FTEs per 1,000 population).

Hours of Operations

— Hours of opening are consistent, predictable, and easy for users to understand.
— Library hours are fixed and include a combination of morning, afternoon, evening, and weekend hours, based on assessment of users and potential users.
— Hours of opening, once set, are annually reviewed as part of the budgeting and plan of service process and adjusted as needed to account for changes in
—
—

25

demographics and circumstances.
Mobile library service is provided at times convenient to the needs of the local community, including evenings and weekends. Local factors are taken into
consideration when determining the locations and lengths of stops. Suggested stop time is at least 30 minutes.
Suggested basic hours of operations per week are 59 per week, which Lethbridge is above (e.g., 70 hours per week).

Source: Derived from publicly available information from the Province of Alberta.
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Leading Practices in the Library Sector (2 of 2)
Brief highlights are outlined below, from key topics such as collection management, accessibility and technology. 26

Accessibility

Collection Management

— Strategically consider the following when purchasing materials (other

— Suggested basic collection size is 1.5 items per capita, which Lethbridge
is above (e.g., 2.2 items per capita). Library collections contain
accessible-format material, collection development policies should include
procurement of accessible-format materials

considerations are noted in the publication):

—
—
—
—
—
—

Plan of Service, goals and priorities
Population demographics
Age and size of the existing collection
Demand
Cultural Representation
Access to other library collections (such as CARLS)

—
—
—
—
—

Library programs and meetings commit to being inclusive.
Library spaces are barrier free and welcoming.
Library communication and documents are accessible.
Library staff are properly trained in accessibility.
Communities are consulted and involved.

Technology

— For users to derive maximum benefit using technology tools provided in the public library, boards must:
— Budget appropriately when making technology expenditures;
— Develop a robust technology policy framework to enable sound decision-making;
— Provide enough support for staff and users, including training; and
— Continuously evaluate the use and impact of technology use in the library to inform future choices.
— Library Boards that fail to sustain a dependable technology infrastructure or do not adapt to evolving technologies will find themselves ill equipped to serve
the community effectively and, possibly, increasingly irrelevant to those users they wish to serve.

— Suggested basic computer access is 22 workstations, which Lethbridge is above (126 access workstations).

26

Source: Derived from publicly available information from the Province of Alberta.
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Successes and Recent Initiatives
Select Successes and Recent Initiatives
2018

— The LPL completed the Main Branch Modernization Project in July 2018. The newly renovated space includes: open spaces and a focus on social/leisure
activities; quiet study and research space; relocated and expanded the Community Meeting Room which enables for group bookings to outside of regular
Library hours; an expanded Computer Services area; a Teen Zones; a reading bar; and digital signage for easy navigation and program advertising.

— The LPL debuted its Indigenous space during the reopening celebration of the Main Branch. The space received its own Blackfoot Indigenous name, Piitoyiss,
or "Eagles' Nest". This space acknowledges and honours the history of the peoples and the traditional land the Library occupies.

— Community LINKS opened at the Main Branch, alongside key partners: Canadian Mental Health Association, Alberta South Region, and the City of Lethbridge.
Community LINKS is available during the Library's peak hours to serve the community as an information and referral resource.

— LPL was recognized with the following select rewards and recognitions during 2019:
— Allied Arts Council Excellence (AACE) Award - Service Organization
— Lethbridge Pride Award, Non-Profit Community Organization
2019

— The LPL celebrated its 100th year anniversary. Many centennial celebratory events were held in 2019, such as the display of a collaborative exhibit with Galt
Museum & Archives entitled "Connecting Community: 100 Years of the Lethbridge Public Library".

— The LPL was approved to waive membership fees for the 2019 fiscal year. During 2019 centennial celebrations, the LPL announced that no fee Library
memberships would continue into 2020.

— LPL was recognized with the following select rewards and recognitions during 2019:
— Reconciliation Champion (Reconciliation Lethbridge);
— Community Priorities Grant recipient (Community Foundation of Lethbridge and Southwestern Alberta);
— Received a $28,000 donation from The Friends of the Lethbridge Public Library, as well as a $100,000 commitment towards the expansion and
enhancement of the Crossings Branch; and

— Business Excellence Award (JobLinks Employment Centre). 27

27

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Public Library.
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Strengths
The following is a list of strengths that were identified during stakeholder engagement, document review, and analysis of the LPL.
Category

What’s working well?

– Most of the categories benchmarked using the Wisconsin Model indicated above average service.
Above Suggested Base Service – The categories reviewed include: Library FTE Employees (per 1,000 pop.), Total Collection Size (Print, Audio, & Video),
Levels as per Wisconsin Model
Public Use Internet Computers, Materials Expenditures ($), Collection/Volume Held (Print Only) and Hours Open.
Benchmarking
– The LPL was above the base service levels suggested in all categories but Collection/Volume Held (Print Only)
Newer Facilities

– The Crossing Branch opened during 2010, and the Main Branch recently finished a modernization renovation that
aimed to help the Library make better use of space.

Strong, Formalized Policy
Framework

– The LPL has a strong policy framework, both at the Board level and the operations level.
– LPL’s Board Manual contains 31 individual policies; policies were observed to be reviewed within the last 5 years.
– LPL’s Operations Manual contains 72 individual policies; policies were observed to be reviewed within the last 5 years.

Active Advocacy Network,
including Volunteers and The
Friends of the LPL

– The Library had over 600 volunteers in 2019, the majority assist with programming.
– The LPL has its own volunteer-based advocacy group, Friends of the LPL, who advocate and conduct fundraising.

CARLS Relationship

– Access to the regional library system expands the collection of books, E-content, periodicals and other library content
available to the LPL’s members.

– The LPL’s membership base grew by 16.4% between 2018 and 2019; LPL went from approximately 20,000 to 24,000
memberships. Anecdotally, this suggests that nearly 1 in 4 people in Lethbridge hold a library membership.
Growing Membership Base and
– While physical library visits and total number of programs have declined, online visits, computer usage, circulation, total
Usage
number of program attendees and the membership base have grown.
Community Programming

– The LPL provides a wide range and diversity of community programming for City residents and is constantly looking at
new programming options and changes to its programming to connect with the community.
– Community LINKS and mental health resources available on-site at the library.
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Challenges
The following is a list of challenges that were identified during stakeholder engagement, document review, and analysis of LPL.
Challenge

Description

Modestly Above Average FTEs

– Wages and benefits represent 65% of the LPL’s total expenditures, and FTEs have risen slightly year over year.
– Comparator libraries and the Wisconsin Model benchmarking both suggest above average FTE counts. Trends suggest
shifting from accessing library services through physical visits and toward more online visits.

Clarity of Roles and
Responsibilities between the
City and the LPL

– While the LPL is a provincially regulated and autonomously organized at arm’s length from the City; the City still is the
Library’s primary funding source, the Library is considered a City Service, and the City also provides various services to
the Library, such as facilities management and IT infrastructure, such as networks and servers, and finance, payroll and
accounting.
– Stakeholder engagement suggests better clarity may be require of the roles and responsibilities of both the LPL and the
City in delivering library services to the citizens of Lethbridge.

Opioid Crisis Causing Safety
Challenges

– The Main Branch is located downtown, until recently, it was adjacent to a supervised safe injection site. The site was
recently closed in August 2020. Drug use incidents within the LPL were steadily rising, causing safety concerns for
library members.
– The increased drug use in the library has put a strain on security resources, and social services resources as well, many
of which work on the Library premises (e.g., Community LINKS, Canadian Mental Health Association).

Security and Technology
Access Strained due to
Building Design and
Construction

– The Main Branch is described as two buildings (north and south) separated by a walkway. The north wing was not
designed to be a library. The nocks and crevasses of the building cause challenges for security to apprehend individuals
who are breaking library use protocols (e.g., using drugs in the library).
– The building construction is not supportive of strong Wi-Fi connections. The LPL uses wireless access points; however,
still experiences Wi-Fi reception gaps. The building design and construction impedes the LPL’s ability to improve
technology resources because of the poor internet access connection, most workstations with good connection are
wired connections.

Diversity & Inclusion

– The LPL continues to look for ways to improve diversity as represented by its workforce and programs.
– The LPL previously requested funding for a dedicated position to manage the Library’s Indigenous services and
programming, the request was denied. Provincial grant funding for such positions is typically only short-term (e.g., 1-year
max).
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Opportunities
The following is a summary of opportunities that were identified based on stakeholder engagement, document review, experience in other jurisdictions,
benchmarking, and analysis. Each opportunity is described in the remainder of this section.
Opportunity

Description

1. City-LPL Relationship

There may be an opportunity to more clearly define the relationship and roles between the City and the LPL. This would
entail documenting the services that the City will provide to the LPL, and how LPL will consider the mandates and priorities
of the City.

2. Hours of Operation

There should be an opportunity for modest cost savings through reduced hours or strategically changing hours to align to
demand. Trends point to fewer physical visits to the library and more online access, especially during COVID-19.

3. Clarifying the Relationship
and City Membership with
CARLS

Assessing the benefit received by CARLS from LPL may suggest an alternative service and funding agreement may be
more equitable to LPL. There may be an opportunity for LPL to negotiate enhanced service agreements with CARLS
because of the significant contribution LPL makes through its fees.

4. Potential Streamlining of
LPL Corporate Services

There may be an opportunity in Corporate Services for management to make modest organizational adjustments to
control future cost pressures. With 65% of LPL operating expenses related to personnel costs, any future fiscal pressures
will need to target cost controls and efficiencies related to staffing.
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Opportunities
The following table lists the opportunities identified for LPL along with a high-level assessment of their potential time to implement, and the relative degree to which
they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities. 28

Implementation

Benefit

Cost

Time

Risk

Efficiency

Effectiveness

Service

Alignment

Level of
Decision

1

City-LPL Relationship

L

L

M

o

+

o

++

Council

2

Hours of Operation

L

L

M

+

o

-

o

LPL Board

3

Clarifying the Relationship and City
Membership with CARLS

L

M

M

+

o

o

o

Council

4

Potential Streamlining of LPL
Corporate Services

L

L

M

+

o

o

o

Administration

Legend

28

Note: The full legend is available on page 13.
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1. City-LPL Relationship
Description
Stakeholders interviewed indicated that there is a good relationship between the City and LPL with some room for improvement around stakeholders
understanding of roles and responsibilities, communication mechanisms and flows, and expectations. City Council appoints the LPL’s Board of Trustees. Trustees
should be selected and appointed based on their experience and skills and knowledge of the library sector. Stakeholders should know their duties of care and
duties of loyalty, and Trustees should know their duty in participating on the Board in a proactive, actively engaged manner. Therefore, there may be an
opportunity to clarify the relationship between the City and LPL by developing a formalized memorandum of understanding (“MOU”).
A MOU is a document that describes the broad outlines of an agreement that two or more stakeholders have reached. A formal MOU communicates the mutually
accepted expectations of all the stakeholders involved in an agreement. A MOU should at a minimum have the following contents:
1. Identify the parties: It should specify the name of the stakeholders between whom memorandum of understanding is being signed.
2. Purpose: It should clearly specify the purpose and the goals for which the memorandum is being signed.
Such a MOU could be used to state each parties’ accountabilities and responsibilities in delivering library services. The parties involved in the case of the City
would include the City, the LPL Board of Trustees, and the LPL.
Stakeholders to Agreement

Representation

City

– The Mayor, City Council, City Manager and Administration

Board of Trustees

– Each individual active Trustee member

LPL

– CEO, select Management staff

The purpose of the agreement could be to clarify and establish understanding of each stakeholders’ roles and responsibilities, mechanisms and flows of
communication, interactions, and expectations between the parties and the party member representatives.
The MOU serves the following functions:
1. Establishes a common understanding of each stakeholder’s goals and objectives and expectations.
2. Reduces the risk of uncertainty and misinformation.
3. Records agreements.
Leading practices suggest the MOU could be reviewed as a part of the budget cycle, and that stakeholder representatives should annually confirm their
understanding of the City-LPL relationship, and the expectations of their positions within their respective committees.
The MOU could be used to clarify understanding of business topics such as mandate, governance, operations, finance, performance and reporting. The City and
LPL may also benefit from greater collaboration in the development of LPL’s mandate and strategy, and the definition of service outcomes and performance
indicators. While LPL is an independent agent, as LPL’s funder, the City has a significant interest in avoiding any unnecessary duplication in programs and
services delivered through LPL and by the City directly. The City also has an interest in monitoring LPL’s progress towards delivering service outcomes.
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1. City-LPL Relationship
The tables following summarize possible actions that could be taken by the City or the LPL Board of Trustees to provide clarity around business topics such as
mandate, governance, operations, finance, performance and reporting.
In addition, it provides additional responsibilities that the City and LPL might consider implementing to improve working relationships and communications. These
practices are italicized. Any new update to the responsibilities should be captured in LPL’s Board Policies, and reflected in a MOU with the City, if appropriate.

Business
Element
Mandate

Governance

Desired
Outcome(s)
Align
understanding of
the development
and execution of
the LPL mandate.

Align
understanding of
how Council
could/should be
appointing suitable
Trustees that are
experienced,
networked,
passionate for
libraries and
understand the
business of a
library.

Comments

— The Board of Trustees
approve the Plan of
Service, including the
mandate, based upon a
need’s assessment of the
community.

— The Act informs the
organization of a library
board as a separate,
arm’s length organization
from the City.

— Stakeholders have
informed that the City
may consider removing
their City representatives
from the Board; and
instead set up more
frequent opportunities for
Council and the Board to
meet.

Select Existing Responsibilities

Suggested Responsibilities

The City’s Responsibility

The City’s Responsibility

— n/a

— Clarify the City’s priorities to LPL.

LPL Board of Trustee’s
Responsibility

LPL Board of Trustee’s Responsibility

— Set the mandate.

— Try to align LPL mandate to the City’s
priorities, when appropriate.

LPL Management Responsibility

LPL Management Responsibility

— Operate LPL according to mandate.

n/a

The City’s Responsibility

The City’s Responsibility

— n/a

— Select Trustees using a skills-based
matrix to assess and select suitable
trustee representatives

LPL Board of Trustee’s
Responsibility

— The Board governs from a policy
and oversight perspective, but not
an operational perspective.

— The Board of Trustees currently has

— Clarify how the City will communicate
with the Board.
LPL Board of Trustee’s Responsibility

— Board of Trustees should be proactive

representation from one City
representative, and it may have up
to two City representatives.
LPL Management Responsibility

members actively engaged in the
oversight of the Library, and the
communication link with the City.
LPL Management Responsibility

— CEO is employee of the Board.

— n/a
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1. City-LPL Relationship
Business
Element
Operations

Desired
Outcome(s)

Comments

Align
understanding of
why and how
operations are
managed and
delivered to library
service users.

— Operations are managed
by the LPL Management
team.

Select Existing Responsibilities
The City’s Responsibility

The City’s Responsibility

— n/a

— n/a

LPL Board of Trustee’s
Responsibility

LPL Board of Trustee’s Responsibility

— n/a
LPL Management Responsibility

— Operate and deliver library services
Finance

Align
understanding of
the City’s current
financial
environment, and
the future
expectations
around funding.

The City is the LPL’s primary
funding organization.

Suggested Responsibilities

— n/a
LPL Management Responsibility

— n/a

The City’s Responsibility

The City’s Responsibility

— To approve the budget and ask for

— Clarify budget development expectations

budget revisions and updates, when
appropriate.
LPL Board of Trustee’s
Responsibility

to the Trustees, provide understanding of
future funding expectations
LPL Board of Trustee’s Responsibility

— Present the budget to Council.

— Build budget with future budget
expectation trends in mind

LPL Management Responsibility

LPL Management Responsibility

— Develop the Budget for the

— Build budget with future budget
expectation trends in mind

Trustees.

— Manages operations within the
approved budget parameters (i.e., $
and % variance to budget).
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Business
Element

Desired Outcome(s)

Comments

Performance

Align
understanding of
how performance
management will be
used in the
relationship
between the City,
LPL Board and
Management.

— It is unclear if
Council annually
evaluates the
performance of
the Board

— The Board
annually
assesses the
performance of
the CEO

Select Existing Responsibilities

Suggested Additional Responsibilities

The City’s Responsibility

The City’s Responsibility

— Reviews LPL news, results and KPIs with

— Annually review and evaluate the

Board
LPL Board of Trustee’s Responsibility

performance of the Board.
LPL Board of Trustee’s Responsibility

— Present performance to the Board

— n/a

LPL Management Responsibility

LPL Management Responsibility

— Develop performance reporting

— n/a

The City’s Responsibility

The City’s Responsibility

— Reviews reporting with the Board during

— Clarify frequency of formal

— Staff performance
is managed by
management
Reporting

Align
understanding of
the frequency of
communications,
and the City’s
reporting
expectations from
the Board

— Council and the
Board are
scheduled to
meet formally
once per year.

— Council may
remove its city
representative
from the Board
and instead
increase the
frequency of
communications
with the Board.

scheduled meetings

communications

— Set frequency of formal communications

— Share and define what performance

LPL Board of Trustee’s Responsibility

metrics should be reported
LPL Board of Trustee’s Responsibility

— Approve Plan of Service
— Communicate Plan of Service and annual
yearend report to City
LPL Management Responsibility

— Develops Plan of Service and annual
yearend report

— Develop reporting around performance
metrics that have been confirmed by
Council

— Share other useful performance metrics
with Council
LPL Management Responsibility

— n/a
Service Impact
There is not anticipated to be a direct and immediate impact on service to citizens.
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Developing, distributing and using a MOU to stakeholders could be undertaken using the following actions. City leadership would also want to be aware of the
related constraints and risks associated with this course of action.

Actions

2021

1.

Decide to use a MOU. Make a decision to use a MOU to
help provide understanding and clarity of the roles and
responsibilities and expectations across stakeholders.

2.

Define and Develop a MOU. The City and the Board
should jointly develop the MOU with the assistance of the
LPS management.

3.

Approve the MOU and Implement. Notify all
stakeholders of the MOU, and the requirement for all
stakeholders to manage their activities and interactions as
per the MOU. Update the Board Policy documents to
reflect the MOU.

4.

Annually Monitor MOU Understanding. Require
stakeholders to annually review their understanding of
their commitments as per the MOU.

Risks & Constraints
1.

2.

Probability

2022

2023

2024

Impact

Frequently changing people who are stakeholders,
resulting in the need to constantly provide an
understanding of the roles and responsibilities to
these stakeholders.

Medium

Low

Not being able to appoint Board members with the
proper qualifications and interests in library services.

Medium

High

Summary of Impact to the City
No financial impact is expected from the development of a MOU. Although, effectiveness in terms of relationship and communications may be realized.
Furthermore, annual performance and financial results could be assessed in terms of alignment with the MOU.
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Description
LPL may have an opportunity to reduce costs by reducing the hours of operations of its branches. LPL’s largest cost driver is wages and benefits; being open
fewer hours should help reduce or decrease the growth in costs related to wages and benefits.

Current Hours of Operations are Above Average
The Main Branch and the Crossings Branch are both normally open to the public for a total of 69.5 hours (pre COVID-19 hours). During the pandemic, hours have
been reduced to approximately 54 hours per week. The pre COVID-19 hours of operations are summarized below.
Day

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Open Time

9:30 AM

9:30 AM

9:30 AM

9:30 AM

9:30 AM

9:30 AM

1:30 PM

Closing Time

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

5:30 PM

5:30 PM

11.5 hours

11.5 hours

11.5 hours

11.5 hours

11.5 hours

8 hours

4 hours

Duration Open

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

According to the benchmarking and leading practices analysis, LPL’s hours of operation are above average. The Government of Alberta’s best practices for public
libraries suggested a minimum hours of operations per week are 59 per week. The average hours open per week of comparator municipalities such as Red Deer,
Regina, Kingston, Guelph and Cambridge, operate an average of approximately 64 hours per week. The Wisconsin Model benchmarking indicated basic service
hours of operation of 66 hours per week. LPL could consider changing its hours of operation to be more in line with common practice and its peer municipal city
comparators.

Slight Seasonality in Hours of Operations
The municipal hours comparison below summarizes weekly hours open by season (i.e., winter, spring, fall, and summer) and the average weekly hours open.

Source: Derived from information of various municipal libraries.
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The comparative analysis showed that Lethbridge and Cambridge adjust their hours seasonally. In Cambridge, libraries are closed on Sunday’s during the summer
season and reopen after Labour Day. Libraries in Cambridge decrease their hours from 64 hours to 56 hours in the summer. In Lethbridge, libraries are open for
65.5 hours per week as they close 4 hours early on Friday. There may be an opportunity to align hours to seasonal demand.

Budget Reduction Initiatives
As a part of the City’s larger budget development process, LPL was asked by the City to present opportunities for the library to realize budget savings of between
5% and 10%. An initiative outlined during that presentation was the reduction of hours of operation, which aligns to this opportunity. LPL provided documentation
which outlined six different scenarios, which are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The scenarios are documented in the table below.
#

Scenario Title

Description

1.

Open 30
minutes later,
and close 1 hour
earlier

Change open hours from 9:30am to
10:00am, Mon to Sat, Main and
Crossings Branch (reduction of 3.0 hrs)

Weekly Reduction

Reduction of 8.0 hours

Hours Open
per Week per
Branch

Est. FTE
Reduction

2021 Est.
Savings

2022 Est.
Savings

61.5

1.5 nonpermanent

$119K

$121K

Change closed hours from 9:00pm to
8:00pm, Mon to Fri, Main and
Crossings Branch (reduction of 5.0 hrs)
2.

Close 2
evenings per
week

Change evening hours for Main Branch
and Crossing Branch to close early

Reduction of 12.0 hours
at Main; reduction of 8.0
hours at Crossings

57 (Main) / 62
(Crossings)

2.6 nonpermanent

$191K

$194K

3.

Reduce
bookmobile
hours

Reduce bookmobile stops

This represents a 0.5%
reduction of the budget

n/a

0.5 nonpermanent

$29K

$30K

4.

Monday
morning closure

Main and Crossings branches

Reduction of 3.5 hours

66

0.6 nonpermanent

$56K

$57K

5.

Monday full day
closure

Main and Crossings branches

Reduction of 11.5 hours

58

2.4 nonpermanent

$196K

$199K

6.

Discontinue
Word on the
Street Program

Eliminates all operating costs related to
the program, as well as the festival
coordinator position.

n/a

62.5

0.5
permanent

$98K

$98K
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The LDL management team has provided several scenarios and options to consider when evaluating the financial and community impact of reducing the libraries
normal hours of operation. For example, opening 30 minutes earlier and closing 1 hour earlier on select days could reduce weekly hours of operation by 8.0 hours
to 61.5 hours per week. LPL estimates that this would save approximately $120,000 per year. In addition, reducing bookmobile hours and discontinuing the word
on the Street Program could yield additional savings of approximately $130,000. Together, these three scenarios (i.e., scenarios 1, 3, and 6) may result in total
annual savings of $250,000 per year.
Ultimately, the City’s decision makers, in collaboration with the Library, will need to decide what level of service they feel adequately meets the library demands of
members and citizens. A reduction in the number of hours open would provide some cost savings, but would also reflect a slight reduction in service availability.

Collective Bargaining Agreement
Most of the budget reduction imitative scenarios in the table on the previous page contemplate the reduction of non-permanent (i.e., casual) staff. A nonpermanent staff typically is paid less in salary or in wages as compared to a permanent staff. Stakeholder engagement informs that the existing association
agreements require that permanent staff be prioritized over casual staff for scheduling purposes and in the event of downsizings. For this reason, most of the
budget reduction initiatives above reflect cost savings based on reallocation of fewer work hours and some downsizing of non-permanent staff.

Other Hour of Operation Considerations
Current trends suggest fewer physical visits to the library and more online access, especially during COVID-19. Fewer physical visits could potentially translate into
fewer needed hours of operation and less need for staff in the library. Furthermore, being open fewer hours may result in fewer opportunities to hold programming.
With less programming, there may be opportunity for costs savings through reducing programming budgets.
The table below illustrates LPL attendance across seasons from the perspective of room rentals and usage. There may be an opportunity to reduce hours even
further during seasons that the Library experiences fewer attendees. LPL already closes its doors 4 hours earlier during summer months. This closure aligns with
the data in the table that informs summer as recording the fewest number of room rentals. There may be opportunity to explore reducing hours further in summer
or winter which both appear to log fewer number of room rentals as compared to Spring and Fall.

Service Impact
Adjusting hours of operations downward may provide less opportunities for the
library to provide programming to the community, and modestly impact opportunities
for members and citizens to visit the library. Overall, service level expectations of
the library would be expected to slightly decrease.

Seasonal Room Rentals, 2017 to 2019
Year

Winter

Spring

Summer

Fall

Total

2017

151

280

197

166

794

2018

136

132

136

217

621

2019

219

224

150

193

786

Total

506

636

483

576

2,201

Source: Derived from information of various municipal libraries.
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Changing the library hours of operation could proceed with the actions and on the timeline described below. City leadership would also want to be aware of the
related constraints and risks associated with this course of action.
Actions

2021

1.

Readiness and preparation: Identify all sources that communicate the libraries’ publicly available
hours of operations (e.g., the website, search engines, social media, community pages,
newspaper, etc.) and prepare updated printed materials (e.g., brochures) that communicate the
libraries future state operating hours, including exhibits and other programming.

2.

Implementation: Update the hours of operation on publicly available sources (e.g., the website,
search engines, social media, community pages, etc.) and begin using the updated printed
materials (e.g., brochures).

3.

Monitoring: Monitor the change, if any, in attendance numbers relative to the month and events
in historical years (in consideration of seasonality) to measure whether there is a change in
attendance, or if the same number of visitors attend in a smaller window of time. Also, monitor
formal and informal feedback from visitors. Monitor the changes in operating expenditures such as
utilities to validate the libraries’ decision of reduced service hours, and confirm the decision is
lowering costs.

Risks & Constraints

Probability

Impact

1.

Untoward community response to reducing the
libraries hours of operation

Medium

Low

2.

Reduced hours of operation cause a significant
reduction in attendance

Low

Low

3.

Reduced hours of operation results in
significantly reduced community impact

Low

Medium

2022

2023

2024

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
If Council decided to reduce hours of operation following scenarios 1, 3 and 6 for the 2021 budget year, LPL estimates it would realize labour cost savings of
approximately $250,000 annually.
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3. Clarifying the Relationship and City Membership with CARLS
Description
There may be an opportunity to clarify the City’s relationship with CARLS, including the City’s participation on the CARLS Board. The City may find it useful to
more fully understand the breadth of LPL’s participation in CARLS. This understanding could help the City make more informed decisions regarding future CARLS
fee structure approvals, including an understanding of where the dollars are going and how they contribute to a more vibrant culture and community in Lethbridge
and the southwestern region of Alberta. It could also provide a line of communication between the City and CARLS so that the City can communicate the financial
sustainability, or lack thereof, of the membership fees paid to the CARLS.
The current state analysis identified that there is disconnect or lack of communication flow between the City, the LPL and the CARLS. This lack of communication
flow may be resulting in a lack of understanding of the City’s rights as a member of the CARLS, specifically as it relates to the City’s approval of the CARLS
budgets and fee structure rate increases.
The City is the member of the CARLS, not the LPL. However, the CARLS membership fee appears on the LPL’s budget, not the City’s budget, even though the
City controls this cost and not the LPL. According to a 2018 cost-benefit analysis of the benefit accrued to LPL from the City’s membership in the CARLS, the
CARLS membership cost the City a total of $1.1 million in 2017. This is the 2nd largest library-related cost borne by the City, after labour costs.

CARLS: Context and Funding
CARLS provides centralized, regional library services in southwestern Alberta. CARLS provides library services to rural and urban communities in the region that
may otherwise not be able to fund their own municipal library services. CARLS’s enabling legislation is found within Alberta’s The Library Act. CARLS is primarily
funded through three sources: a provincial library system operating grant, a municipal membership levy, and a library board levy. Generally, over the past decade,
provincial funding levels of libraries has remained relatively unchanged while municipal funding of libraries has increased.
Presently, a system operating grant of $4.70 per capita is provided to the CARLS annually based upon the 2016 Official Population List from Alberta Municipal
Affairs. To qualify for the $4.70 per capita provincial operating grant, CARLS must receive a local appropriation from its member municipalities of at least $2.24 per
capita. As of 2020, the City is charged $11.74 per capita for their CARLS membership (the municipal levy is $8.17 per capita, and the library board levy is $3.57
per capita).
Furthermore, CARLS is budgeting levies to increase as per the table below, unless the CARLS revises its forecast budget. Stakeholder engagement suggests that
CARLS is planning to revise their 2021 and 2022 budget for a tentative 5% to 10% budget reduction per year. These reductions may flow through into decreases
in the municipal and library board levies paid by members.
$ per Capita

2019

Municipal Level
($ increase)

$

Library Board Levy

$

Total Member Levy
($ increase)

$

8.01

2020
$

2.04%

2021
$

2.00%

3.57

$

11.58

$

2.04%

8.17

2022
$

1.47%

3.57

$

11.74

$

1.38%

8.29
3.57

$

11.86

$

1.02%

8.41
1.45%
3.57
11.98
1.01%

Source: Derived from information provided by the Lethbridge Public Library.
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Benefit Received by CARLS from the City’s Membership
According to stakeholder engagement, Lethbridge accounts for one-half of the CARLS total service population across its 33 municipal members. Similarly,
Lethbridge’s membership in the CARLS contributes approximately 50% of the total revenue received by CARLS.
While the exact benefit in dollars cannot be ascertained from existing information held, a reasonable statement can be made insofar that the City’s participation as
a member of the CARLS is highly valuable to the CARLS. Without the City’s membership in the CARLS, funding and levy revenue received by CARLS would be
reduced by at least 50% of its total revenues. Total annual revenues could not be ascertained as CARLS does not make its financial statements publicly available.

Existing Agreements between the City and CARLS
The City and LPL together hold two agreements with CARLS, “The CARLS Agreement” (held with the City) and the Resource Sharing Agreement (held with the
LPL).
The City has been a member of CARLS since January 1992 when the City and CARLS executed The CARLS Agreement. It is unclear whether there is a more
recently updated agreement than the 1992 document. The Agreement forms the basis of the relationship between the City and CARLS and outlines the terms of
service between municipal members and the CARLS. The Agreement outlines the following services to be provided to members.
Technical services, including central ordering, central cataloguing, and assistance with conversion of catalogues to machine-readable form;
Materials and collection, including best seller service, book allotment, reciprocal borrowing, regional lending services, inter-library loans, and rotating
audio and video collections;
Delivery and communications, including scheduled delivery service, area librarian meetings, toll free line to headquarters, fax communications and /or
electronic mail, and newsletters;
Resource sharing, including continued and expanded information services provided by the Lethbridge Public Library, and union catalogue;
Programs and service, including summer reading programs, and discount ordering of supplies; and
Training and consultation, including professional consultation, and continuing education.
The Resource Sharing Agreement with CARLS is recent as of September 2014 and specifies that CARLS pay LPL $90,000 annually for managing and being the
location of the CARLS inter-library resource sharing services. It is unclear if the total workload borne by the LPL today (i.e., 2020) in relation to the resource
sharing services provided by the LPL to the CARLS is covered by the annual payment of $90,000.

Board Representation
The CARLS Board is represented by its municipal memberships. It currently has 42 board members across 33 municipal library board membership. The City of
Lethbridge can seat 2 board representatives on the CARLS Board, one City representative and one Library representative. Currently, communications from the
CARLS Board to City Council and/or City Administration appears to be light.
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Board Representation (Continued)
There may be an opportunity to seat someone on the CARLS Board who more intimately understands the City, the LPL, and CARLS. For example, the CEO of
LPL may be a good candidate. A direct line of communication between the CARLS, LPL and the City could then be formed by the LPL CEO via quarterly or semiannual meetings with the City.

Budget Cycle and the City’s Roll in Budget Approvals
The CARLS budget cycle mirrors that of the City’s multi-year budget cycle. Every 4 years, a new 4-year budget is developed based upon a regional needs
assessment and a developed 4-year plan of service. The budget then becomes the basis for determining municipal and library board levies and rate increases.
The 4-year budget is first approved by the Board, and annually reviewed for reasonability. The 42-person Board must achieve quorum to approve the budget,
wherein each person holds 1 vote. The City holds two votes of the 42 total votes. While the City may have little influence via votes in the Board approval process of
the CARLS budget, it does have another avenue to influence the budget prior to it becoming in effect, regardless of Board approval.
Once the Board provides budget approval, the budget must then be shared with the municipal members prior to it taking effect. For the budget to take effect, twothirds of the member municipalities that hold at least two-thirds of the service population base must also approve the budget. Given that the City accounts for at
least one-half of the CARLS service population, it already has a strong position in which to reject budgets that are not seen to be financially sustainable. The City is
the largest contributor by far, and it may be able to leverage its position to convince other member municipalities to reject budget approvals that may not be in the
best interest of the City from a financial sustainability perspective.
The graph below shows historical trends and forecasted costs of CARLS membership to the City. It shows the municipal levy, the library board levy, and the total
cost of membership. The City may expect to pay approximately $1.3 million for its membership in CARLS in 2022. From 2006 to 2022, the membership cost grew
by a compounded annual growth rate of approximately slightly under 4.0%. This may not be financially sustainable for the City going forward. The City should
consider taking a more active role in communicating the City’s budget expectations and approving the CARLS budgets and membership levy rate increase
requests. Recently, stakeholder engagement has informed that the CARLS Board is considering a revision to the existing CARLS Budget. The budget reduction
may result in a decrease in the budget by 5% to 10%. 29

29

Source: Derived from information provided by the LPL and stakeholder conversations.
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This opportunity could proceed with the actions and on the timeline described below. City leadership would also want to be aware of the related constraints and
risks associated with this course of action.
Actions

2021

1.

Find a Suitable CARLS Board Representative: The City and the LPL should jointly place a
knowledgeable person on the CARLS Board. A tentative candidate could be the LPL CEO. The
LPL CEO previously worked at the CARLS for seven years and has been the CEO of LPL for the
last 5 years. The CEO can provide for a direct line of communication between City Council and
Administration, LPL and CARLS.

2.

Improve Communications between the City, the LPL and the CARLS: Hold regular meetings
(i.e., semi-annual) between the City and the CARLS Board Member City representative to ensure
there is appropriate lines of communication and information flows to Council; especially around
budget development time.

3.

Improve Communications with CARLS Member Municipality Leaders: Municipal leaders in
southwestern Alberta who are members of the CARLS should communicate their financial abilities
to continue to fund the CARLS to ensure that membership fees are financially sustainable for
members.

4

Monitor: Continue to monitor the relationship with the CARLS, including an understanding of the
services that are being provided by the CARLS and the cost of those services.

Risks & Constraints
1.

Negative public attention should the City not
support the CARLS budget approvals

Probability

Impact

High

Low

2022

2023

2024

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
This opportunity does have direct financial impacts. A better understanding of the relationship between the City and CARLS, and a strong mechanism for
communication, particularly during the budget cycle, may provide the City better information when it comes time to review and acceptance of future membership
fees and potential rate changes. A better line of communication with CARLS and the City may be used to communicate when existing membership fees are
becoming unsustainable for the City. For example, based on the 2019 membership fee of $1.1 million, a rate decrease of 10% could save the City $110,000
annually in CARLS membership fees.
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4. Potential Streamlining of LPL Corporate Services
Description
There may be an opportunity to conduct an independent workload analysis review. The review would seek to understand the specific tasks performed by staff
within LPL’s Corporate Services function and potentially streamline and reduce duplication between the City and LPL’s corporate services group. LPL’s corporate
services group includes Information Technology Services, Advancement Services (includes Community & Economic Advancement and Marketing &
Communications), Maintenance & Facility Services, and Business Services (includes Financial Services and Business Development).
Corporate Services Management Structure
There are 16.0 FTEs within LPL’s corporate services; 7.0 FTEs are considered manager-level or above. Based on permanent staff only, LPL’s corporate services
area has a manager (or above) to staff span of control of 1:1.3. This analysis indicates a relatively top-heavy corporate services area, and there are manager
positions that do not have any direct reports. The City and Library may also consider streamlining opportunities to leverage more staff (i.e., coordinators) in the
place of managers to help widen the span of control within the LPL’s Corporate Services function.
Independent Workload Review
The review would need to include an analysis of the tasks and workloads managed across the LPL’s corporate services portfolio. Tasks would need to be
identified as unique functions to the library or common administrative and/or transactional functions that could be delivered within or outside of the library.

— Unique/Technical Tasks: Tasks that require the use of specific space or software, or library-specific technical skills, may necessitate that a task is unique to
the library and thus requires a position within the library to manage the task. For example, library programming development and delivery.

— Common Tasks: Tasks performed on the City’s enterprise software or within Microsoft Office suite products, or those that are transactional, such as
spreadsheet work, bookkeeping or basic IT helpdesk support, could reasonably be maintained and/or managed by the City.
A City-directed independent workload analysis review of the LPL’s corporate services function would help the City understand the specific tasks performed by
corporate services managers and staff, including if the task is unique or common, and how busy or utilized managers and staff are with their time. Stakeholder
engagement suggested that corporate services managers generally perform separate, nonoverlapping tasks, and each manager may have a mix of unique and
common tasks within their roles and responsibilities. An independent workload analysis could also help the City understand if staff are efficiently being utilized, or if
spans of control and management layers indicate a structure that may realize efficiencies by better leveraging more staff with some reduction in managers.
During the stakeholder engagement process, discussions were held with LPL to discuss the various corporate services delivered internally by LPL. Discussions
were also held with representatives from Finance, Communications and IT from within the City.
The tables on the following pages summarize discussions from LPL and City corporate services stakeholders around those services that may be performed by
both LPL and the City. Note that positions in the table below only account for permanent staff, as casual staff were not appropriately defined within specific
functions on the organizational chart that was provided by LPL.
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Information Technology Services (LPL: 3 permanent staff)
LPL

— One Manager, Information Technology Services. The Manager has two direct reports, one IT Coordinator and one IT Technician.
— Select responsibilities include information technology, technical, and digital access support, including information technology applications
and services; security systems; web services, design and integration; content management systems; access and management of library
digital resources; digital content creation, and integration of digital content.
— LPL informs that they have struggled with internal and external IT support. They retain IT staff internally to help manage their internal
library software. Staff also provide help desk support within the Library. Additionally, the server capacity they internally manage is not
enough for their purposes. To access additional capacity, LPL leverages the CARLS relationship for additional supports.
— The LPL typically sources its IT procurement through its relationship with CARLS.

City

— LPL receives network support from the City for infrastructure such as fibre optics, phone and printers. The City also provides help desk
support for the City’s enterprise software, just as JD Edwards.
— The City informs that they do not have excess resource capacity to manage higher IT workload volumes. However, the City noted that they
could provide server and data centre support to the LPL. This process would need to involve IT collaboration and the integration of many
existing systems and data warehouses across the City and LPL.

Summary

— There does not appear to be significant opportunities to streamline IT across the City and LPL.
— The City and LPL’s IT teams may consider working together to analyze what tasks performed by the LPL’s IT team are functional versus
unique to the library. It may be possible for the City to better manage the functional tasks across their much larger IT team.
— The LPL and the City may want to assess the procurement discount received from CARLS versus the discount that could be received
through purchasing with the City in order to ensure they are receiving maximum value through economies of scale.
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Maintenance & Facility Services (LPL: 6 permanent staff; City: 26 permanent staff)
LPL

— One Manager, Maintenance & Facility Services. The Manager has five direct reports, one Facility Services Coordinator, and 4 Facility
Services Assistants.
— Select responsibilities include day-to-day maintenance and janitorial services at the two library buildings.
— The City and LPL jointly manage facility services and building maintenance. The City owns the building assets and are responsible for
capital maintenance up upgrades. The LPL manages the day-to-day maintenance of the asset.

City

— The City performs facility management and maintenance services for many other municipal buildings and has the in-house capabilities to
deliver additional services to LPL if required.

Summary

— The City and LPL should jointly approach the City’s facility management function to determine if the function has capacity to provide
maintenance services to the LPL and at what internal cost. The LPL may consider contracting maintenance and facility services to the City
if the internal cost is less than what the LPL currently pays in labour costs to its maintenance & facility services staff.

Business Services (LPL: 4 permanent staff; City Finance Services: 35 permanent staff)
LPL

— Two managers; one Manager, Financial Services; and one Manager, Development Services.
— The Manager, Financial Services, has two administrative support clerk direct reports. These two direct reports assistance in other areas
than just finance and bookkeeping.
— The Manager, Financial Services select responsibilities include financial duties. The Manager, Development Services select
responsibilities include policy development.
— LPL uses the City’s payroll and financial systems.

City

— The City relies heavily on business unit office and/or finance managers to ensure that financial information and data continues to be
entered into the City’s enterprise systems, and that appropriate financial controls and procedures are followed.
— The City notes that the relationship with LPL’s finance staff is considered very good. The LPL staff sufficiently meet the needs of the City’s
Finance area from a financial control compliance and financial reporting perspective.

Summary

— There does not appear to be significant opportunities to streamline Finance across the City and LPL.
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4. Potential Streamlining of LPL Corporate Services
This opportunity could proceed with the actions and on the timeline described below. City leadership would also want to be aware of the related constraints and
risks associated with this course of action.
Actions
1.

2021

2022

2023

2024

Targeted Workload Analysis: Conduct targeted workload analysis across LPL’s corporate
services functions to understand the workload placed on staff within corporate services, the nature
of the tasks (i.e., unique/technical versus common/functional/transactional), the division of duties
across managers and their support staff, and the ability to leverage support staff in the place of
managers. Furthermore, understand where there may be duplication across the LPL and the City,
and where the City may be able to provide corporate administrative services at a lower cost.
— Information Technology Services
— Advancement Services
— Maintenance & Facility Services
— Business Services

Risks & Constraints
1.

Service level quality is reduced across any of
the corporate services currently being managed
internally.

Probability

Impact

Medium

Medium

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
This opportunity does not have direct financial impacts through immediate cost savings or revenue generation. Direct financial impacts could be realized if the City
and LPL were able to discover that they could operate LPL’s corporate services with a reduction in managers and more leverage of support staff. There may be
efficiency gains from removing duplication of effort across core administration functions performed by both the City and LPL. Improved efficiency could translate
into positive financial outcomes. This is an opportunity for LPL to consider should they face significant fiscal challenges.
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Overview (1 of 3)
Summary Description30
Economic Development Lethbridge (EDL) coordinates resources and information to promote economic growth in Lethbridge. The City is the largest funder of EDL in its efforts to
create a prosperous, vibrant and economically viable Lethbridge.
Economic Development Lethbridge’s funding from the City of Lethbridge for 2020 is approximately $0.8M. EDL’s total budgeted operating expenditures for 2020 is approximately
$1.9M and its staff complement is approximately 13.5 FTEs.

Alignment with Strategic Goals

Financial Performance

Accountable Leadership
Financial Stewardship & Economic Prosperity

Service List
Public-facing services:
̶

Investment and attraction services to attract new investment to
Lethbridge and to respond to inquiries from candidate investors.
̶

Business coaching services in support of business retention and
expansion, including activities supporting trade in new markets.
̶

Hosting and support for entrepreneurs through Tecconnect, EDL’s
innovation and entrepreneurship incubator.
̶

Cooperation with regional initiatives in partnership with other
municipalities pursuing the above activities.

30Source:

Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Economic Development Lethbridge.
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Overview (2 of 3)
Economic Development Operations
In its 2019-2022 Business Plan, EDL describes its role as being the lead organization for the advancement of the local economy in the City of Lethbridge. EDL’s
mission is to:
Strengthen and diversify the Lethbridge economy by initiating and facilitating proactive economic development
strategies and promoting Lethbridge as an excellent place to live, learn, invest, visit and do business.
EDL’s accompanying vision is for Lethbridge to:

continue to be a strong,
diversified community,
embracing opportunity.

be a thriving community
where planned and balanced
growth inspires investment.

be recognized as a familyfriendly, business-oriented
community.

be a leader in supporting and
creating the framework and
infrastructure required for
business, academic, social
and cultural entrepreneurship
and innovation.

EDL has defined its own core values that impact its priorities as including:

Innovative
• We think
ahead, always
with
imagination,
creativity and a
drive to be part
of the next big
thing.

Collaborative
• We are stronger
together and
unite under the
same cause.

Engaged
• We are
committed to
this community
and the work
that we do.

Approachable
• We are
connected to
our business
community. We
listen,
understand and
offer support for
the next steps
forward.

Strong
• We work to
bring strength
and stability to
the local
economy and
within our
organization.
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Overview (3 of 3)
Economic development is a common activity in most large and medium-sized municipalities and successful economic development agencies have significant
community participation. EDL’s Business Plan has six pillars, i.e., six categories of activity in which it is focusing its effort over the period of 2019-2022,
including:31
1. Business Retention and Expansion
Efforts to help existing businesses to expand and grow, including efforts to connect business to sources of funding, remove barriers to expansion, provide
relevant business and operational expertise, and encourage the use of local suppliers and inputs.
2. Export Markets and Investment Attraction
EDL seeks out access to new markets on behalf of exporters and engages established business in other jurisdictions to locate in Lethbridge to grow the
local economy with focus on four priority sectors: agri-food, technology, manufacturing and renewable energy.
3. Entrepreneurship and Innovation
EDL works to leverage and grow Tecconnect – a local, shared-space business environment created to provide a supportive environment for technologybased start-ups. The centre of excellence operates in collaboration with regional partners connected through the Regional Innovation Network of Southern
Alberta (RINSA).
4. Marketing and Advocacy
Activities intended to make Lethbridge visible in the provincial and national marketplace through community branding. EDL also advocates for the City
through its efforts to build collaborative relationships with industry associations and government agencies to open pathways of connecting business
opportunities.
5. Catalytic Projects
EDL initiates and supports major projects that have the potential for inducing incremental development and economic growth related to the four priority
sectors in the region.
6. Operational Excellence
The agency works to continuously improve its own internal practices to find efficiencies in its operations and position itself and the community for success
in the future.

31

Source: EDL 2019-2022 Business Plan.
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Relationship to the City of Lethbridge
EDL is an independent, not-for-profit agency incorporated under the Alberta Society’s Act as the Lethbridge Economic Development Initiative Society.32 The City
describes its role in supporting EDL in the City Operating Budget 2019-2022 as follows:

Service Area Objective
Economic
Provide agreement management,
Development organizational assistance and support to
Support
agencies responsible for providing economic
development and tourism services.

Operating Approach
– Support the agencies to ensure operational success.
– Ensure municipal support is aligned with agreements.
– Ensure performance measurements as part of the agreements and use these to
monitor the relationship and the provision of service.
– Attend board meetings and annual general meetings as required.

EDL was formed by act of Council in 2002 with established Terms of Reference. Bylaws were revised in 2011 and include the requirement that EDL’s board
include representations from the City. EDL’s Terms of Reference from the City were replaced in 2016 with a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) approved by
Council.33 The MOU also applied the following Mission Statement: to strengthen and develop the Lethbridge economy by initiating and facilitating proactive
economic development strategies and promoting Lethbridge as an excellent place to live, learn, invest, visit and do business.
At a high level, EDL’s relationship to the City and activities are governed by this MOU. The MOU identifies a list of EDL’s responsibilities, which include:
1. Be responsible for the initiation, coordination, and implementation of economic development programs in general for Lethbridge.
2. Strengthen and develop the Lethbridge economy by initiating and facilitating proactive economic development strategies and promoting Lethbridge as an
excellent place to live, learn, invest, visit and do business.
3. Provide support to entities interested in investing in Lethbridge and facilitate investment and development in Lethbridge.
4. Make recommendations to City Council on economic development matters or issues that may impact the community of Lethbridge.
5. Set its strategic direction through a four-year business plans aligned with the City’s municipal funding cycles and list its priorities, long-term goals and strategic
plan.
6. Submit to Council its business plan and budget needs. Provide to the City Manager's Office an annual business plan aligned to its four-year business Plan, and
report on prior year progress.
7. Annually submit audited financial statements and a Summary of Results Report to the City Manager's Office.

32
33

Source: Alberta Non-Profit Listing, Government of Alberta. October 2020.
Source: EDL Memorandum of Understanding, 2016.
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Relationship to Local and Regional Community
Economic Development Lethbridge has an extensive list of partners that network, share resources, business advice and supports. These partners include
numerous local businesses, industry associations supported by private business, innovation and entrepreneurship organizations, educational institutions,
Indigenous groups, as well as community cultural, arts and sports groups. EDL also contributes to local economic development as a partner in the Regional
Innovation Network Southern Alberta (RINSA). The extent of EDL’s breadth of relationships demonstrates that its partnerships extend beyond organizations that
would typically partner with economic development entities. 34
Economic Development Partners
Alberta Economic Development,
Trade & Tourism
Alberta Health Services
Alberta Innovates
Alberta Southwest Regional
Alliance
Allied Arts Council
BILD Lethbridge Region
Bill Halley Business Consulting
Corporation
Blood Tribe Economic
Development
Bow Valley College
Business Link
Calgary Economic Development Trade Accelerator Program
Calgary Technologies Inc (formerly
Innovate Calgary)
Campus Alberta Neuroscience
Canada West Foundation
Invest Alberta
Canadian Institute for Traffic and
Transportation (CITT)

34

Chinook Arch Regional Library
System
Chinook Regional Foundation for
Career Transitions
City of Lethbridge
Clausehound
Coast Lethbridge Hotel and
Conference Centre
CodeYQL
Community Futures – Lethbridge
Region
Community Futures - Taber
Community Futures - Treaty 7
Cybera
Dematic
Downtown Lethbridge BRZ
Economic Developers Alberta
Economic Developers Association of
Canada
Energy Associates International
Farming Smarter
Holy Spirit Roman Catholic Separate
Regional Division

InBridge Inc.
Indigenous Business Support and
Resource Group - Treaty 7
LA Chefs
Lethbridge Chamber of Commerce
Lethbridge College
Lethbridge Construction Association
Lethbridge County
Lethbridge Destination Management
Organization
Lethbridge and District Association of
REALTORS®
Lethbridge Exhibition Park
Lethbridge Family Services
Lethbridge Lodging Association
Lethbridge School Division
Lethbridge Senior Citizens
Organization
Lethbridge Sport Council
MD of Taber
Mocha Cabana Bistro
National Research Council - IRAP
Piikani Resource Development Ltd.

Plant Protein Alliance of Alberta
Protein Industries of Canada
Red Arrow Motorcoach
Royal Bank of Canada
Sandman Hotel Lethbridge
Sandman Signature Lethbridge
Select People Solutions
Southern Alberta Women in Business
SouthGrow Regional Initiative
Supply Chain Canada
Teamworks Training Institute
The Venture Mentoring Service of
Alberta (VMSA)
Town of Coaldale
Town of Taber Economic
Development
University of Lethbridge
Whipcord
WNDX Coding School
*BOLD indicates partners in the
Regional Innovation Network of
Southern Alberta (RINSA)

Source: Derived from documents provided by EDL.
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Economic Development Landscape in Southern Alberta
Each level of government has one or more agencies that support economic development through a number of the core activities of economic development,
including: investment attraction and retention, provision of funding for entrepreneurs or business expansion, business mentoring and supports, and focused (e.g.,
by sector or geography) efforts toward revitalization. Funding priorities vary by government agency – sometimes directed to “innovation” or particular growth
clusters or sectors, or demographic segments. It has been noted that the City of Lethbridge through internal departments, at times, engages in business support
programs (e.g., downtown revitalization, COVID-19 business supports) potentially in duplication or overlap of efforts led or coordinated by EDL.35

Level

Agency

Comments on Role

Role(s)
Attraction

Federal

Provincial

Regional

35

Western Economic
Diversification

Broad range of supports, including local
funding to EDL for economic development
initiatives (e.g., Women in STEM).

Community Futures

Focused on business services in smaller
communities.

Alberta Innovation
(AI)

Research and innovation-focused, with
funding and commercialization supports.

Regional Innovation
Network Southern
Alberta (RINSA)

Coordinates innovation efforts across levels of
government between AI, Southgrow, and
EDL.

Alberta Government
Programs (various)

Provides funding to EDL for municipal and
Indigenous economic development activities

Southgrow

Alliance of municipal economic development
agencies in southwest Alberta.

Arms-length
Economic
Municipal Economic Development
Development
Lethbridge

Economic development agency for the City of
Lethbridge.

Municipal-led
Economic
Development

Funds EDL. Supports downtown revitalization.
Promoter of new industrial and commercial
land developments, including airport lands.
Delivered COVID-19 business supports.

City of Lethbridge

Initiative
Funding

Business
Supports

Revitalization

Source: Derived from documents provided by EDL, websites of agencies listed.
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Board Composition
At a high level, EDL’s board make-up is roughly one-third community interest leaders, one-third business leaders, and one-third leaders from local government or
other economic development agencies. The board structure is intended to represent many “voices” or “sectors” (in EDL’s terms). When the Lethbridge Economic
Development Initiative (i.e., the legal name for EDL) was formed, the City mandated the 25 voices to form EDL’s board.36 EDL’s board conducted its own internal
governance review in 2019 and, as a result, added six additional members, bringing it to its current total of 31 with four vacancies at the time of this report.
The City has significant influence over the governance of EDL. The City appoints 7 of the board members in accordance with the distribution set out in the table
below. 37 The Mayor of Lethbridge, one Councillor, and the City Manager are on EDL’s Board and the Mayor is EDL’s vice-chair, as defined in the bylaw.38
In addition, the City provides the majority of EDL’s funding, which is linked to the City’s economic development priorities.
The Executive Committee may consist of a President/Chairperson, a Vice-President/Vice-Chairperson, a Secretary/Treasurer, the Chief Executive Officer, up to
two (2) Directors-at-Large, and others at the discretion of the Board. However, the full Board is involved in passing all motions.
Board Appointments
(11 of 31 Board Positions)

Board Policy
Manual

Bylaw

MOU

Mayor of Lethbridge *

1

1

1

City of Lethbridge Councillor *

1

City Manager *

1

Lethbridge Chamber of
Commerce **

1

Lethbridge College **

1

The University of Lethbridge **

1

Lethbridge County **

1

Community-interest sectors
(representing: Environment,
Indigenous, Multi-Cultural, and
Seniors) *

4

Total

11

1
1

1

4

2

7

*Appointed by City
**Appointed by entity represented
36

Source: June 20, 2002 Council Mandate Letter.
Source: Board composition described in EDL Board Policy Manual, p.10-12.
38 The Bylaw (2011) and Board Policy Manual both state that the Mayor shall be the Vice-Chair of the EDL board. It is not clear if this requirement predated the 2011 revision.
37
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Organizational Structure
The organizational structure of EDL has 13.5 FTEs in 2020. The size of the organization fluctuates based on external funding, which often includes a program
support component. This includes a number of roles in specialty programs funded through government programs external to the City of Lethbridge, specifically
including 4.5 FTEs new staff in 2019 funded by Western Diversification for supporting Women in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) and 1.5
FTEs funded by Alberta Innovates, which appears to be an ongoing commitment. 39 Excluding the specific resources designated for STEM and Alberta Innovates
projects, staff would total 7.5 FTEs.
Board of
Directors

CEO

VP,
Entrepreneurship
& Innovation

Manager,
tecconnect

Entrepreneur
Program
Manager

RINSA Admin
Coordinator
(PT)

Director,
Investment
Attraction

Women in
STEM Project
Lead

Director,
Marketing &
Communications

Director,
Operations

Market
Intelligence
Advisor

Office
Administrator
(PT)

STEM Senior
Coordinator

Legend:
Library & Rural
Remote
Coordinator

STEM Marketing
Coordinator

WD Women in STEM –
funding-supported roles (4.5 FTE)
Alberta Innovates –
funding-supported roles (1.5 FTE)

Financial/Admin
Coordinator (PT)

39

Derived from information provided by Economic Development Lethbridge. “RINSA” stands for Regional Innovation Network Southern Alberta.
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Financial Overview
EDL’s budget summary below shows revenue and expenditure by operating unit. The four operating units includes Economic Development operations (i.e.,
administration, transactional, and managerial payroll and other costs) and three other programs with dedicated direct funding:
−
−
−

Tecconnect entrepreneurship incubator.
Business supports funded by the Regional Innovation Network of Southern Alberta (RINSA).
Specialty business supports for Women in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math).

Western Economic Diversification provides funding for 4.5 FTEs for Women in STEM and Alberta
Innovates provides funding for 1.5 FTEs through RINSA to EDL. The table below presents the
breakdown of the current state of operational inputs based on the most recent operating budget
According to audited annual financial statements, EDL operated with small losses in three of four
years between 2016 and 2019. In 2020, EDL is budgeted to have a small loss. The total cumulative
shortfall over 2016 – 2020 is expected to be approximately $302,000 (including the budgeted
amount for 2020).

Source: Derived from information provided by Economic Development Lethbridge, 2020 Budget Forecast and Audited Financial Statements for 2017, 2018, and 2019.
EDL notes that small deficits were budgeted to make use of working capital to support and sustain Tecconnect.
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Revenue Analysis
EDL accesses multiple avenues of funding revenue for in order to deliver
additional services in support of its economic development mandate. The graph to
the right captures EDL’s funding streams.40
A significant portion of EDL’s revenue comes in the form of funding from the City.
The City contributed approximately $0.8M in 2019, or approximately 41% of
EDL’s total revenue. The City’s contribution was reduced in 2018 and has been
roughly the same level since. The City’s contribution is approximately 14% less
than it was in 2016. Although City contributions have declined, EDL has grown its
total revenue by 21% over four years, largely due to grants received from other
levels of government to deliver programs. City revenue contributions as a
proportion of EDL total revenue is budgeted to further decline in 2020 to
approximately 36% of total revenue.
EDL has been persistent in pursuing grant funding from the federal government
through Western Economic Diversification, and the provincial government though
Alberta Innovates, Community and Regional Economic Support (CARES), and the
Alberta Entrepreneurship Incubator (AEI) initiative.
Program Revenue is generated through of a number of EDL initiatives, but the
most significant contributor is Tecconnect Centre, which generated approximately
84% of total program revenue in 2019.
Grant funding sources are time-based and some grants have either ceased or
changed, such as the AEI grant which provided provincial funding related to initial
support for the Tecconnect Centre. Overall funding peaked in 2018 when EDL
received a CARES grant to support efforts to support agri-food sector
development. This would be considered an extraordinary one-time grant. “Other”
income captures the sum of rental income from Tecconnect tenant leases and
interest income from short and term-investments. Uncertainty persists in whether
provincial and federal grant programs will continue due to fiscal pressures.

40

Source: Derived from information provided by Economic Development Lethbridge, Audited Financial Statements for 2017, 2018, and 2019. “Other” includes rental income, interest income, other
income, and amortization of capital contributions.
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Growth in Expenditures
Inflation and population growth over the period of 2016 to 2019 totaled approximately 10.7% total (approximately 3-4% annually). EDL’s growth in costs over this
period was approximately 15%, driven largely by increases in grant receipts and resulting program expenditures (CAREs grant in 2018). In 2018, due to
Community and Regional Economic Support (CARES), grant revenue jumped by approximately $1.5 million (81%) and spending on sub-contracts and non-payroll
increased proportionally during this project. Normalizing the data to exclude the extraordinary CARE grant, would indicate not much change in base operating
expenses.
EDL’s core spending does not include other expenses associated with RINSA, Tecconnect, and Women in STEM. Spending on core operations decreased by
approximately 9% from 2017 to 2019, largely due to reductions in payroll, partially offset by increases in advertising and sub-contracts. According to budget
documents, EDL has identified the need to deliver efficiencies in expenditures in order to offset inflationary pressures in payroll, leases/occupancy, and fee for
service contracts.

Source: EDL Annual Financial Statement 2017, 2018, and 2019. In this analysis, Operating Expense = Non-Payroll + Wages & Benefits.
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Economic Development Return on Investment
EDL tracks a number of indicators in order to demonstrate its effectiveness
in economic development. EDL evaluates its usage of City funding by
reporting on the economic impact generated per municipal dollar received
as shown by the graph below. In EDL’s analysis, investment impact and
economic impact are measured by direct dollars invested, divided by the
amount of funding EDL receives from the City. In EDL’s analysis for 2019,
EDL purports to return $80 in investment for every $1 in funding, and over
the last eight years, EDL purports to have delivered an average of $246 for
every $1 received from the City.41
EDL received $1.17 in leveraged funds in 2019 for every dollar received in
funding from the City, i.e., grant funds from other levels of government or
economic agencies. For example, the City of Lethbridge contributed
approximately 38% of $26,000 in funding provided for international
marketing and trade missions through the Southern Alberta Investment &
Trade Initiative (SAITI) project led by EDL in 2019. The other partners of
this initiative included Southgrow (an alliance of economic development
agencies, including the City of Lethbridge), Alberta Southwest Regional
Economic Development Agency (REDA) (the neighbouring economic
development region) and Lethbridge County.

Indicators/Year

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Total

Inquiries Received

57

61

53

79

74

55

60

439

Landed Businesses

5

5

5

8

7

8

6

44

0.099

0.08

0.09

0.1

0.09

0.15

0.1

0.10

Jobs Created by New
Investment 42

115

40

80

36

55

75

146

547

Jobs Created by Expansion

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

28

28

New Non-Local Investment

$57.5M

$12.0M

$34.5M

$45.5M

$70.0M

$214.1M

$60.4M

$494.0M

Expansion Investment

$150.0M

$35.0M

$50.6M

$370.0M

-

$153.0M

$0.5M

$759.0M

Total Impact

$207.5M

$47.0M

$85.1M

$415.5M

$70.0M

$367.1M

$60.9M

$1,253.0M

Conversion Rate

41
42

Source: Income statements and information provided by Economic Development Lethbridge.
Jobs created by investment reflects investment impact only and does not include temporary or construction jobs, as reported by EDL.
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Successes and Recent Initiatives (1 of 2)
Economic Development Lethbridge actively tracks metrics relevant to demonstrate progress toward its central business development activities, both in terms of
benefits to Lethbridge and to the surrounding region. 43

Business Retention & Expansion (2019)
Metric

Outcome

Expansion Inquiries

21

Estimated Jobs Created

28

Estimated Local Economic Impact

$445 thousand

New Investment (2019)
Metric

Outcome

Investment Inquiries

60

Businesses Setup New Operations

6

Jobs Created
Estimated Local Economic Impact

146
$60 million

Investment Attraction in the Region (2015-2019)
Metric
Estimated Jobs Created in the Region
Estimated Investment into Regional
Economy

43

Outcome
392
$1 billion

Economic Development Lethbridge 2019 Year-in-Review.
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Successes and Recent Initiatives (2 of 2)
There are numerous initiatives and programs under way that EDL leads and/or supports. Note: Programs with an asterisk (*) are described further in Appendix A.
Initiative

Description

Tecconnect *

– Tecconnect is Lethbridge’s entrepreneurship and innovation incubator – a business environment developed to support entrepreneurs
working to develop new innovations and scalable start-up businesses. Incubators provide exposure to new technologies, shared
office space, business coaching supports and sometimes “maker-space.”
– Since 2011, according to EDL, companies in Tecconnect have received a total investment of $31.7M and have created 252 jobs with
a total payroll of over $10M supporting business activities that generated $20M in pre-commercialization sales.

Blockchain SA*

– BlockchainSA is an incorporated partnership created between Economic Development Lethbridge and InBridge, an Alberta-based
technology advisory firm. Blockchain SA is intended to provide Lethbridge agriculture and manufacturing companies with a
competitive edge in the marketplace through validated supply chain management and integration of emerging technologies.

Women
Entrepreneurs in
STEM *

– EDL applied for and received funding for a 3-year period from Western Economic Diversification to support up to 381 Women
Entrepreneurs in STEM (WESTEM) sectors in Southern Alberta by offering networking, mentorship and access to training in current
and emerging technologies.

Canada’s Premier
Food Corridor*

– EDL and its partners have designated the region along Highway 3 surrounding Lethbridge as Canada’s Premier Food Corridor
(CPFC). It is becoming recognized as an industry hub for agri-food growers, food processing, and logistics, and many global food
companies are already located in the region.

“Team
Lethbridge”

– Biennually (every second year), a group of over 50 business and community leaders representing 22 organizations travel to
Edmonton to meet with the Premier, Ministers, Members of Alberta’s Legislative Assembly and other departmental officials.
– Meetings are used as an opportunity to align priorities, network and enhance relationships between Lethbridge economic agents and
the provincial government. This is intended to further Lethbridge’s relationship with the Province.

Regional
Collaboration,
RINSA

– RINSA is a partnership between Alberta Innovates, EDL (including Tecconnect), nearby regional and local economic development
agencies, Lethbridge College, and the University of Lethbridge. The core structure consists of a strategic advisory group, extended
working group of partners and cooperative support system of other organizations and community stakeholders.
– Direct access to innovation and business development services, including the Technology Development Advisor onsite.

“Lethbridge”
Branding and
Outreach

– Lethbridge Brand Implementation: City of Lethbridge brand launch by the end of 2022. The objective is to maximize promotion by
developing by a partner-based approach that empowers brand ambassadors, ensures financial viability, and expands EDL’s capacity
to promote the community.

Agri-food Corridor
Marketing and
Development

– EDL has developed marketing material to promote a Lethbridge-Taber Agri-food Corridor and the agri-food processing sector in
southern Alberta. It provides a regional approach to attracting large, multi-national companies and utilize opportunities from the
federal supercluster program administered by Protein Industries Canada (PIC) and the Plant Protein Alliance of Alberta.
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Comparator Analysis (1 of 2)
In order to assess EDL, its activities and scope of mandate, a number of peer municipalities were identified and selected for comparison. When considering the
degree of similarity between EDL and other similar economic development agencies, key observations include:
−

−
−

Economic Development Lethbridge’s structure and relationship with the City of Lethbridge is similar to a number of comparators that have arms-length
relationships with their respective municipality. Most medium and large cities in North America have arms-length economic development agencies. The
cities of Red Deer, Medicine Hat and Barrie have incorporated economic development service delivery as an in-house function. The City of Edmonton recently
gave assent that its own municipal economic development agency be merged with others to form a regional economic development agency around the
Edmonton Metropolitan Region, although they retained some in-house economic development capabilities.
Several municipalities include mandates for tourism as part of their economic development agencies. Most municipalities have land development as internal
departments within the municipality that typically works with the economic development agency. Many economic development agencies participate in regional
economic initiatives such as regional trade missions and industry group collaborations, or being formally part of regional economic development organizations.
Some agencies indicate they have a particular focus on innovation and entrepreneurial incubators.
City / Municipality

Relationship

Tourism

Land

Innovation

Regional Organization

Lethbridge

Arms-length

N

N

Y

Southgrow Regional Initiative

Red Deer

In-house

N

Y

N

Central Alberta – Access Prosperity

Medicine Hat

In-house

N

Y

N

Palliser

Calgary

Arms-length

N

N

Y

Edmonton

Arms-length

Y

N

N

Regina

Arms-length

N

N

N/A

Saskatoon

Arms-length

N

N

N/A

Winnipeg

Arms-length

Y

N

N/A

Kingston

Arms-length

N

N

N/A

1

N/A

Edmonton Global, Alberta’s Industrial Heartland Association

Barrie

In-house

N

N

Strathcona County

In-house

Y

N

N/A

Fort McMurray/ Wood Buffalo

Arms-length

Y

N

Y

Kamloops

Arms-length

N

N

N/A

British Columbia Economic Development Association

Arms-length44

N

N

N/A

British Columbia Economic Development Association

Kelowna

Edmonton Global, Heartland Industrial Association

Source: Public documents available from referenced organizations.

44Note

that Kelowna’s economic development is delivered through a regional economic development agency.
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Comparator Analysis (2 of 2)
Relationship with City Sponsors
The purpose of economic development is to build the capacity of a defined area / region to improve its economic future and the quality of life for its citizens. Local /
regional economic development makes an important contribution to local / regional economies, such as jobs, firms, investment, trade and exports, supply chains,
and productivity. Economic development activities can improve the information flows with investors and developers; better leverage the local / regional strengths,
assets, and key sectors; and increase the alignment and confidence with which local economic strategy is pursued.
One of the most important roles municipal governments play in facilitating economic growth is ensuring an adequate long-term supply of development-ready land
for office, commercial and industrial use to enable existing businesses to expand and new businesses to locate. Several market forces in real estate / land, and
factors such as – population growth, labour availability, municipal property assessment and property tax rates, development and permit fees, real estate values
and capitalization rates – impact conditions that provide higher economic returns and/or lower risk for new development in a municipality and the availability of
employment lands for future commercial and industrial development. Typically, arms-length economic development agencies have a working relationship with the
property / real estate and land development department of municipal governments. This coordination between the external-facing economic development agency
and the municipality’s internal real estate and land development is an essential interface that needs to function effectively.

The trend in North America for mid and large-size cities for economic development entities is increasingly toward arms-length (non-profit organizations) with a
Board that includes private sector / business / industry leaders and often a senior City representative(s) as the main funder. Another trend in North America is
local economic development agencies are taking a more regional outlook as city-regions are interdependent and connected.
While an in-house government department or business unit for economic development has advantages from the perspective of full control by a city and control of
all communications, there are several disadvantages as in-house departments can be distracted on other city matters, subject to short-term changes in priorities,
more administration and regulatory barriers, and less focus and involvement with business / industry than an arms-length entity.

Benefits of an arms-length (non-profit) economic development organization or agency with a separate Board, include but are not limited to the following:

— Ability to access funding from a wider range of sources other than city departments. Agencies can apply, receive and leverage funding from programs of other
levels of government as well as industry partners. Note that EDL has demonstrated success in this regard.

— Full-time dedicated economic development expertise that are not directly part of city staff, and expert advice from private sector business leaders through
Board representation and involvement.

— Greater flexibility and speed in responding to, or proactively seeking opportunities, than large, complex government structures. Certain economic development
activities require necessary confidential and sensitive discussions with potential investors. Purpose and focus of the organization is economic development.

Regardless of the form of a city economic development organization, reporting on performance and being accountable is paramount. An arms-length entity should
regularly report on its performance and demonstrate accountability and value to its Board, city funders, and other funders and community partners. EDL does
provide transparent reporting on its strategy, performance and progress.
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Benchmarking Comparisons (1 of 2)
Funding and other revenue data was collected and analyzed on a per capita basis for six municipal economic development agencies where data was available.
For these organizations, revenue comes either in the form of funding received from the municipality or from other government organizations. Cities such as Red
Deer, Medicine Hat, Barrie and Guelph are not included since their economic development agencies are in-house operations within larger departments (e.g.,
combined with land development, tourism, etc.).
In its 2019 annual report, EDL received approximately $833,000 (approximately 41%) of its funding from the City. Among the agencies compared, EDL receives
the third most funding from its city on a per capita basis. However, EDL municipal funding per capita is generally in line with most growing cities, and EDL does
leverage more non-municipal dollars for its activities than most mid-size municipal economic development agencies.

Municipality

Proportion of Funding
from Municipality

Red Deer

100%

Medicine Hat

100%

Guelph

100%

Barrie

100%

Kamloops

86%

Calgary

81%

Kingston

78%

Winnipeg

57%

Regina

50%

Lethbridge

41%

Saskatoon

40%

Source: Derived from information from public documents available from referenced organizations.
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Benchmarking Comparisons (2 of 2)
Board of Director composition and member background information was compared across nine external (i.e., arms-length) municipal economic development
agencies. This comparison captures the positions by constituencies represented: elected public officials (e.g., Mayor and/or Councillor), public administration
(e.g., City Manager, CAO, etc.), education sector, business or industry (e.g., professional and financial services, manufacturing, agriculture and agri-food
processing, construction and real estate, etc.), community (e.g., social services, environmental, health care, and advocacy groups).
The analysis shows that the average size of economic development agency boards is approximately 13. Lethbridge has a significantly larger board compared
to the peer group. Most boards have representation of their City’s Council and four of the nine municipalities, including Lethbridge, include the mayor as a member
of the board. Kelowna’s economic development agency reports directly to the regional government as it is considered a service by the region to its municipalities.
Lethbridge has much larger representation from community and education organizations than the other agencies. Most economic development agency boards
have the majority of their board members represented by business and industry.

Mayor sits on board

Average = 13

Source: Derived from publicly available information on the listed organizations.
* Kelowna is a member of the Central Okanagan Economic Development Commission.
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Jurisdictional Review (1 of 3)
Key information about the governance, mandate and key performance indicators of economic development agencies was collected from available information nine
Canadian jurisdictions.

City / Function

Governance and Structure

Mandate

Invest
Medicine Hat

– Was previously an arms-length organization,
but was reincorporated into the City as an
internal function/department that reports
directly to the CAO.
– No identified board of directors.
– There is an advisory group of external
business contacts which includes the Mayor.
– Member of the Palliser Economic
Partnership.
– Staff size: 4

– Mandate: To create economic growth to
establish the city as the premiere
location for business development.
– Focuses on all aspects of economic
development, land development, real
estate sales and management, and
commercial relations.

City of Red
Deer, Land &
Economic
Development

– Internal municipal function/department.
– No identified board of directors.
– Tourism and Land incorporated with
economic development.
– Staff size: not available.

Calgary
Economic
Development
(CED)

– External non-for-profit governed by a 14– Mandate: Work with business,
– Overall local economic indicators and market
person Board of Directors.
government and community partners to
statistics (e.g., GDP) presented
– Funded by the City of Calgary, community
position Calgary as the location of choice – CED Annual Report outlines a balanced
partners, other orders of government and the
for the purpose of attracting business
scoreboard measuring organizational targets
private sector through the Team Calgary
investment, fostering trade and growing
against specific economic outcomes.
program.
Calgary’s workforce.
– Strategic goals, key initiatives, and KPIs are
– Staff size: 24
defined.

– Mandate: To support business growth
and promote Red Deer’s economic
prosperity and diversity in service to an
enhanced quality of life for our
customers and residents.

Key Performance Indicators
– Not available.

– Not available.
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Jurisdictional Review (2 of 3)
City / Function

Governance and Structure

Mandate

Key Performance Indicators

Economic
Development
Regina
(EDR)

– External non-for-profit governed by a 13person independent Board of Directors.
– All directors are appointed by the City of
Regina upon the recommendations from
EDR.
– Funded by the City of Regina, industry
investment, fee for service contracts,
grants from other levels of government
(e.g., Provincial Capital Commission).
– Staff size: 14

– Mission: Identify, develop and promote
opportunities that advance economic
prosperity for those who live, work, learn,
visit and invest in the Greater Regina Area.
– Vision: The Greater Regina Area prospers
as a vibrant and diversified economy for
investors, a strong destination experience
for visitors, and a place of choice with a
high standard and quality of life for
residents.

– Overall local economic indicators and market
statistics (e.g., GDP, unemployment data)
presented.
– Business plan outlines 27 organizational
targets and 15 KPIs aimed at aligning with
the strategic intents of the organization.

Saskatoon
Regional
Economic
Development
Agency
(SREDA)

– External non-for-profit governed by a 17person Board of Directors.
– Funded by the City of Saskatoon,
partnerships, and other levels of
government
– Staff size: 11

– Mandate: Strengthen and grow the local
– Overall local economic indicators and market
economy by providing programs and
statistics (e.g., GDP, unemployment data)
services in the areas of business attraction
presented.
and expansion.
– Example of KPIs for business retention,
– Vision: Enhance the economic life of the
attraction and expansion: assisting two local
region and its residents through cobusinesses to expand operations in
operation and collaboration, building on the
Saskatoon region, or attract $15M of new
strengths, resources and talents of partners
business investment.
and communities.
– 12 KPIs outlined against 6 priority areas.
– $50.2M economic impact.

Central
Okanagan
Economic
Development
Commission
(Kelowna)

– The Regional District of Central Okanagan – Mandate: Working in partnership, to
– Overall local economic indicators and market
provides economic development services
facilitate and encourage the development of
statistics (e.g., GDP, unemployment data)
to the six connected communities,
a healthy and dynamic sustainable
presented.
including the City of Kelowna.
community economy by supporting existing – Organization business plan includes tangible
– The Commission reports on its activities to
businesses and encouraging new business
and specific Key Performance Indicators
a 13-person Regional Board of Directors
investment within the Regional District of
(KPIs) aimed at aligning with the strategic
through quarterly and annual reporting.
Central Okanagan.
intents of the organization.
– Uses an advisory council (approx. 45
– Operates under the following three
– Strategic goals, key initiatives, and KPIs are
members) of key business and industry
programming streams: Business Retention
defined.
leadership.
& Enhancement, Investment Attraction and
– Funded by the Regional District of Central
Facilitating Coordination & Connection
Okanagan.
– Staff size: 8
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Jurisdictional Review (3 of 3)
City / Function

Governance and Structure

Mandate

Key Performance Indicators

Venture
Kamloops

– Serves as the economic development office
– Mission: To create economic growth to – Not available.
for the City of Kamloops.
establish the city as the premiere
– Governed by an 11-person Board of Directors
location for business development
which includes two City Councillors, two City – Focused on featuring city’s resources
officials and Ex-Officio Members.
and offering comprehensive information
– Board members serve 5-year terms.
and support services to investors and
– Funded by the City of Kamloops.
entrepreneurs.
– Staff size: 5

Kingston
Economic
Development
Corporation

– Separately incorporated non-for-profit agency – Mission: Provide dynamic and
– Overall local economic indicators and
governed by a 12-person Board of Directors.
collaborative leadership by leveraging
market statistics (e.g., GDP, unemployment
– Mayor and three annually appointed
Kingston's unique assets to create jobs
data) presented.
Councillors.
and investment in order to sustain, grow – Annual Report lists metrics such as amount
– Funded by the City of Kingston, provincial
and transform Kingston's economy to
of new investments in the community,
and federal investment and private sector
meet the needs of the 21st century. Aim
development growth, number of jobs
support/revenues.
to be one of Canada's leading
created attributed to direct KEDC
– Staff size: 10
economies.
assistance, outcomes of programs and
– Financial services are managed by the City’s – Vision: An innovative city where private
seminars conducted, and event attendance
Financial Services department.
and public enterprises thrive, individuals
records.
– Oversees Attraction and Aftercare, Business
and entrepreneurs grow, and a diversity
Growth and Retention, Start-ups and Youth,
of people want to visit, live, work and do
Emerging Sectors and Workforce
business.
Development Portfolios.

Economic
Development
Winnipeg

– Separately incorporated non-for-profit agency – Mandate: Strive to lead, facilitate and
governed by a 12-person Board of Directors.
promote Winnipeg’s economic
– Funded by the City of Winnipeg, provincial
development and tourism development
and federal investment and private sector
efforts.
support/revenues.
– Vision: To ensure Economic
– Tourism incorporated with economic
Development Winnipeg Inc. is
development.
recognized as a leader, nationally and
– Staff size: 25
internationally, in stimulating economic
growth for the city of Winnipeg.

– Overall local economic indicators and
market statistics (e.g., GDP, unemployment
data) presented.
– Annual Report lists metrics such as
economic outcomes facilitated, services
delivered, investment opportunities
pursued/developed, and business retention
and expansion meetings executed.
– $182M investment impact.
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Strengths
Discussions with various stakeholder groups and a review of documentation suggested a number of strengths of EDL.
Category

What’s working well?

Marketing and
Branding

– EDL appears to be advancing the Lethbridge brand as an integrated hub for the agri-food processing industry. EDL had a leading
role in developing the concept and marketing of “Canada’s Premier Food Corridor” and has used the annual Team Lethbridge
missions to Edmonton to impress its importance to provincial government leaders. It is similarly building momentum toward what it
calls the “Western Gateway Trade and Logistics Corridor.”
– Many stakeholders interviewed suggested that “Team Lethbridge” is an effective mechanism for promoting a unified Lethbridge
community brand to the Province of Alberta. (“Team Lethbridge” is a biennual trip made by local business leaders to Edmonton to
meet with the Premier and other Ministers to advance interests of Lethbridge. This trip is funded entirely by business participants,
not EDL.)

Relationship to the
City of Lethbridge

– Between the City, the Chamber of Commerce and EDL, there seems to be an overall positive working relationship, including an
openness to identifying and reducing red tape inhibiting business attraction and expansion.
– EDL appears to have good relationships with Lethbridge Land, the Lethbridge Chamber of Commerce, and City Administration.

Regional and Local
Economic
Development

– EDL participates in regional economic development initiatives and relationships. EDL frequently supports opportunities that result
in investment in the region and indirectly benefit Lethbridge.
– EDL states to have played a leading key role in attracting the largest private sector investment in Lethbridge’s history, in the agrifood sector.

Funding and
Finances

– EDL obtains funding from third party sources for various special initiatives and projects that exceed the City’s contribution.
– Since EDL is not a municipal department, it can pursue additional sources of funding to which the City would not have access.
– EDL staff are not City staff and not subject to the same classifications and benefit expenditures.

Reporting

– EDL is transparent and accountable in its annual reporting, including providing audited financial statements, and a summary of its
performance measures.
– Although some parties are not clear or may dispute EDL’s return on investment, EDL does attempt to outline performance metrics,
including attempts to show the City return on investment.
– EDL is observed to be relatively more transparent in reporting than many other municipal economic development agencies.

Economic
Development Skills

– EDL has developed expertise and experience in economic development that is not a core function or expertise within the City
– The City’s key internal department with related expertise is Real Estate and Land Development (RELD), and EDL appears to have
a very good working relationship with RELD.
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Challenges
Similarly, discussions with various stakeholder groups and a review of documentation identified some challenges to EDL’s effectiveness.
Challenge

Description

Board Function
& Effectiveness

– EDL perceives that there are times when the City seems to want to manage EDL like a City department. EDL’s CEO is called to give
in-person reporting to the City Manager, as well as Council. The City’s extent of participation on the board may be perceived as
amplifying EDL’s responsibility to the City.
– The large size of the board and the high representation of board members from community and education sectors may not align with an
effective governance board focused on economic development. The majority of the Board is not from industry and business as is the
case for most arms-length economic development agencies.
– The board is not built around maintaining particular skill sets and expertise, but rather about representing a very broad range of sectors.
– Stakeholders interviewed generally expressed that there is an under-representation of private business on the board.

Downtown
Revitalization

– There are overlapping roles between the City, EDL and the Downtown Lethbridge Revitalization Zone in supporting downtown
redevelopment – e.g., Downtown business revitalization by various groups could be better coordinated, or to have clearer mandates.
“Downtown needs a good strategy to get people downtown.”

Interaction with
Levels of
Government

– There is a challenge in aligning priorities of federal, provincial and municipal government.

Economic
Recovery
Taskforce

– EDL was first out of the gate in supporting local businesses during the COVID-19 crisis. There seems to have been confusion when
the City also developed its own parallel initiative independent of EDL. There may be similar competing behaviour when attracting
certain investment.

Scope of
Mandate / Local
versus Regional

– EDL was established to support the economic development interests of the City. While regional cooperation is important, there appears
to be some expansion of EDL’s mandate into regional initiatives (e.g., supporting individuals and businesses outside of City limits).
There is also regional representation on the Board.
– A continuing tension is the City’s expectations of EDL to serve the City of Lethbridge, while balancing the need for regional cooperation.
– Regional success is good for the City of Lethbridge, and success in business attraction within the City is good for the region. There are
mutual two-way benefits that need to be better understood and articulated. At the same time, EDL must recognize and respect that the
City is its primary source of funding.
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Leading Practice (1 of 3)
Performance Measurement in Economic Development
At the core of measuring performance and developing and setting Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) is the thought of “measuring what matters.”
Without creating an overabundance of measures which detract from
organizational performance, an economic development agency needs to
monitor key aspects of business inputs, activities, outputs and outcomes.
Leading practices researched by the International Economic Development
Council (IEDC) and the Economic Development Association of Canada
(EDAC)45 is helpful in evaluating the City of Lethbridge’s economic
development program. As part of EDAC’s research, they surveyed their
practitioners with respect to the metrics their agencies used in monitoring
economic development progress.

Inputs
• Usage of
resources (e.g.,
staff time,
board/volunteer
time, budget,
travel, etc.).

Activities
• Business
recruitment,
retention &
expansion, small
business
advisory, tourism
traffic

Outputs
• Inquiries
received, # of
calls with
corporate
leaders, # of
clients served.

Outcomes
• Job growth,
capital
investment, tax
assessment
base, real estate
and land utilized,
# of business
start-ups.

Other Considerations
Economic development monitoring should take into consideration:
1.

Monitoring industries with rising/declining national employment trends and their local effects.

2. Time to fruition – understands that the lead time between first contact and investment may be in the span of years, not months.
3. Limit or discontinue metrics of lesser value.
Top 10 Measures Used in Canadian
Economic Development

Breadth of Economic Development
Program Offerings by EDAC Members
Program
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Business attraction
Business retention and expansion
SME business development
Innovation / Entrepreneurship
Tourism
Access to capital
Business incubation
Human Resource development
Angel investor match-making.

Member
Response

Part of
EDL
Program

86%
83%
82%
58%
55%
43%
34%
27%
16%

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Metric

Type of
Measure

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Outcome
Outcome
Outcome
Outcome
Output
Outcome
Output
Output
Outcome
Outcome

New businesses opened
Population
Jobs created (full-time)
Workforce (employment)
Inquiries received
New business investment attracted
Building permits – Commercial
Building permits – Institutional
Business closures
Unemployment rate

Reported in EDL
documents
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes46
Yes47
Yes
Yes

45

Economic Development Association of Canada, “Performance Measurement in Economic Development.”
Building permits are reported by EDL, but no breakdown between “Commercial” and “Institutional.”
47 Building permits are reported by EDL, but no breakdown between “Commercial” and “Institutional.”
46
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Leading Practice (2 of 3)
Overall, EDL attempts to provide performance metrics that are generally in line with economic development agencies, and reporting is better than most
for similar size economic development agencies.
The ongoing challenge for economic development agencies is convincing stakeholders of return on investment.
It is important for EDL to prioritize key performance metrics that are outcome or results-based such as:
•

dollars of investment attracted from developers and new business, and from expansions of existing business,

•

number of associated jobs and payroll,

•

land utilized and real estate square footage, from business attraction and expansions that EDL was a key part of.

•

estimated economic impacts from the above, including estimated tax and other revenues for the city / region.

The challenge is that sometimes the local economic development agency plays a clear key role in the new business investment or expansion, and other times it
plays a supporting role. However, the community and region should celebrate all successes in economic development and recognize that team efforts and
multiple players are typically involved. The economic development agency often has an important coordinating or quarterback role to play between the company
and the municipality and other levels of government.
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Leading Practices (3 of 3)
Economic Development
Leading practices based on our experience in economic development relevant to Lethbridge include:
–

Defined strategy and alignment of strategic objectives for the city and region to support alignment of all partners.

–

A strong focus on creating a unified brand and reputation, helps draw the right external parties with economic interests.

–

Focused and coordinated efforts with economic development partners, supports attracting international investment and trade.

–

Applied effort and resources to attract talent and jobs and help to build and attract key industries requiring those skill sets.

–

Leading cities and regions pay constant attention to global developments and their global competitiveness.

–

Targeting key sectors of regional economic strength and competitive advantage support higher efficiency of development efforts.

–

Emphasizing technology ecosystems and innovation across all key sectors.

–

Robust research and market information capabilities support attracting pre-qualified opportunities.

–

A customer-driven approach includes excellence in data and information for prospective investors, companies, site selectors, international students, event
organizers, and other target groups.

–

Client-centric, customized services and “single window” coordination simplify site selection processes for potential international investors.

–

Effective performance frameworks clearly define the desired outcomes/results and accountabilities.

–

Efficiency, effectiveness and value for money in funding and resources should remain top-of-mind for economic development officers.

–

Trust, respect and collaboration of partners and communities is essential for success in economic development. A new investment in one area is a win for
the whole region. Celebrate these successes together.

Governance
–

Governance board with board members that understand their fiduciary obligation to the organization, as distinct from a board comprised of individuals
representing their own constituency.

–

Skills-based boards whereby board members are selected based on the skill sets most valuable to govern the organization.

–

Board sizes that are dictated by the ability to obtain identified skills, allow for succession and turnover, support board committees, and promote effective
discussion and decision-making.

–

Use of advisory committees to solicit input and feedback from relevant constituents or partners for initiatives.
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Opportunities
The following is a summary of opportunities that were identified during stakeholder engagement, document review, experience in other jurisdictions,
benchmarking, and analysis. Each opportunity is described in the remainder of this section.
Opportunity

Description

1. Clarify the City’s
Relationship to EDL
and Improve
Communications

There may be an opportunity to better align the relationship between the City and EDL through an updated Memorandum of
Understanding providing clarification of EDL’s mandate, expectations, governance, roles, and accountabilities, as well as City
departments’ engagement in economic development activities. EDL and Real Estate and Land Development (RELD) have a key
“dotted-line” relationship which should be encouraged and strengthened.

2. Board
Composition and
Size

The size and composition of EDL’s Board may limit its ability to maximize effective governance. There may be an opportunity to revisit
the Board’s size and composition in line with leading practices for similar agencies. The Board should be smaller, more skills-based to
suit its economic development mandate and contain a significantly greater share from business and industry.

3. Review City’s
Role and
Appointments on
the EDL Board

The City currently has 7 of 31 appointments to the EDL board where board members act as “voices of the community”. There may be
an opportunity to reconsider the City’s purpose in appointing members to EDL’s board, as well as size and composition considerations.

4. Mandate
Clarification and
Alignment of
City/Region

EDL undertakes some activities that promote the economic development interests of the region, not just the City. There may be an
opportunity to revisit and clarify EDL’s mandate, the activities it undertakes, and its relationships with regional partners.

5. City Investment

EDL has successfully raised funds for many of its programs and the City’s share of its overall funding is less than 50%. However, the
City is still the primary funder and EDL is established as an arms-length entity by the city. Overall, the City’s investment in EDL is less
than $1 million and EDL appears to provide reasonable value. There may be an opportunity to re-evaluate the City’s contribution to
EDL, and to its overall investment in economic development in Lethbridge, including investing in new initiatives. Where EDL can play a
clear lead or supporting role for new priority economic development initiatives, the City may consider reinvestment of dedicated funds to
EDL for such new initiatives with accountability for return on investment.
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Opportunities
The following table lists the opportunities identified for EDL along with a high-level assessment of their potential time to implement, and the relative degree to
which they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities. 48

Implementation

Benefit

Cost

Time

Risk

Efficiency

Effectiveness

Service

Alignment

Level of
Decision

1

Review City’s Relationship to EDL and
Improve Communications

L

L

M

o

++

+

++

Council / Board

2

Board Composition and Size

L

L

M

o

+

o

o

Council / Board

3

Review City’s Role and Appointments
on the EDL Board

L

L

L

o

+

o

+

Council / Board

4

Mandate Clarification and Alignment of
City/Region

L

L

L

o

++

+

++

Council / Board

5

City Investment

M

L

M

o

+

+

+

Council

Legend

48

Note: The full legend is available on page 13.
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1. Clarify City’s Relationship to EDL and Improve Communications
Description
Economic development agencies need to be focused on priority areas:

— Facilitating growth and expansion of existing business in the city
— Attracting new investment to the city / city-region
— Marketing the city to potential investors and prospects
— Encouraging innovation and technology adaptation across sectors
All of the above is in collaboration with the City and many partners. EDL appears to be doing a reasonable job with its level of resources, and EDL provides
regular information on performance and achievements. This information may or may not be effectively communicated or heard.
To its credit, EDL has developed a transparent, accountable business plan 2019-2022 (“Brighter Together”). EDL’s Business Plan outlines: mission/vision/values;
six pillars of its economic development strategy; alignment with the City’s strategic plan; and actions and performance indicators. EDL provides an annual report
that outlines its progress. The first four pillars are in line with core areas expected for an economic development agency: business retention and expansion
(“growing from within”); investment attraction (“from new companies”); entrepreneurship and innovation; and marketing and advocacy. The fifth pillar of catalytic
projects focused on key sectors and larger projects, and the sixth pillar is around internal operational excellence, which also work.
As discussed previously, there are important benefits of an economic development organization or agency having a separate Board from its City sponsor. These
benefits include:

— Ability to access funding from a wider range of sources than city departments.
— Full-time dedicated economic development expertise that are not directly part of city staff, and expert advice from private sector business leaders.
— More flexibility and speed in responding to, or proactively seeking opportunities.
MOU
The City’s formal relationship with EDL is based on an MOU approved by Council in 2016 that outlines roles, responsibilities and expectations between EDL and
the City. There appear to be a number of practical challenges related to how the City communicates priorities and reporting expectations to EDL. Some EDL
stakeholders perceive that the City wishes to “manage” EDL. As well, stakeholder engagement seems to reveal some concern in parts of the City with economic
development reporting and communication from EDL. Council and City leadership may feel under-informed despite the City holding positions on the Board of
EDL.
The 2016 MOU outlines a number of appropriate responsibilities for EDL and the City, but is too general in parts.
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1. Clarify City’s Relationship to EDL and Improve Communications
Through an updated and revised 2021 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), there is an opportunity for both the
City and EDL to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

closer align;
re-emphasize the core focus and purpose of EDL;
re-confirm City priorities;
adjust governance composition, size and appointments (discussed further in Opportunity #2 and #3);
outline financial processes and accountability, including performance metrics and reporting frequency;
strengthen communications; and
clarify EDL’s mandate including its city-region approach (discussed further in Opportunity #4).

This would be beneficial for both the City and EDL.

City Council

EDL
Leadership

City
Business
Functions

Sample content of the MOU is provided in the table on the next page. The City and EDL could confirm and clarify
their understanding of the relationship between the City and EDL, and the expectations of their positions with each
other. The MOU should be periodically reviewed as part of subsequent budget cycles.

Communications
The City has a major role in economic development through the provision of essential inputs such as space, transportation and utilities needed by business to
continue to grow and prosper in Lethbridge. These essential inputs need to be effective and cost-competitive, along with a competitive tax and regulatory
environment. A fundamental municipal role in facilitating economic development is supply of development-ready land and related services. EDL appears to have
good relationships with City Administration including City departments such as Real Estate and Land Development (RELD).
In particular, the “dotted-line” relationship between RELD and EDL is very important. As the City’s internal real estate and land development business unit,
RELD’s effectiveness in managing this fundamental municipal function and providing internal support services is essential, with EDL as the external entity focused
on investor attraction and engagement. Together, EDL and the City have an interdependent role in working closely on specific opportunities for investment
attraction and business brought forward and facilitated by EDL.
By re-evaluating the MOU, there could be greater clarity in the functions and services that EDL delivers on behalf of the City of Lethbridge, clearly defining the
relationship of the City and EDL, and aligning expectations with related activities.

— EDL has an important role to play in marketing to potential investors and providing expert economic development services.
— The Mayor has an essential role as the lead spokesperson for the City, and regular meetings with other levels of government, other municipalities, and
frequent meetings with business / industry.

— The City Manager also is a key spokesperson for the City.
— Communications and key messaging from EDL to external parties needs to be aligned with City communications.
More frequent communications with EDL and Council / Senior Leadership is an opportunity for both entities for mutual understanding of priorities and progress /
results and alignment of communications and messaging on Lethbridge’s brand in the market.
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1. Clarify City’s Relationship to EDL and Improve Communications
The following table summarizes potential items to add or strengthen in the MOU between the City and EDL.
Business Element
Mandate

Desired Outcome(s)
Clear mandate for EDL that
aligns / reflects City priorities.

Comments

— The MOU could make clear

—

Governance

Council and the Board of
Trustees share a common
understanding of the
governance of EDL.

that EDL operates as a
delegated authority of the
City.
City also recognize EDL
does and should take a
long-term approach

— The MOU could make clear
that EDL operates as a
delegated authority of the
City.

Suggested Items for MOU

— City defines the mandate of EDL and communicates City
priorities.

— EDL Board align the EDL strategy with the mandate and
—

priorities determined by the City, and are accountable for
reporting performance against priorities.
City recognizes that EDL can lead initiatives for the positive
economic benefit of the region, not only the City

— The City appoints all board members, but for a smaller, skillsbased board.

— EDL Board approves and submits a strategy and business
plan in-line with its mandate and City priorities.

— EDL Board participates in the identification of board
candidates.

— Advisory Committee(s) can involve many other partners to
assist / support key initiatives, but not as a governing board
Operations

Performance and
Reporting

Establish a common
understanding of why and how
EDL and the City will cooperate
on the delivery of economic
development.

— The MOU could make clear

Define performance
expectations, and content and
frequency of reporting.

— Frequency of information

that EDL is focused on core
functions (e.g., marketing
and promotion, investment
attraction, business
expansion) while the City is
focused on supporting
development.

presentations for Council to
be delivered by the Board
Chair and CEO.

— The Board oversees and
assesses performance

— Cleary define the roles and responsibilities for economic

—

development activities, and lead development, including
responsibilities for land development and infrastructure as may
be delivered internally for the City through RELD.
Define a process for working collaboratively on development
leads, including potentially using joint pursuit teams for major
opportunities.

— Define performance metrics and frequency of reporting.
— EDL Board or representative presents performance update to
Council on a regular basis (e.g., quarterly), and annual
presentation of plan and priorities, and past-year performance.

— Reporting distribution list to include Mayor, Council, City
Manager and RELD Manager.
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1. Clarify City’s Relationship to EDL and Improve Communications
Other Considerations
Over time, organizations can get pulled into other initiatives that are non-core or outside focus areas. EDL may consider re-focusing efforts and resources on
initiatives or projects that are working or making meaningful progress, and exiting involvement or dissolving certain non-core committees and community projects
of lower relative priority. This may be done in close consultation with the City to ensure EDL’s limited resources are directed to City priorities and EDL’s core
economic development mandate. This would also be beneficial for both the City and EDL.
A related component of this discussion is for the City to consider what role that EDL plays in economic development in relation to the City’s internal efforts,
including those of the Downtown Business Revitalization Zone (BRZ) and the Heart of Our City (HOC) initiative. Some stakeholder suggested that, at times,
businesses considering locating in Lethbridge approach the City rather than EDL, and that those contacts are handled internally and not forwarded to EDL. There
may be ways that EDL appears to provide support for local businesses, which may be more appropriate for the Chamber of Commerce to execute (e.g., mental
health supports for business owners).
Reviewing the City’s relationship with EDL could include:
−
−
−
−

Clarification of EDL’s role with respect to the City;
Clarification of reporting frequency and metrics, and any other previously unstated expectations of EDL;
Identification of protocols between EDL and the City for coordinating efforts related to economic development, and improved strategic direction and alignment
overall; and,
Identification of and continued reporting on key performance metrics aligned with documented strategic and service delivery functions.
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1. Clarify City’s Relationship to EDL and Improve Communications
The plan for implementing a change to the City’s relationship to EDL could be based on the following. City leadership would also want to be aware of the related
constraints and risks associated with this course of action.

Actions

2021

1.

Establish an action-oriented working group comprised of
City and EDL representation to review and recommend
enhancements to the MOU by a target date.

2.

Revise and approve MOU by both Council and EDL’s
Board.

3.

Implement new communication and reporting protocols,
and constantly work on communications.

Risks & Constraints
1.

Updates to MOU may not address ongoing
communications and understanding issues.

Probability

Impact

Medium

Medium

2022

2023

2024

Summary of Impact to the City
This opportunity could provide more effective governance and communication protocols to support the relationship between the City and EDL. In turn, this could
increase the effectiveness of economic development activities and promote more coordinated service delivery to businesses currently in Lethbridge or considering
investing in Lethbridge.
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2. Board Composition and Size
Description
EDL has a significantly larger board than most other economic development agencies in Canada, even before it recently expanded from 25 to 31 members.
Lethbridge has prioritized representation from a large range of sectors, including community services and education. A number of stakeholders interviewed
expressed that there is an under-representation of private business on the board.
Leading practices research into board governance suggest board sizes between 8 and 12 members are most effective. They are large enough to accommodate a
range of required skill, and promote board succession and continuity. At the same time, they are small enough to promote board member engagement, fulfillment
of duty of care, and enable more efficient board discussions and decision-making.
Many economic development agency boards have moved or are moving to skills-based boards. They actively seek or work with their respective city / jurisdiction to
identify individuals with specific skills that are important to the effective governance of the organization, which does not require broad-based sectoral
representation.
The large size of the board and the high representation of board members from community sectors may not align with an effective governance board focused
economic development.49 There may be an opportunity to revisit the Board’s size and composition to bring it in-line with leading governance practices. EDL’s
Board could be smaller and more skills-based. Many of the current sectors represented could continue through the use of a separate advisory committee to the
Board, providing sectoral input and insight to EDL’s initiatives.
Composition of Economic Development Agency Boards (2020)
Halifax
Calgary
Fort McMurray / Wood Buffalo
Winnipeg
Kingston
Saskatoon
Kamloops
Regina
0

49

2

4

6

8

10

Public Administration Officials

Education/Health Care

Manufactoring/Construction

Agriculture/Agri-Foods

Community Interest

Professional Services

Energy/Natural Resources

Innovation and Science

12

14

16

Finance/Banking

Source: Derived from information from various municipalities and economic development agencies.
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2. Board Composition and Size
The City could consider the qualifications it requires of individual board members to contribute effectively in carrying out the board’s economic development
mandate. The board should develop a board skills matrix that describes the role and expectations of directors, and their required expertise and commitments.
As indicated in benchmarking, most economic development agency boards have the majority of their board members represented by business and industry.
Universities and colleges also play an important an important role in economic development through talent and career development, research and innovation. The
majority of board members could be leaders from business and industry, along with leaders from the City, higher education, and other major organizations in the
community.
Undertaking periodic skills gap assessments would help to identify development or education needs or areas from which to pursue board directors with such
skillsets. The chart below presents a sample skills matrix that may use to perform such an analysis.

Skills & Experience*

Level of
Importance

Current Board
Proficiency

Education and/or
Recruitment Priority

Understanding of Mandate
Business Board Experience
Entrepreneurship
Finance
Technology and Innovation
Strategic Planning and
Transformational Change
Priority Sectors (i.e., Agri-business)
Indigenous Business
International Business
Logistics and Supply Chain
Marketing / Public Relations

Using a similar matrix analysis, the
Board may be able to identify existing
capabilities and competencies as well as
areas where board development or
additional education or qualifications are
needed, supporting the board’s
alignment with City of Lethbridge and
EDL’s strategic priorities in economic
development.

Professional Business Services
Regional Economic Development
Higher Education and Training
*This list of skills is a summary sample of high-level areas of knowledge on which all board members could be considered.
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2. Board Composition and Size
The plan for implementing a change to EDL’s Board composition and size could be based on the following, and should be performed in conjunction with the
actions related to the next opportunity. City leadership would also want to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action.

Actions

2021

1.

City to evaluate its own role on the EDL board
(Opportunity #3).

2.

City to open dialogue with EDL Executive Committee to
encourage re-evaluation of its board size and structure.

3.

City and EDL Board agree to Board size and structure,
appointments made accordingly.

Risks & Constraints

Probability

Impact

1.

EDL has benefitted from sectors being
represented by senior-level professionals in
many cases. Moving board members to
advisory committee members needs to be
communicated in such a way not to appear that
these leaders’ contribution is not valued less,
but rather will be utilized in an initiatives-driven
manner.

Medium

Low

2.

Some board members like the large board
format for various reasons. There is a
possibility that the EDL board will not accept
guidance toward restructuring.

Medium

Medium

2022

2023

2024

Summary of Impact to the City
This opportunity also relates to effective governance to support the relationship between the City and EDL.
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3. Review City’s Role and Appointments on the EDL Board
Description
The EDL Board of Directors of 31 members was designed to reflect community sectors. The City appoints 7 of the 31 Board positions, including:
−
−

City representatives: the Mayor, one City councillor, and the City Manager; and,
Four sectors / constituencies: environment, seniors, Indigenous, and multiculturism.

The City of Lethbridge board appointees to EDL from the four sectors are reviewed and interviewed by the EDL Nominating Committee prior to acceptance, similar
to how potential candidates identified for the other EDL board sectors are reviewed. In addition, Lethbridge County, the Lethbridge Chamber of Commerce,
Lethbridge College, and the University of Lethbridge appoint one representative each.
Jurisdictional research identified that Economic Development Lethbridge’s structure and relationship with the City of Lethbridge is similar to a number of
comparators that have arms-length relationships with their respective municipality. It is not uncommon to have the Mayor, City Councillors, or Public Officials (i.e.,
City Manager) serve on the boards of economic development agencies. Many economic development agency boards have representation from their City’s
Council, and four of the nine municipalities reviewed, including Lethbridge, include the mayor as a member of the board.

Responsibility of Board Members
Board members have a fiduciary duty to govern in accordance with the best interests of the organization (i.e., EDL). That is, EDL Board members must act in the
interest of EDL, and must not serve as representatives of the City or any other organization, though they contribute knowledge of and experience with such
organizations. There is a potential for City board members to be perceived as attending EDL board meetings as “representatives of the City” rather than
“members of the EDL board.” This has the potential to create a perceived conflict of interest for City representatives.
There may be an opportunity for the City to reconsider whether its appointments to EDL’s Board promote effective governance. It may also reconsider requiring
three positions to represent the City on the EDL Board, or if it could contribute to EDL’s governance more effectively with two representatives, providing space for
appointments in accordance with a desired skills mix.
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3. Review City’s Role and Appointments on the EDL Board
The plan for implementing a change to the City’s relationship to EDL could be based on the following. City leadership would also want to be aware of the related
constraints and risks associated with this course of action.

Actions

2021

1.

Council with City Manager input to review the role of City
representatives in their participation on the EDL board.

2.

Revise governing documents

Risks & Constraints
1.

May be a perception that City is decreasing
involvement with EDL.

Probability

Impact

Low

Low

2022

2023

2024

Summary of Impact to the City
This opportunity also relates to effective governance to support the relationship between the City and EDL.
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4. Mandate Clarification and Alignment of City/Region
Description
When EDL was first formed in 2002, the City created EDL as a community-based, independent economic development entity in order to deliver economic
development programs and services for the benefit Lethbridge. It is not clear from documents from that time whether regional participation was prohibited,
envisioned or encouraged. Since then, there has been some expansion of EDL’s activities into regional initiatives. EDL tracks regional statistics, it has regular
interaction with regional partners such as RINSA through Tecconnect, which serves entrepreneurs in Lethbridge as well as Blood Tribe First Nation and other
municipalities. The Women in STEM program justification included wanting to serve rural women, and other economic development agencies within southwest
Alberta.
EDL initiated the Lethbridge Regional Economic Recovery Task Force earlier in 2020, demonstrating it is accepted as a regional leader in economic development.
Some of EDL’s large projects are regional, for example: Canada’s Premium Food Corridor and the Western Gateway Trade and Logistics Corridor, which involve
agricultural producers, agri-food processors, and local municipalities.
There may be an opportunity for the City to revisit and clarify EDL’s mandate, the activities it undertakes, and its relationships with regional partners. There have
been significant business opportunities developed through regional collaboration as currently demonstrated in the agri-food sector and renewable energy sector.
Intentional direction from the City could grant EDL “permission to play” more fulsomely and proactively in regional initiatives. If economic activity increases in the
region around Lethbridge, the City also gains economic benefits.
EDL participates in regional economic development initiatives and relationships. EDL frequently supports opportunities that result in investment in the region and
indirectly benefit Lethbridge. In recent years, EDL supported efforts to develop a $2 billion wind farm in the region. Both during construction and following,
Lethbridge has benefitted from economic spinoffs created.
Conversely, economic development in Lethbridge benefits the region. EDL played a significant key role in attracting the largest private sector investment in
Lethbridge’s history, approximately $410 million. The agri-food processing plant is located within Lethbridge city limits, but it sources agricultural inputs from the
region and draws on local logistics providers and supply chain infrastructure.
Regional success is good for the City of Lethbridge, and success in business attraction within the City is good for the region. There are mutual benefits that need
to better be understood and articulated. At the same time, the City created EDL and provides funding for EDL’s core operations.

Regional Role
EDL has branded its collaborative economic development efforts as “Brighter Together.” To EDL, this messaging extends to the regional initiatives where EDL
participates (e.g., RINSA, Southgrow). EDL has already taken on the roles as a regional leader and supporter, when appropriate. Many regional partnerships are
“handshake” agreements built on trust and collaboration, with an understanding of “shared investment for shared benefit.” EDL’s broad participation has earned it
a reputation as an effective partner, which may have contributed to EDL attracting additional program funding dollars from multiple levels of government. EDL has
accomplished this while maintaining its own identity.
EDL has the largest economic development presence in southwestern Alberta. As such, EDL is leaned on as a major regional player and collaborating on
economic development projects and initiatives with surrounding municipal partners, different levels of government, and other types of development agencies. Most
nearby municipalities have economic development staff comprised of only a single person.
A challenge is that surrounding municipalities in the region have very limited funding to contribute. However, partners who benefit should also contribute with
some financial commitment. There may be other ways for partners outside of the City to contribute to regional initiatives through non-financial resources and time.
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4. Mandate Clarification and Alignment of City/Region
Trend Toward Regional Economic Development
There are many other examples across North America where the trend is more towards regional economic development collaboration, with the main city being the
brand and main player in economic development efforts.
One recent example in Alberta is the Edmonton metropolitan region. Edmonton Global (EG) aims to combine the efforts of all levels of government and economic
development agencies including 15 municipalities, Invest Alberta, Alberta’s Industrial Heartland Association, the Edmonton International Airport, Edmonton Health
City, the Alberta Machine Intelligence Institute, and Invest in Canada. 50
Compared to EDL, EG has an approach similar in its focus sectors, which include: manufacturing and advanced manufacturing, health and life sciences, food and
agriculture, and energy and clean technology. Its organizational priorities for 2018-2023 are: attracting foreign direct investment and trade and increasing brand
awareness of the region. Edmonton Global is structured to have accountability to its 15 member municipalities, but there are no public officials on the 12-member
board. It has a current staff of 10.

Edmonton Global Partner Municipalities

Focus Sectors

Edmonton Global’s Priorities 2018-2023

50

Source: derived from information from Edmonton Global’s website.
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4. Mandate Clarification and Alignment of City/Region
The plan for implementing a change to EDL’s regional mandate could be based on the following. City leadership would also want to be aware of the related
constraints and risks associated with this course of action.

Actions

2021

1.

Council to discuss extent of regional mandate and
understanding of increasing regional role of EDL, while still
maintaining focus for City economic development efforts.

2.

EDL to propose a small number of suitable metrics to give
visibility to its level of City/regional effort and impact.

3.

Council to open up discussions with regional municipalities
with respect to regional municipalities participating more in
economic development led by EDL. .

Risks & Constraints

Probability

Impact

1.

There may be ongoing concern among regional
partners over an appearance of imbalance of
EDL effort benefitting Lethbridge versus the
region.

Medium

Medium

2.

There may be challenges in understanding
involvement and accountabilities to the group of
surrounding municipalities and regional
partners.

Medium

Medium

2022

2023

2024

Summary of Impact to the City
This opportunity relates to effectiveness and clarification of mandate.
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5. City Investment
Description
The City is considered the primary funder of EDL, although the City’s share of EDL’s overall funding was less than 50% in 2019. EDL leverages funding
opportunities from other levels of government (e.g., provincial grants from Alberta Innovates; federal contributions from Western Economic Diversification) and
partnerships to execute on organizational priorities and produce positive economic outcomes. Since EDL is not a municipal department, it can pursue these
additional sources of funding to which the City would otherwise not have access. This is one of the key benefits of an arms-length economic development agency.
EDL indirectly helps create jobs and supports businesses in expanding operations or attracting additional investment. With additional funds, EDL would be able to
add attention to its strategic priorities and increase capacity. Discussion with EDL senior leadership provided two significant ideas with respect to how it would
apply additional funding for economic development efforts in Lethbridge and region (described below).
In pursuing these initiatives, the City and EDL would want to establish defined performance metrics and timeframes to promote accountability and a return on the
City’s incremental investment. There may also be opportunities for the City to enter into shared investment for shared benefit agreements with regional partners
related to each initiative. For growth initiatives, City funding could leverage significant additional funding from other levels of government.
Ideas

Description

— EDL has developed marketing material to promote a Lethbridge-Taber Agri-food Corridor and the agri-food processing sector in
1. Further Promote
“Canada’s Premier
Food Corridor” (CPFC)
Industry Cluster
(see also Appendix B)

—
—
—
—

southern Alberta. It provides a regional approach to attracting large, multi-national companies and utilize opportunities from the
Federal supercluster program administered by Protein Industries Canada (PIC) and the Plant Protein Alliance of Alberta.
EDL has been working to continue to advance development a food corridor cluster, which could be a strategic driving force for
economic development in Lethbridge region.
Funds would be used to hire dedicated resources with expertise in food cluster development.
EDL is currently pursuing funding partnered with Western Diversification. However, leveraged dollars would be supportive.
Additional funds could allow EDL to market CPFC at large, global events relevant to key initiatives. Last year, EDL’s CEO was in
Paris, same week as the Food Ingredient Europe Show (21,000 people, 3 companies from Alberta).

— The Western Gateway Trade and Logistics Corridor is an effort to establish a preferred trade corridor through the region, providing
2. Promote the
“Western Gateway
Trade and Logistics
Corridor”

—
—
—

logistics and border-crossing efficiencies.
Long-term objectives of the initiative include: developing a bonded warehouse location along the Highway 4 corridor; a freight preclearance centre; and Inland Port Designation/ Tax Status.
The Lethbridge region is well-situated to be along trade and logistics corridors east-west within Canada, as well as north-south
along the CANAMEX (Canada-US-Mexico) Trade Corridor, which crosses the US border at the Coutts Border Crossing.
The Southgrow Regional Initiative conducted an opportunity identification study through Stantec Engineering in 2005 to evaluate the
region’s highway infrastructure, connectivity to national logistics infrastructure, and requirements to advance the corridor.
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5. City Investment
The plan for implementing a change to the City’s relationship to EDL could be based on the following. City leadership would also want to be aware of the related
constraints and risks associated with this course of action.

Actions
1.

2.

2021

2022

2023

2024

EDL to develop and present a business case(s) for
additional investment in economic development, and
submit to Council to evaluate for consideration. Each case,
if accepted, would have its own implementation plan,
including a funding plan and specific performance targets.
This could include the establishment of a Shared
Investment for Shared Benefit (SISB) framework for
collaborating with regional partners, and a governance
framework for an opportunity fund.
City to re-invest funding for EDL initiatives that are high
priorities of the City. EDL held accountable for
performance / achievements and return on investment for:
(a) core funding received from the City, and (b) any
additional incremental City funding for such high priority
initiatives.

Risks & Constraints

Probability

Impact

1.

The City may not have the funds available to
increase its investment in economic
development activities, or it may realize better
economic development returns by investing in
the airport or other infrastructure.

High

High

2.

The City does not realize an economic return
commensurate with its additional investment, or
the return is difficult to measure.

High

High

Summary of Impact to the City
This opportunity relates to effectiveness and potential opportunities for re-investment on priority economic development initiatives for the City, based on achieving
results and return on investment.
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Appendices
A. Lethbridge Public Library Programs
B. Lethbridge Public Library
C. Economic Development Lethbridge Program Descriptions
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Appendix A – Lethbridge Public Library Programs
Program Partnerships with No Formal Agreements
A listing of the LPL’s program partnerships with no formal program agreement is provided below:

Program Partnerships with No Formal Agreements
Chinook Arch Regional
Library System

Lethbridge Centennial
Quilters Guild

City of Lethbridge Transit

Lethbridge College
Kodiaks

Escape from LA

Evergreen Golf Centre
Exhibition Park
Fort Whoop Up - Galt
has taken over
operations, passes
through Chinook Arch
region-wide
Geomatic Attic
Hatrix Theatre
Lethbridge Bulls

New West Theatre

Umami Shop World
Grocery Boutique

Better Business Bureau

University of Lethbridge
(1st Choice Savings
Lethbridge Correctional
Centre for Sport &
Centre
Wellness)

Family Centre

Bev Smith - School
District 51 Literacy Lead
Teachers

Frontier College

Triple P Parenting

University of Lethbridge /
LPL Board /Lethbridge
College Buchanan
Library/Chinook Arch
University of Lethbridge
University of Lethbridge
Lethbridge Curling Club Pass Powderkeg ski hill
University of Lethbridge Holy Spirit School District
Fine Arts Department
(Robbin Gibb)
Read On / School District
51 / YWCA / Lethbridge University of Lethbridge
Lethbridge Asset
Lethbridge PLAYS
Lethbridge Folk Club
Police / Immigration
Modern Languages
Lethbridge College
Builders
Coalition
Services / University of
department
Lethbridge Iikaisskini
Recreation
Lethbridge Early Years
Lethbridge Hurricanes
Excellence/City of
VRKade
SACPA
Coalition
Lethbridge
Lethbridge International
Windy Castle Medieval
Lethbridge Early Years
SAAG
University of Lethbridge
Airshow
Faire
Coalition

City of Lethbridge - Rec Lethbridge Community
and Culture
Band Society
Community Cabaret

Movie Mill

Lethbridge Jazz Festival

Lethbridge Senior
Citizens Organization
(LSCO)
Lethbridge Shakespeare
Performance Society
Lethbridge Symphony

Nikka Yuko Japanese
Garden

University of Lethbridge
Bookstore

Lethbridge Historical
Society

Helen Schuler Nature
Centre

Skate Canada

Teamworks
Training/Training Inc

University of Lethbridge

Lethbridge Early Years
Coalition / Lethbridge
Sport Council

Swing Bridge Dance
Community

Wordbridge Writing
Conference

OUTreach Southern
Alberta

Lethbridge Home
Schoolers

Theatre Outre
U of L Proghorns

Executive Leaders'
The MAT (B&G Club)
Coalition on Opioid Use
Andrew Gierulski
Children's Lit Roundtable
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Appendix B – Economic Development Lethbridge Program Descriptions
Tecconnect51
Tecconnect is Lethbridge’s entrepreneurship and innovation incubator, that is, a business environment developed to support entrepreneurs working to develop
new innovations and scalable start-up businesses. Generally, incubators provide education in and exposure to new technologies, shared office space, business
coaching supports and sometimes “maker-space” – innovative, cutting-edge manufacturing tools like 3-D printers, Computer Numerically-Controlled (CNC) laser
cutters, and other equipment for product prototyping. Tecconnect has recently supported local entrepreneurs through educational workshops on Blockchain,
machine learning, Artificial Intelligence and Internet-of-Things. These technologies can also provide opportunities for existing businesses to improve productivity in
their operations and expand into new ventures.
In 2019, Tecconnect supported southern Alberta women entrepreneurs in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) by applying for, securing and
delivering $1.7M in funding. Also in 2019, Tecconnect provided incubator services to 11 companies developing technologies in Blockchain & AI, supply chain,
virtual accounting, digital media and post-production, virtual reality (VR), immersive and 360 degree video, biopharmaceuticals, financial management and 3D
scanning. Further, Tecconnect hosted more than 800 workshops, seminars, meeting and events on-site this past year serving over 950 entrepreneurs.
Since 2011, companies in Tecconnect have received a total investment of $31.7M to access product development and commercialization support, and have
created 252 jobs with a total payroll of just over $10M supporting business activities that generated $20M in pre-commercialization sales. These jobs numbers
may not address job losses from business failures.
Highlights from 2019
Tecconnect supported several groups of entrepreneurs in participating in events in 2019 related to their area of pursuit, including the following:

— Preparatory training and working sessions were provided to seven young women to attend for the Crypto Chicks International Blockchain Hackathon in
—
—
—
—
—
—

51

Toronto in May. InBridge, a Tecconnect incubator client, provided the training and on-site support. The team from Lethbridge was awarded third-place with
their blockchain solution to provide a traceability solution for canola crops.
Immigrant entrepreneur supports were provided through Business Link Immigrant Services, together with representatives from the City of Lethbridge,
Lethbridge Family Services (Immigrant Services), Lethbridge College and Taber Adult Learning.
Technology access training was provided through the Rural Entrepreneur Virtual Portal Project through the Chinook Arch Regional Library System to
address accessibility issues experienced by rural and remote entrepreneurs by providing virtual entrepreneurial workshops and business advice at local
libraries who have the appropriate technology and broadband capacity to stream workshops.
In collaboration with Business Link, Tecconnect secured a part-time Indigenous Business Advisor to better service Indigenous entrepreneurs.
Tecconnect hosted the 4th Annual Multimedia Challenge in partnership with Lethbridge College’s Multimedia Production & Digital Communications and Media
departments. These events give students real world experience in pitching, branding and marketing ideas and strategies to prospective investors.
Tecconnect office space was 95% occupied at the end of 2019.
EDL has secured approximately $4.4M in funding from other sources since 2011 to support programs for entrepreneurs. EDL purports that it has multiplied the
City’s funding in Tecconnect by approximately eight times.

Derived from documentation provided by Economic Development Lethbridge, “Tecconnect Business Plan (2020-2024).”
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Appendix B – Economic Development Lethbridge Program Descriptions
Blockchain SA52
BlockchainSA is an incorporated partnership created between Economic Development Lethbridge and InBridge, an Alberta-based technology advisory firm, and
was established in 2019 and is operating as Emerging Technology Solutions (ETSB).
The main goals of the company are to:

— Provide services exclusively to agriculture and/or manufacturing companies in the Lethbridge area that are early adopters of blockchain and other emerging
technologies and are looking for a global competitive edge.

— Deliver trusted information and resources to help companies and entrepreneurs make informed choices by developing a working knowledge of emerging
—
—
—
—

technologies and their contribution to and interaction with business models.
Provide industry with Proof of Concept (POC) that blockchain technology will significantly benefit supply chain management by demonstrating its feasibility with
the aim of verifying that the concept has practical application.
Analyze opportunities and test concepts within the environment of a rapidly changing technology.
Provide an environment for advanced innovation in emerging technologies across all sectors.
Develop a means to support integration of emerging technologies into businesses systems. The corporation seeks to contribute to Canadian and international
efforts to develop blockchain standards under ISO/TC 307 Blockchain and electronic distributed ledger technologies.

Blockchain SA will provide Lethbridge companies, with an emphasis on our major industries of agriculture and manufacturing companies, with a competitive edge
in the marketplace through validated supply chain management and integration of emerging technologies.
Market Summary
Blockchain, as a technology, offers the potential to decentralize interactions between market actors to ensure access control, authenticity and integrity. Blockchain
provides a decentralized database, or a “digital ledger,” of transactions that everyone on the network can see. This network becomes a chain of computers that
must all approve an exchange before it can be verified and recorded.
Businesses are increasing focused on using new technologies to gain a competitive edge. While data analytics and cloud solutions have become common in
varying degrees by industry and sector, progressive firms are working to put breakthrough technologies such as blockchain and AI into use.
It’s worth noting that blockchain technology is so new that industry does not yet grasp the potential benefits and how to integrate it into current business practices
and technologies. There is a lack of quality education and information services that demonstrate how blockchain works and identify the specific benefits to various
industries. Providing this as a service helps to make technology adoption faster, creating a competitive edge for the adopting industry and the Lethbridge region.
Importance to Lethbridge
On a transactional basis, blockchain and supply chains can work hand-in-hand to increase traceability, lower losses from counterfeit, improve transparency and
confirm compliance to regulations and certifications. This innovation of access to continuous and immutable transactions will enhance a company’s position as a
leader within a sector. While efforts in this area are young, implementation of blockchain technologies has been described as a global business transformation on
a similar level as the growth and use of the internet. Use of blockchain could become a strategic advantage and key to future growth.

52

Derived from documentation provided by Economic Development Lethbridge, “Blockchain SA – Business Strategy Overview (2019).”
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Appendix B – Economic Development Lethbridge Program Descriptions
Women Entrepreneurs in STEM53
EDL applied for and received funding for a 3-year period from Western Economic Diversification to support up to 381 Women Entrepreneurs in STEM (WESTEM)
sectors in Southern Alberta by offering networking, mentorship and access to training in current and emerging technologies.
Strategic Objectives

— Rainforest: Funding Streams for WESTEM entrepreneurs, collaboration and synergies in ecosystem to create impact.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cornerstone Projects: What regional economic problem is in need of a solution in Southern Alberta – bring WESTEM together to solve.
Have local entrepreneurs pitch at national pitch contests.
Establish WESTEM Angel Network.
Have a WESTEM Social Enterprise.

— Entrepreneurship: Start-up ecosystem resources, training/workshops, pre-launch to growth spectrum, delivery.
1. Best-in-Class Entrepreneurship Provider.
2. Support Cornerstone Initiatives in building entrepreneurial solutions for Southern Alberta.
3. Profile success stories by host “TEDx” or “Ignite” talks featuring WESTEM from Southern Alberta.

— Networking & Events: Connecting entrepreneurs with resources from across the globe, meeting influential people to support launch and growth, being inspired
by others through access to WESTEM entrepreneurs.
1. Attend three virtual conferences before December 2021.
2. Bring in international conferences/speakers via satellite.
3. Be the entrepreneurial chapter for national/international WESTEM groups.

— STEM Mentorship: Connecting successful WESTEM entrepreneurs for early stage for coaching, advisory and support.
1. Provide a best-in-class portal for Southern Alberta Women in STEM.
2. Support cornerstone initiatives in building entrepreneurial solutions for Southern Alberta.
3. Raise profiles of Women in STEM.

— Virtual Content: Online delivery of workshops, one-stop-shop for all resources and connections, mentoring portal, Southern Alberta story-board for WESTEM
successes and upcoming events/trends.
1. Provide best-in-class Virtual Training.
2. Setup go-to portal for anyone in Southern Alberta wanting to connect to WESTEM entrepreneurial resources/local supports.

— Niche Programming: Resources and training for any under-represented female audience.
1. Provide best-in-class cultural sensitivity add-ons to our curriculum.
2. Establish a portal for professional women in STEM fields in immigrant/Indigenous communities to come to for supports.

53

Derived from documentation provided by Economic Development Lethbridge.
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Appendix B – Economic Development Lethbridge Program Descriptions
Canada’s Premier Food Corridor54
EDL and its partners have designated the region along Highway 3 surrounding Lethbridge as Canada’s Premier Food Corridor (CPFC). It is becoming recognized
as an industry hub for agri-food growers, food processing, and logistics, and many global food companies are already located in the region. The existing logistics
and transportation supply chains have led to a growing number of niche innovations choosing to locate their businesses in the region.
Economic Indicators: The region had a gross domestic product valued at approximately $8 billion in 2019. Alberta has no provincial sales tax, no payroll tax, no
healthcare premiums, and lower land costs than other regions in Canada.
Access to Markets & Logistics: Businesses in the region are at the centre of a well-positioned trading area just north of the US border serving approximately
342,000 people. The transportation/warehouse sector was valued at $207 million in 2019 with 215 businesses and 3,250 employees.
Availability of Ingredients: Superior irrigation and growing conditions in Southern Alberta allow for 65+ specialty crops to be grown. Four irrigation districts
provide water to over 900,000 acres of land across nearly 4,500 farms. There are
11,000+ businesses in the region.
Labour, Resources and R&D: Businesses have access to a young and talented
workforce. The regional population averages 37 years of age. There are a
number of research and development companies working to support innovation
and sustainable growth of the agriculture sector in Southern Alberta.
Reasons why CPFC is attractive for investors include the following:

— Close to key supply and/or distribution hubs, existing logistics and
transportation expertise.

— Surplus capacity of water, wastewater, power, natural gas infrastructure
—
—
—
—
—

54

necessary for agriculture processing facilities.
Lower land costs compared to larger population centres.
A skilled workforce experienced in agricultural processing.
World class post-secondary and research focused on agriculture.
Small town quality of life with amenities throughout the region.
Business-friendly councils and administrations with collaborative mindsets

Derived from documentation provided by Economic Development Lethbridge.
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This report (the “Report”) by KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) is provided to The City of Lethbridge (“The City”) pursuant to the professional services agreement
between The City and KPMG dated April 16, 2019, and amended November 19, 2019 and July 16, 2020. The intention of the Report is to conduct an
independent operational performance review (the “Review”) of select arms-length entities of the City, and to identify potential options for the City of
Lethbridge's consideration.
If this Report is received by anyone other than The City, the recipient is placed on notice that the attached Report has been prepared solely for The City
for its own internal use and this Report and its contents may not be shared with or disclosed to anyone by the recipient without the express written
consent of KPMG and The City. KPMG does not accept any liability or responsibility to any third party who may use or place reliance on the Report.
The scope was limited to a review and observations over a relatively short timeframe. The intention of the Report is to conduct a current state
assessment focused on in-scope Business Units (arms-length entities) and to identify potential areas of opportunities for efficiencies, cost improvement,
innovation and reinvestment in the in-scope Business Units. The procedures we performed were limited in nature and extent, and those procedures will
not necessarily disclose all matters about a Business Unit’s functions, policies and operations, or reveal errors in the underlying information. Our
procedures consisted of inquiry, observation, comparison and analysis of City-provided data and information. In addition, we considered comparisons
to select municipalities and leading practices.
The procedures we performed do not constitute an audit, examination or review in accordance with standards established by the Chartered
Professional Accountants of Canada, and we have not otherwise verified the information we obtained or presented in this Report. We express no
opinion or any form of assurance on the information presented in the Report, and make no representations concerning its accuracy or completeness.
We express no opinion or any form of assurance on potential cost improvements that The City of Lethbridge may realize should it decide to implement
the opportunities or options contained within the Report. Readers are cautioned that the potential costs or benefits outlined in the Report are order of
magnitude estimates only. Actual results achieved as a result of implementing opportunities are dependent upon The City of Lethbridge decisions and
actions, and variations may be material. The City is solely responsible for its decisions to implement any opportunities/options and for considering their
impact. Implementation will require The City to plan and test any changes to ensure that The City will realize satisfactory results.
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